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Abstract
Respiratory motion during radiotherapy can distort the highly conformal
delivery of dose to lung tumours, compromising treatment outcomes and
elevating dose to healthy tissues. A new optimization and delivery framework
is proposed to track and adapt for the tumour motion during arc delivery
in real time. An aperture library, consisting of a radiation field aperture for
each combination of beam angle and tumour position, is optimized before
delivery. The tracked tumour position would then be used to select the
appropriate aperture from the library, ensuring that the tumour is under
continuous irradiation throughout delivery. The instantaneous delivered dose
therefore depends on the respiratory motion trajectory realized by the patient.
Robust optimization is applied to optimize the aperture library, such that
the expectation value of the dose, which considers all possible respiratory
trajectories, gives the desired dose to the tumour with minimal dose to healthy
tissues.
A Markov chain is used to model the respiratory motion, assigning each
trajectory a probability. This model is trained using 5 min of patient motion
data acquired in another study, and tested on the subsequent 5 min of data.

ii

Statistical tests confirm that the model is capable of adequately estimating
the distribution of the patient’s respiratory motion from fractions of a second
to the order of a minute into delivery.
The optimization framework is developed in matRad, an open-source
treatment planning software. A novel dose calculation and optimization
method is implemented, which accurately accounts for the continuous aperture
motion undergone during arc delivery and tumour motion adaptation.
Plans optimized under this framework are compared to treatments planned
with other respiratory motion compensation methods, with focus on the quality
of plans and their robustness with respect to variations in the motion trajectory.
Robustness is evaluated by simulating trajectories and the corresponding dose
from the probabilistic model. The proposed framework is found to generate
plans which have more or slightly less robustness to variations depending on
the method being compared, with an increase in robustness resulting in more
consistent treatment outcomes. Compared to those methods which are more
robust, the proposed framework delivers a lower dose to healthy organs.
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Great are the works of the Lord,
studied by all who delight in them.
(Psalm 111:2, New Revised Standard Version)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

The use of radiation for the treatment of
cancer

In Canada, approximately 226 000 new cases of cancer are expected to be
diagnosed in 2020 [8]. Lung cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer
among the general population, with 29 800 new cases expected in this same
year. It is also one of the most fatal, with a five-year survival rate of 19% [9].
In 2007 32 % of all patients with lung cancer in Ontario received radiation
therapy (radiotherapy) for the treatment of cancer [10]. This percentage is
also observed in the United States: 32 % of patients with non–small cell lung
cancer received radiotherapy in the time period 1999 to 2008 [11].
Ionizing radiation consists of particles such as photons, electrons, neutrons,
and protons, with sufficient energy to either directly (photons, electons, and
protons) or indirectly (neutrons) ionize atoms, releasing energetic electrons.
1

2
When this occurs in a medium, these electrons travel throughout the medium,
imparting their energy along the way to other atoms in turn; the high-energy
charged particles, such as protons and electrons, can also directly deposit
energy themselves. The amount of energy deposited to the medium in this way
is quantified as the dose d, defined as the energy deposited in an infinitesimal
volume divided by the mass of that volume. The SI unit of dose is the gray,
Gy, defined as 1 Gy = 1 J/kg. In living matter, the primary effect of ionizing
radiation is to induce strand breaking in the chromosomal DNA of cells, which
can lead to eventual cell death [12, 13].
A radiotherapy treatment consists of treating a patient with high-energy
fields of ionizing radiation, used to deliver a highly-focused dose to a cancerous
tumour with the aim of reducing its size or destroying it. Although the
ultimate target of the radiation is the tumour, current clinical treatment
methods unavoidably subject the surrounding normal tissues to varying
amounts of radiation. The impact of radiation on living matter is generally
more acute on cancerous cells than on healthy ones due to the rapidly
proliferating nature of cancer cells [14]. High doses of radiation can, however,
cause disorders to healthy tissues which depend on the organ subjected to
radiation and on the particular amount, and can include skin reddening,
reduced effectiveness of salivary glands, radiation pneumonitis, and induction
of second cancers [15, 16]. The goal of radiotherapy is therefore to deliver a
high curative dose to the tumour, while minimizing the dose to the surrounding
organs at risk (OARs).

3
There are three main methods of delivering ionizing radiation to a patient:
brachytherapy, nuclear medicine therapy, and external beam radiation therapy
(EBRT). In both brachytherapy and nuclear medicine, the source of radiation
consists of radioactive material internal to the patient, possibly placed on
the skin, in the case of brachytherapy. Brachytherapy uses encapsulated
or sealed sources, typically in either the form of permanently implanted
seeds or as sources which are temporarily placed in or near the tumour via
catheters in the patient. Nuclear medicine therapy, on the other hand, uses
radioactive nuclei attached to drugs, which when injected into the patient are
preferentially taken up by the tumour.
EBRT instead uses an external source of energetic particles to treat the
patient; this source can consist of radioactive material, an X-ray tube, or,
most commonly, a linear accelerator (linac). The linac accelerates electrons
to MeV energies towards a metal target, typically tungsten, inside which the
electrons undergo quick deceleration, losing their energy to bremsstrahlung
photons. These photons, also with energy in the MeV range, are then used
to irradiate the patient. Alternatively, the high-energy electrons may be
used as a radiation source, in which case a scattering foil is used in place
of the tungsten target to increase the size of the beam exiting from the
linac. Photon-based EBRT is the most common form of radiotherapy for
the treatment of lung cancer [17], which is the focus of this thesis, and will
therefore be examined more closely in the following sections.

4

1.2
1.2.1

External beam radiation therapy
EBRT modalities

Modern EBRT typically employs a high-energy X-ray linac mounted on a
gantry, used to treat a patient lying horizontally on a treatment couch, as
seen in Figure 1.1. The gantry is able to rotate in the transverse plane of the
patient, either during delivery or in between delivery of individual treatment
beams. A multi-leaf collimator (MLC) is generally employed when using
X-ray based linacs to modulate the fluence of the photon field exiting the
linac. As shown in Figure 1.2, the MLC consists of two banks of parallel
leaves, usually tungsten, which move independently in and out of the beam
path.
Different modalities of EBRT make use of the MLC in various ways. For
example, in three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3D-CRT), the
individual leaves of the MLC are set to conform the beam aperture to the
shape of the tumour at various gantry angles around the patient. Intensitymodulated radiation therapy (IMRT), on the other hand, uses multiple
apertures at each gantry angle, none necessarily conformal, to modulate the
fluence output by the linac. The modulation is done with the goal of delivering
a dose distribution which is more conformal to the tumour, and with therefore
less dose given to normal tissues; an illustration of this is given in Figure 1.3.
The radiation can be delivered either while the leaves are stationary (static
IMRT) or in motion (dynamic IMRT). Static IMRT is mechanically simpler,
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Figure 1.1: Photograph of a radiotherapy linac. The linac itself is situated
vertically, pointing down towards the couch. The entire gantry can rotate
around the patient, who would lie horizontally on the adjustable couch during
treatment. The photograph “Linear Accelerator - Elekta Compact model”
by User:Narenfox is licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0. No modifications to the
original work have been made.
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while dynamic IMRT delivers a larger total amount of fluence to the patient
due to the modulation required, thereby increasing the volume of patient
receiving a low dose. The continuous leaf motion used in dynamic IMRT, on
the other hand, allows for a more conformal dose distribution [18].
A full treatment is delivered over the course of several days to weeks
in discrete fractions; a possible fractionation scheme for lung tumours, for
example, is to deliver 2 Gy per fraction for 33 daily fractions. This is done to
allow the non-cancerous cells some time to recover from radiation-induced
DNA damage [19]; during this time however the tumour cells also undergo
repopulation. The fractionation scheme is therefore chosen to strike a balance
between the damage, and subsequent repair and repopulation, of both normal
tissues and tumour cells [20]. Stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) is
a method of radiotherapy which uses image guidance, such as radiography, to
decrease the uncertainty of the internal position of the tumour. The dose to
the patient may then be sufficiently localized to the tumour with minimal
dose to OARs such that a treatment course with fewer fractions can be
used [21]; for example, 60 Gy in 5 fractions. The higher dose per fraction has
the advantage of increasing the biological effectiveness of the treatment while
keeping a similarly low toxicity to normal tissues [22].
Volumetric modulated arc therapy [23, 24] (VMAT) is a form of dynamic
IMRT in which the gantry continuously rotates around the patient while the
beam intensity is modulated using dynamic MLC leaf motion. Because of the
continuous delivery, gantry rotation, and leaf movement, VMAT plans tend
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Figure 1.2: Close-up photograph of an MLC, which would be attached to
the bottom end of the linac shown in Figure 1.1. Each leaf on the two
opposed banks can move in and out of the beam path independently, thereby
modulating the intensity of the photon field. The photograph “Multi leaf
collimator” by User:Egg is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.5. No modifications
to the original work have been made.
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(a) 3D-CRT dose distribution.

(b) IMRT dose distribution.

Figure 1.3: Dose distributions achievable with an MLC, using either 3D-CRT
or IMRT. A horseshoe-shaped tumour is outlined in black, with an OAR
inside the bend of the tumour outlined in green. A total of 12 beams are
delivered in each case, at equal angular intervals. In 3D-CRT, the MLC
aperture conforms to the shape of the tumour at each angle, resulting in a
very large dose to the OAR. In IMRT, the MLC modulates the photon field
at the different gantry angles, diminishing the fluence, and resulting dose, to
the OAR. Images courtesy of Dr. Tong Xu.
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to have shorter treatment times compared to IMRT plans with similar plan
quality [25].

1.2.2

EBRT planning

Whichever radiotherapy treatment modality has been selected, many of the
steps taken to plan the delivery remain the same. A computed tomography
(CT) image of the target and surrounding tissues is commonly acquired for
the express purpose of treatment planning and dose calculation. Following
this, the target and relevant OARs are delineated on the CT image, to record
the dose delivered to each volume. Four different volumes are used to define
the target to be treated, to account for microscopic spread of the tumour,
as well as position variation and uncertainty. The first is the gross tumour
volume (GTV), which is defined as the extent of the tumour which can be
identified using, for example, diagnostic imaging techniques or palpation.
The clinical target volume (CTV) includes the GTV, as well as a margin to
include microscopic disease spread which cannot be imaged or palpated. Third,
the internal target volume (ITV) accounts for internal motion of the CTV.
Finally, the planning target volume (PTV) allows for setup uncertainties while
positioning the patient for delivery [26]. In this thesis, these uncertainties are
not accounted for, therefore only the CTV and ITV are considered.
The treatment objectives are then determined, which include a desired
dose to be delivered to the PTV as well as threshold doses to OARs set to a
specific level to prevent radiation-induced complications [15, 16]. A plan is
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constructed to fulfill these objectives, consisting of the set of MLC apertures
and linac output to be delivered at the chosen gantry angles. For the simpler
treatment modalities of 3D-CRT and static IMRT, these can be selected by
hand by an experienced treatment planner. Dynamic IMRT and VMAT,
however, have many more variables which must be individually set to yield an
optimal plan. The method of computer-aided inverse plan optimization, which
will be discussed in Section 1.2.3, is therefore applied to plan the delivery
of these more complex modalities; in practice, static IMRT plans are also
optimized in this way.
The finished treatment plan contains a series of MLC apertures and linac
output levels at different beam delivery angles. The monitor unit (MU) is
used as the unit of linac output; under reference conditions (a 10 cm × 10 cm
open field is commonly used, with a source to measuring distance of 100 cm),
100 MU is defined to deliver a dose of 1 Gy to a specific depth of water. Many
dose calculation methods exist to calculate the dose delivered throughout
the patient, with varying degrees of accuracy and efficiency. Monte Carlo
algorithms, which simulate the transport and energy deposition of energetic
particles throughout the patient, have been shown to be the most accurate
dose calculation method for lung cancer [27].
Before treatment, the plan is evaluated to assess if the desired prescription
dose will be delivered, as well as the extent to which dose to OARs is minimized.
The dose-volume histogram (DVH) is a tool used to evaluate the quality
of treatment plans: for each volume which has been delineated, the DVH
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indicates the percentage of that volume which receives a given dose or greater.
Example DVHs for both a target and OAR are shown in Figure 1.4. For
OARs, a DVH which shows a lower volume at any dose is indicative of a
plan with greater quality; in practice, threshold dose-volume points which are
informed by clinical studies are used to prevent specific complications [15, 16].
The ideal DVH for the target, on the other hand, is one in which as large a
volume as possible receives the prescription dose, with a sharp decrease in
the volume receiving dose higher than the prescription.
Once a plan has been constructed or optimized with acceptable quality,
the plan is delivered to a phantom which simulates the patient, and the actual
delivered dose is measured. This is done to verify that the planned dose
distribution is an accurate representation of the delivered dose. After this
quality assurance step is complete, delivery of the treatment on the patient
can commence.

1.2.3

EBRT optimization

In inverse plan optimization, an objective function F (d) is defined such that
a lower value of the objective function indicates a plan with greater quality.
Typically each volume of interest, such as the delineated OARs and the target,
contribute one or more terms to the objective function. Each term should
increase as the dose inside the respective volume deviates from the desired
dose. This can be accomplished in the target, for example, using a squared
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Figure 1.4: Ideal and realistic DVHs for both a target and an OAR. Ideally
the 100 % of the target volume should receive exactly the prescription dose (in
this case, 66 Gy); in practice there will be some degree of dose inhomogeneity.
On the other hand, the OAR would ideally receive a dose of 0 Gy; in reality,
OARs in or near the path of the beam will inevitably receive some amount of
dose.
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deviation term:
F T = wT

1 ∑︂
(di − dT )2 .
NT i∈T

(1.1)

The sum here is over all volume elements (voxels) i inside the target T . di
then is the dose deposited in voxel i, which is compared to dT , the desired
dose to the target (usually taken to be the prescription dose). The sum is
divided by the number of voxels inside the target NT to calculate a mean
square deviation, which is then multiplied by a weighting or importance factor
wT . fT is seen to decrease as the dose to voxels inside the target comes closer
to dT . The form of objective function in Equation (1.1) is not necessarily
appropriate for OARs, since for these volumes the objective function should
not be penalized if the dose is lower than a particular threshold. A Heaviside
step function H(x), defined to be 0 when x < 0 and 1 when x ≥ 0, is
commonly used in the definition of the objective function term for OARs,
thus:
F O = wO

1 ∑︂
H (di − dO ) (di − dO )2 .
NO i∈O

(1.2)

This ensures that for OAR O, only voxels which have dose larger than the
threshold dose dO are counted when calculating FO . The final objective
function then is taken to be the sum of all volume-specific terms.
Once the form and parameters of each term are set by the treatment
planner, optimization methods such as gradient descent or simulated annealing
can be applied to minimize the objective function [28]. The final result of
the optimization is a set of MLC apertures and MU values which delivers
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the prescription dose to the target, and minimal dose to OARs. Machine
constraints, such as a minimum and maximum MLC leaf speed, gantry
rotation speed, and MU rate, can be incorporated into the optimizer such
that the final plan is able to be delivered.

1.3

Intrafraction motion and its effects on
treatment

Organ and tumour motion which occurs during a radiotherapy treatment
fraction, known as intrafraction motion, can come from many sources. These
include those which occur on longer time scales, such as bladder filling,
peristalsis, and tumour drift, and also sources which act at a faster frequency,
such as respiratory and cardiac motion. The focus of this thesis is the problem
of motion due to respiration, specifically as it applies to lung tumours.
The main muscles responsible for respiration are the diaphragm and
those in the chest wall. During inspiration, the diaphragm is contracted and
descends inferiorly and anteriorly, while the chest wall expands superiorly and
anteriorly. In this way the volume of the thoracic cavity is increased, thereby
pulling air into the lungs due to the difference in pressure from outside the
body. For relaxed breathing, exhalation is passive: the lung and chest walls
are elastic, and therefore return to their pre-inhalation positions at the end
of exhalation [29]. This entire process occurs with a period on the order of
3 s to 5 s in relaxed breathing.
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The lung, lung tumour, as well as adjacent organs such as the pancreas,
liver, breast, prostate, and kidneys, are all subject to varying degrees of
motion due to the respiratory process. Lung tumours in particular can exhibit
motion with a range from a few millimetres to as high as 34 mm [30]. The
motion in the superior-inferior direction is generally the largest, but there
does exist motion in the anterior-posterior, as well as the left-right directions.
Further generalized statements on patterns in the tumour motion due to
respiration is not possible due to the observed large variation in this motion
from one patient to another [29]. This is due to factors such as the type
of breathing (quiet or deep, for example), as well as on the position of the
tumour within the lung.
The use of the ITV, defined in Section 1.2 as a volume which encloses
the tumour throughout its range of motion, constitutes a traditional method
to compensate for the respiratory motion in radiotherapy: no matter the
breathing pattern exhibited by the patient, the tumour will receive the
prescription dose. Further solutions will be discussed in Section 1.4.
If however no allowance or compensation is made for respiratory motion
during the treatment planning process, the conformal dose to the target
which was achieved during treatment planning will be blurred by the motion
of the tumour [31]. Specifically, the tumour would pass in and out of the
high-dose region, thereby lowering the dose to the target, and increasing the
dose to the healthy lung volume. Thus the quality of the actual delivered
plan is diminished, with the potential for compromised treatment outcomes
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and an increased chance of radiation-induced complications. For dynamic
IMRT modalities in which the instantaneous high- and low-dose regions are
continuously changing, the interplay between the tumour and MLC motion
can further intensify this effect [32].

1.4

Motion mitigation methods in EBRT

There exist many ways to account or compensate for respiratory motion
which have been proposed or are in current clinical use. The conventional
approach, described in Section 1.2, is to deliver the prescription dose to the
ITV, thereby accounting for the uncertainty in the tumour location due to
respiratory motion. The ITV can be generated using a four-dimensional CT
(4D-CT) image of the patient, which consists of a set three-dimensional CT
image taken at various points throughout the respiratory cycle. The 4D-CT
therefore captures the respiratory motion of the tumour as well as the various
organs which surround the lungs. The ITV is unnecessarily large, since it
assumes that the tumour will occupy each of its possible locations 100 %
of the time; in reality, part of this volume will inevitably be composed of
normal tissue. This can be mitigated by instead using a probabilistic margin
derived to ensure the CTV receives the desired coverage, within specified
random and systematic errors (for example, due to respiratory motion) [33].
This has been shown to reduce the amount of normal lung tissue receiving a
high dose, as compared to treatment using an ITV [34]. Another solution,
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which in this thesis is referred to as motion kernel optimization (MKO), is
possible if the probability distribution of the target position is known. In this
method the CTV is effectively convolved with a motion kernel, weighted by
this probability distribution, to represent the average motion of the target
throughout delivery. Plan optimization is then performed with the goal of
delivering the prescription dose to this blurred target volume, resulting in a
lower dose to OARs as compared to ITV optimization [35].
With respiratory gating methods, radiation is delivered to the patient only
during a specific portion of the breathing cycle. This has the advantage of
reducing the amount of motion observed while the beam is on, although some
residual motion may still persist within the gating window [36]. The smaller
the gating window used, the less residual motion, however this comes at a cost
of increased treatment times. A real-time tumour tracking system is required
to perform gating. Systems which track an external surrogate signal, such as
markers placed on the patient’s abdomen as used by the Real-time Position
Management system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, United States of
America), are generally non-invasive. A surrogate signal can however become
desynchronized with the actual tumour motion, resulting in a discrepancy
between when the tumour position lies within the gating window and the
delivery of radiation [37]. Fiducial markers implanted inside or near to the
tumour, which can then be viewed using radiography, can instead be used
to improve the accuracy of gated delivery [38]. This however requires an
invasive implantation procedure which may not be suitable for all patients. A
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system called PeTrack which uses positron-emitting markers implanted in the
tumour has also been proposed for real-time tracking in radiotherapy [39], with
successful usage in gating [40]. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), having
excellent soft-tissue contrast and requiring no implantation, has recently been
applied in real-time tumour and anatomy tracking for use in gating [41].
Breath hold techniques are a form of respiratory gating in which the
patient is instructed to hold their breath before the treatment beam is to
be delivered. The breath may be held at the end of a deep inspiration [42]
or at some other point during the cycle; the total duration of the breath
hold is patient-dependent, and may last from 10 s to 30 s [29]. The hold
may be performed voluntarily, in which case verbal coaching is often used in
conjunction with a respiratory monitor system. Alternatively the hold can
be actively aided with the use of a device to maintain a reproducible breath
hold [43]. Like respiratory gating, this technique has the disadvantage of
longer treatment times. If an active-breathing control device is not used, a
lack of breath-hold stability and reproducibility can prevent the tumour from
reliably falling within the required treatment delivery window.
Compression and immobilization techniques have been used to reduce the
range of respiratory motion during radiotherapy, while still allowing limited
breathing [44]. The compression is achieved using a plate attached to a
body frame which is pressed against the patient’s abdomen. The range of the
motion has been observed to reduce from 8 mm to 20 mm without compression
down to 2 mm to 11 mm with compression [45]. This technique does however
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cause patient discomfort throughout the treatment delivery. Furthermore,
the compression is not entirely reproducible from one fraction to another,
necessitating the use of pre-treatment verification imaging [29].
There also exist several methods which restrict the delivered dose to the
moving target throughout its range of motion by continuously repositioning
the MLC aperture; a real-time tumour tracking system is required for these
methods. This may take the form of implanted tumour fiducial [46] or
positron-emitting [39] markers, MRI [47], or the use of a surrogate signal
which is correlated to the real-time tumour position. As with respiratory
gating, this correlation may vary throughout the treatment, although it can
be periodically updated using radiography images of the tumour [48, 49].
This motion information can be used to simply deform the MLC aperture to
follow the tumour motion, with no other changes [50, 51].
Alternatively, with real-time tracking comes the potential to exploit the
temporal degree of freedom in optimization. With such techniques, called
4D optimization, the optimization algorithm can, for example, selectively
increase the amount of dose delivered in instances for which the target is
farther away from a dose-sensitive OAR than in others [35]. This has been
applied to VMAT treatment planning [52], with a decreased dose to OARs as
compared to a VMAT plan delivered using an ITV. In this four-dimensional
VMAT (4D-VMAT) method, however, the patient’s breathing motion during
delivery is assumed to be known exactly when performing treatment plan
optimization, and to remain constant between fractions; in other words, the
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relationship between the angle of the continuously rotating gantry and the
tumour position remains fixed. There is no accounting or accommodation
for if the patient’s breathing varies, for example, by becoming faster, slower,
deeper, or shallower than anticipated. This could have a significant effect
on the resulting plan quality, since an MLC aperture optimized to direct
radiation to the tumour at a particular gantry angle and position may miss
its target entirely if the motion changes from what was planned.

1.5

Proposed solution and thesis overview

In this thesis, the aperture library–enabled real-time robust adaptation
(ALERT-RA) framework is introduced. As its name suggests, the goal of this
framework is to optimize and deliver 4D-VMAT with real-time respiratory
tracking and corresponding adaptation. Possible variations in the realized
tumour trajectory are explicitly taken into account by optimizing an aperture library, consisting of an MLC aperture and MU linac output for each
combination of gantry angle and tumour position. Throughout the course of
delivery, the real-time tumour position as well as the current gantry angle
would be used to select the appropriate aperture to be formed by the MLC,
ensuring that the tumour is continuously irradiated by the linac. Any of the
tracking techniques mentioned previously could in principle be used, although
more accurate methods, such as MRI or PeTrack, would be preferred.
The 4D-VMAT plan optimization and delivery framework was developed
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and implemented in the open-source treatment planning system matRad [1],

written in the MATLAB® [2] programming language. This treatment planning system is capable of optimization dynamic IMRT and proton delivery,
however, VMAT treatment planning and optimization had previously not
been supported. The implementation of a non–motion adaptive VMAT optimization method is described in Chapter 2. A novel dose calculation and
optimization method for VMAT which accurately accounts for the continuous MLC leaf travel during delivery is also introduced, and compared to
traditional discrete methods of calculation [3].
Robust optimization is a technique which accounts for the random nature
of variables which have an effect on the delivery of dose to the patient, with
the aim of reproducibly delivering the prescription dose to the target and
the desired low doses to OARs [53]. Examples of these random variables
include setup errors, interfraction motion, and intrafraction motion such
as respiration. Robust optimization was therefore applied to optimize the
aperture library required for the ALERT-RA framework, with the aim of
yielding high-quality 4D-VMAT plans which are robust to changes in the
respiratory motion. In this case the observed tumour trajectory, having an
effect on the sequence of delivered MLC apertures and subsequent dose, is
taken to be the random variable.
Robust optimization is often performed by optimizing either the plan
quality for the random variable with the worst outcome [54], or the expectation
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value of the plan quality [55]. In this thesis, the latter approach is taken:

min F ,
∫︂
F =

Pr [Ω] F (d [Ω]) DΩ.

(1.3)

Here, d [Ω] is the dose due to a particular respiratory trajectory Ω, while Pr [Ω]
is the probability to observe that trajectory. A necessary component of this
framework therefore is a patient-specific probabilistic model of the tumour
motion which can calculate the probability of each trajectory. A method to
construct a Markov chain respiratory motion model which can estimate these
probabilities is introduced in Chapter 3. The model is trained on real patient
respiratory data acquired during radiotherapy delivery. The accuracy of the
model-calculated probability distribution of the tumour position at various
times during delivery is evaluated by statistical comparison with data from
the same patient at a later time during delivery.
The design, implementation, validation, and evaluation of this 4D-VMAT
plan optimization and delivery framework is done in Chapter 4. The resulting
plans are compared to plans optimized using no motion compensation, MKO,
as well as two motion tracking techniques: simple deformation of the MLC
aperture to the motion of the tumour [51], and 4D-VMAT optimized under
the assumption of a single fixed trajectory [52]. Particular attention is paid to
the robustness of the plan quality, including adequate coverage of the target
by the prescription dose, as well as maintaining a low dose to OARs.
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Finally, concluding remarks are given in Chapter 5, with discussion on
possible avenues of future work after this study.

Chapter 2

Continuous aperture dose calculation
and optimization for VMAT
In this chapter a summary of the implementation of non–motion adaptive
VMAT in matRad is given. A new dose calculation and optimization method
is also introduced and developed, which accurately take into account the
continuous motion of the leaves forming the MLC apertures. This optimization
method is then compared against traditional discrete aperture calculation
methods.

2.1

Introduction

As mentioned in Section 1.2, VMAT [23, 56, 24, 57, 58] is a form of EBRT
in which the linac gantry rotates continuously while modulating the beam
intensity using dynamic MLC leaf motion. Because of the continuous delivery,
gantry rotation, and leaf movement, VMAT plans tend to have shorter
24
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treatment times compared to IMRT plans with similar plan quality [25]. A
VMAT treatment plan generally consists of defining MLC apertures and
delivered MU at a series of angles around the patient. The machine will then
transition smoothly between these states as it delivers the plan. A treatment
plan which results in a desirable dose distribution (i.e., prescription dose in the
target, low dose in the OARs) is obtained by optimizing an objective function
which penalizes undesired aspects in the dose distribution. The machine
states at each gantry angle are variables in this optimization. A physically
deliverable plan is ensured by performing a constrained optimization, using
the MLC leaf speed, gantry rotation speed, and MU rate as constraints.
A variety of approaches to the VMAT plan optimization problem exist,
including direct aperture optimization (DAO) using either deterministic [57,
58] or stochastic [56, 24] methods. These approaches differ mainly in how
the optimization problem is initialized, and in how the variables are updated
on each iteration of the optimization algorithm. The deterministic methods
both use a three-step approach, consisting of: fluence map optimization
(FMO), leaf sequencing, followed by DAO based on gradient descent. This
sequence of steps will be fully explained in Section 2.2.1.2. The stochastic
methods, on the other hand, initialize the optimization problem using the
aperture shapes conforming to the beam’s eye view of the target at each
angle. During optimization, the aperture shapes and corresponding MU are
randomly varied, with changes kept if the objective function is reduced. The
stochastic optimization method proposed by Otto [24] starts with a coarse
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sampling of the gantry angles around the patient; as optimization continues,
new samples are progressively included.
Although VMAT delivery features continuous gantry rotation and leaf
motion, most treatment planning systems perform dose calculation under an
assumption of discrete apertures changing instantaneously from one discrete
angle to the next [25]. The calculated dose will differ from the delivered
dose due to two sources of error. The first source of error is that the dose
is calculated at discrete angles, whereas in the actual delivery fluence is
delivered continuously as a function of gantry angle. This will be referred to
in this thesis as the discrete dose angle approximation. Depending on the
angular interval and the density and medium variations present in the patient
geometry, this can lead to errors in the calculated dose.
The second source of error is that the fluence delivered as the MLC leaves
sweep between two apertures is not correctly calculated; instead, the fluence
calculation is treated as though the entire fluence at a given angle is delivered
by a single static aperture. This is referred to in this thesis as the discrete
aperture approximation. This can lead to errors in the final patient dose when
apertures at two adjacent angles are significantly different from one another.
The discrete aperture approximation will then underestimate the dose in the
volume of the patient corresponding to the transition region between the
two aperture shapes. This is especially problematic if there is an OAR in
this volume, as the delivered dose in the OAR will be higher than what was
planned.
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Many authors have proposed various solutions to the problems described
above. For example, VMAT plans may be recalculated using aperture interpolation at a finer gantry angle resolution after [59] or during [57, 58, 60]
optimization. The former approach may reveal a reduction in plan quality
compared to what was originally optimized, which is problematic for treatment
planners desiring to achieve a given plan quality, while the latter approach
increases optimization time and memory requirements. Alternatively, the
fluence delivered by the continuously moving leaves may be calculated analytically, which will be referred to in this thesis as the continuous aperture
fluence calculation. Some authors have incorporated the continuous aperture
fluence calculation into different steps in the VMAT optimization process,
either as a post-optimization step [61] or during a more restrictive sliding
window VMAT optimization [62].
In this study, a continuous aperture VMAT optimization algorithm was
implemented following the three-step approach. The DAO is done with the
continuous aperture fluence calculation, which correctly calculates the dose
delivered as leaves sweep between two angles. The benefit of this algorithm
over simply performing a post-optimization calculation is determined by
comparing final optimized plans from both discrete aperture and continuous
aperture VMAT optimizations, and then recalculating the dose for the discrete
aperture VMAT optimized plan using continuous aperture fluence calculation.
Note that the continuous aperture fluence calculation does not affect
errors introduced by the use of discrete dose angles in the dose calculation.
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Therefore the two sources of error present in discrete aperture VMAT discussed
above, those due to the discrete dose angle approximation and the discrete
aperture fluence approximation, are investigated separately using a series
of recalculation schemes. The results of this study will help determine the
angular interval at which the errors introduced by the discrete dose angle
approximation become insignificant.

2.2
2.2.1

Materials and methods
Continuous aperture VMAT

To accurately calculate the dose delivered during VMAT, taking into account
the continuous MLC leaf motion and gantry rotation, an analytical calculation
method for continuous aperture VMAT dose calculation and optimization
was developed, described in the following section.
2.2.1.1

Fluence and dose calculation

All plan optimization and dose calculation was implemented in matRad [1], an

open-source treatment planning system written in MATLAB® [2]. matRad is
capable of importing patient imaging (Digital Imaging and Communications
in Medicine, DICOM) data, as well as performing dose calculation and plan
optimization for photons, protons, and carbon ions. matRad uses the doseinfluence matrix to calculate the delivered dose: the patient is subdivided
into voxels {i}, and the radiation fields at several discrete angles around the
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patient {θk } are subdivided into beam elements (bixels) {j}, as illustrated in
Figure 2.1. The dose to voxel i is calculated thus:

di =

∑︂

Dijθk ϕjθk .

(2.1)

j,k

Here, Dijθk is the dose contribution to voxel i from bixel j at angle θk at unit
bixel fluence, and ϕjθk is the fluence at bixel j at angle θk . This dose depends
on the patient geometry, including the density and material composition of
each voxel, as well as the characteristics of the incident radiation beam. The
dose-influence matrix Dijθk is calculated in matRad using a singular value
decomposed pencil beam algorithm [63], and all bixels are assumed to deliver
dose independently from the others. A 5 mm × 5 mm bixel size was used for
the dose calculations in this study, corresponding to the leaf width in the
Elekta Agility MLC (Stockholm, Sweden).
Equation (2.1) calculates dose correctly if the fluence is delivered at discrete
angles around the patient, for example in IMRT delivery. In a VMAT plan,
however, fluence is delivered while the gantry rotates continuously around
the patient, and the MLC leaves move and dynamically modulate the field.
In this continuous delivery, the sum over discrete angles θk is converted to an
integral over continuous angles θ:

di =

∫︂ ∑︂
j

Dij (θ)

dϕj
(θ) dθ.
dθ

(2.2)
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Figure 2.1: Discretization of the patient and radiation field in matRad dose
calculation and plan optimization. Transverse (Figure 2.1a) and sagittal
(Figure 2.1b) slices of a CT show the patient subdivided into voxels {i}. The
CT images are in greyscale, and expressed in Hounsfield units (HU). The dose
(colour, in units of Gy per 100 MU) due to a single bixel j from beam angle θk
(incident from the posterior side) is shown superimposed on the CT images.
The CT images were generated using XCAT [64], and dose was calculated
using VMC++ [65, 66] (see Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.2 respectively for more
information).
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Here, the Dij (θ) is the dose-influence matrix for a continuous gantry angle θ,
and

dϕj
dθ

(θ) is the rate of change of the accumulated bixel fluence with respect

to θ.
If the Dij (θ) do not vary significantly over a certain angular interval ∆θ,
the integral in Equation (2.2) can be approximated by the discrete sum in
Equation (2.1), with the elements in the discrete set {θk } separated by the
same interval ∆θ; this is the discrete dose angle approximation. The bixel
fluence at a particular angle θk is given by the integral of the differential
fluence along an arc section centred at θk subtending an angle ∆θ, from
θinit,k = θk − ∆θ/2, θfin,k = θk + ∆θ/2:
∫︂

θfin,k

ϕjθk =
θinit,k

dϕj
(θ) dθ.
dθ

(2.3)

In the continuous aperture fluence calculation method, it is assumed that
the linac intensity rate ψ̇ θk (directly proportional to the MU rate delivered
by the linac) and the speed of each leaf are constant over the arc section from
θinit,k to θfin,k (the speed of each leaf may be different).
The fluence of a particular bixel j accumulated during the arc section
around θk depends on the motion of the pair (left and right) of MLC leaves in
the row to which the bixel belongs, and also on the linac intensity delivered
during this arc section. This is illustrated by Figure 2.2a. The calculation
of the bixel fluence can be simplified by splitting it into two components
(the bixel subscript j and angle subscript θk are omitted for simplicity): ϕL ,
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Aθinit,k

Aθ (continuous)

θinit,k
θk−1

θk

Aθk (fixed)

Aθfin,k

θfin,k

θinit,k
θk+1

(a) Continuous aperture VMAT.

θk−1

θk

θfin,k
θk+1

(b) Discrete aperture VMAT.

Figure 2.2: Definitions of aperture and intensity variables for continuous
aperture (Figure 2.2a) and discrete aperture (Figure 2.2b) VMAT optimization
over an angular arc [θinit,k , θfin,k ]. In continuous aperture VMAT, Aθinit,k
(Aθfin,k ) refers to the aperture at angle θinit,k (θfin,k ); the aperture Aθ varies
continuously between these two angles and is continuous at the limits between
adjacent arcs [θinit,k , θfin,k ]. In discrete aperture VMAT, the symbol Aθk
refers to the aperture at angle θk , the collection of left and right MLC leaf
position variables, which remain fixed over the arc [θinit,k , θfin,k ] and change
instantaneously from one arc to the next. The linac intensity rate ψ̇ θk is
constant over the interval for both continuous aperture and discrete aperture
VMAT, leading to the variable ψθk , the total linac intensity delivered over
the arc [θinit,k , θfin,k ].
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defined to be the component of the bixel fluence released by the left leaf in
the absence of the right leaf; and ϕR , defined to be the component of the
bixel fluence blocked by the right leaf in the absence of the left leaf. Then
ϕ = ϕL − ϕR , with:
∫︂

θfin

ϕL =
θinit
∫︂ θfin

ϕR =
θinit

dϕL
(θ) dθ,
dθ

(2.4a)

dϕR
(θ) dθ.
dθ

(2.4b)

Assuming without loss of generality that both left and right leaves travel from
left to right at constant speed (the speeds of the two leaves may be different),
let the initial and final positions of the left and right leaves be Linit , Lfin , Rinit ,
and Rfin .
Begin with the evaluation of ϕL , which will only depend on the motion of
the left leaf.
Changing the coordinates to x, the position of the left leaf, the integral
becomes:
∫︂

Lfin

ϕL =
Linit
dϕL
dx

(x) can be related to

dϕL
dt

dϕL
(x) dx.
dx

(2.5)

(x) using the chain rule:

dϕL
dϕL
dt
(x) =
(x)
(x)
dx
dt
dx
1 dϕL
=
(x)
vL dt
dϕL
∆t
=
(x) ,
Lfin − Linit dt

(2.6)
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where vL is the constant speed of the left leaf in the arc section, and ∆t is
the time taken for the gantry to rotate through the arc section.
dϕL
dt

(x) is the rate of fluence released to the bixel by the left leaf when the

left leaf is at position x. At any instant in time, this is given by the constant
linac intensity rate ψ̇ multiplied by the fraction of the bixel not blocked by
the left leaf (l and r denote the locations of the left and right boundaries of
the bixel, respectively):
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
ψ̇
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
dϕL
(x) = ψ̇ r−x
r−l
⎪
dt
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩0

for x < l
for l ≤ x < r

(2.7)

for x ≥ r.

Inserting Equation (2.7) into Equation (2.6) and substituting ψ = ψ̇ ∆t, where
ψ is the total linac intensity delivered in the arc section, yields:
⎧
⎪
⎪
1
⎪
ψ Lfin −L
⎪
⎪
init
⎪
⎨
dϕL
r−x
(x) = ψ
(Lfin −Linit )(r−l)
⎪
dx
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩0

for x < l
for l ≤ x < r

(2.8)

for x ≥ r.

This expression for the differential fluence released to the bixel by the
left leaf is integrated along the leaf trajectory from Linit to Lfin , according to
Equation (2.5). There are six possible cases for this integral, depending on
the initial and final left leaf positions Linit and Lfin relative to the left and
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right edges l and r of the bixel.
The simplest of these cases occurs for bixels which are fully crossed by
both the right and left leaves in its row. For the left leaf, this is represented
symbolically by Linit < l & r < Lfin . Then the integral of Equation (2.5) is
evaluated thus:
∫︂

Lfin

ϕL =
Linit
l

dϕL
(x) dx
dx

1
=
ψ
dx +
Lfin − Linit
Linit
(r + l)/2 − Linit
=ψ
.
Lfin − Linit
∫︂

∫︂
l

r

r−x
dx +
ψ
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)

∫︂

Lfin

0 dx
r

(2.9)

The derivation of ϕR follows a similar procedure as that for ϕL ; the changes
amount to making the following substitutions: Linit → Rinit , and Lfin → Rfin .
Thus the final expression for the fluence of the bixel in this case is:

ϕ = ϕL − ϕR
(︃
)︃
(r + l)/2 − Linit (r + l)/2 − Rinit
=ψ
−
.
Lfin − Linit
Rfin − Rinit

(2.10)

A derivation of all of the other cases may be found in Appendix A.
Note that Linit , Rinit , Lfin , and Rfin of the MLC leaves are defined by the
two apertures Aθinit,k and Aθfin,k , shown in Figure 2.2a. Within the above
framework, the bixel fluence can now be calculated analytically when the
apertures change continuously from Aθinit,k to Aθfin,k . It is these aperture
variables, as well as the linac intensity during each arc, ψθk , which are used
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as variables during the plan optimization described below.
2.2.1.2

Optimization

Aside from the implementation of VMAT which is presently being discussed,
matRad is capable of IMRT inverse planning, with both FMO and DAO available. The optimization itself is accomplished using the IPOPT algorithm [67].
matRad interfaces with IPOPT using callback functions which are used to
evaluate the objective function and the gradient of the objective function
with respect to the optimization variables. Constrained optimization is also
possible with IPOPT. In this case, additional callback functions are required
that evaluate the constraints and the Jacobian of the constraint functions
with respect to the variables.
The three-step optimization sequence for VMAT [57, 58] was implemented
in matRad. Briefly, the process starts with FMO, performed on a coarse set
of angles. Next, the resulting bixel fluence maps are sequenced into a set of
apertures [68] which are distributed over a smaller angular interval. A final
refinement of the aperture shapes and intensities is then carried out using
DAO. Before optimization, three sets of gantry angles are specified by the
user: FMO initialized angles {θFMO }, DAO optimization angles {θDAO }, and
dose calculation angles {θdose } ({θFMO } ⊆ {θDAO } ⊆ {θdose }). The relation of
these angles is illustrated in Figure 2.3.
In the FMO step, the fluence of each bixel in fields in the {θFMO } angle set
is independently optimized with the goal of minimizing a user-defined objective
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θFMO
θDAO , θdose
θdose

Figure 2.3: Definition of the user-specified angles θFMO , θDAO , and θdose
(legend in upper-right; note that every θDAO angle is also a θdose angle). The
arcs indicate the path of the gantry around the patient. Optimized fluence
maps are shown at each θFMO ; these are converted into aperture shapes
and intensities and spread to the three neighbouring θDAO angles (denoted
by the dashed arrows). Apertures are distributed in alternating leaf travel
direction between successive θFMO angles. Aperture shapes and intensities
are interpolated at the θdose angles.
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function F (d). Square dose deviation terms, including under and over dosage,
were used in the definition of the objective function. The derivatives of
the objective function with respect to each bixel fluence, required for the
optimization, are calculated by matRad [1].
After FMO, each fluence map belonging to a particular θFMO is converted
into aperture shapes and aperture intensities ψ using a sliding window sequencing algorithm [68], which are then distributed to the closest optimization
angles θDAO neighbouring θFMO . As illustrated in Figure 2.3, apertures are
distributed so that they sweep from right to left for the first θFMO , then in
alternating directions for the subsequent θFMO angles; this is done to minimize
the leaf travel between successive θDAO angles. The sequencing algorithm
will generally output more apertures than the number of neighouring θDAO
angles. To ensure that the fluence map is best reproduced, the sequenced apertures having the largest intensity-area product are kept with their aperture
intensities rescaled to maintain the original summed intensity-area product.
This set of aperture shapes and intensities is used as the initialization for
the DAO step. The aperture intensity delivered in the arc section surrounding
each θDAO , as well as the leaf positions at the beginning and end of these arc
sections, are used as optimization variables in the DAO step (see Figure 2.2a).
From these variables, the fluence and resulting dose can be directly calculated
according to the continuous aperture method derived in the preceding section
and in Appendix A. Upon each iteration of the DAO algorithm, the leaf
positions and aperture intensities at the {θdose } angles are interpolated to
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Table 2.1: Minimum and maximum values for VMAT machine delivery
constraints.
Constraint

Min value

Max value

Leaf speed / (cm/s)

0

6

Gantry rotation speed / (°/s)

0

6

MU rate / (MU/min)

75

600

maintain the dose calculation accuracy. Because the continuous aperture
fluence calculation method already takes into account the linear motion of
leaves, this interpolation will not, and is not intended to, improve the bixel
fluence accuracy. Instead, it is done only to improve the angular sampling of
the dose-influence matrices.
The DAO step includes constraints placed on MLC leaf speed, gantry
rotation speed, and MU rate. Callback functions for these constraints are
defined for use by IPOPT. In addition, the Jacobian for these constraint
functions with respect to the optimization variables is calculated. Minimum
and maximum values used for the delivery constraints are listed in Table 2.1.
After optimization, total delivery time for each plan is estimated by decreasing
the time difference between two θDAO angles such that the most restrictive
constraint is at its limiting value.
The derivatives of the objective function with respect to the leaf positions
and the aperture intensities are required for the DAO step. Built on the
analytical framework for continuous aperture fluence and dose calculation
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described in the previous section, a full derivation of these derivatives can be
found in Appendix B.
During the DAO step, the variables corresponding to the aperture intensities were scaled in order to force the linac intensity derivatives and
leaf position derivatives to be of the same order of magnitude [69], greatly
improving the convergence of the objective function.

2.2.2

Discrete aperture VMAT approximation

Most current VMAT treatment planning systems perform dose calculation
and optimization under an assumption of discrete apertures changing instantaneously from one discrete angle to the next [25]. This conventional discrete
aperture method was implemented in matRad to assess the improvements
in dose calculation accuracy and differences in plan quality, if any, by the
proposed continuous aperture scheme.
2.2.2.1

Fluence and dose calculation

The dose-influence matrix method of dose calculation found in Equation (2.1)
is also used when calculating dose in discrete aperture VMAT, however, the
discrete aperture approximation is used. In this approximation, the aperture
shapes are assumed to not vary over the angular arc [θinit,k , θfin,k ] shown in
Figure 2.2b; instead, the MLC leaf positions instantaneously change from one
such interval to the next.
This results in the well-known expression for the bixel influence in discrete
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aperture VMAT [25]:
ϕjθk = ψθk fjθk .

(2.11)

Here, ψθk is the total linac intensity delivered over the arc section surrounding
θk , and fjθk is the fractional portion of bixel j not blocked by the leaves,
which depends only on the positions of the tips of the left and right leaves at
angle θk in the row corresponding to bixel j.
2.2.2.2

Optimization

The optimization of VMAT plans with discrete aperture dose calculation
follows closely the sequence of continuous aperture VMAT optimization
described in Section 2.2.1. First, FMO is performed on the coarse set of
gantry angles {θFMO }, and the resulting fluence maps are converted into
aperture shapes, which are spread to the {θDAO } set of angles.
Finally, DAO is performed, but with a different set of optimization variables
than in continuous aperture optimization. The aperture intensity delivered in
the arc section surrounding each {θDAO } is optimized; since the aperture is
fixed over each of these arc sections, however, only the leaf positions at each
{θDAO } are optimized (see Figure 2.2b). Similar to the continuous aperture
VMAT case, dose calculation is done at the {θdose } angles, with leaf positions
and aperture intensities interpolated from the variables at the {θDAO } angles.
Because of the new expressions for the fluence and the accompanying
change of variables, the derivatives with respect to the leaf positions are
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changed; expressions for these derivatives in the discrete aperture approximation have been previously published by Wild et al. [69].
A similar scaling of the variables corresponding to the aperture intensities
was done as in the discrete aperture VMAT optimization, in order to force the
intensity and leaf position derivatives to be of the same order of magnitude [69].
Furthermore, the same objective function and delivery constraints were used
in the continuous aperture VMAT optimization as in the discrete aperture
case.

2.2.3

Dose angle interval study

The following describes the steps taken to determine the validity of the discrete
dose angle and discrete aperture approximations at a given dose angle interval,
as well as the ability of the continuous aperture dose calculation method to
correct the errors introduced by the discrete aperture approximation.
VMAT plans were optimized and calculated on three patient datasets,
all originating from the CORT dataset [70]: the TG119 horseshoe-shaped
target [71], a prostate patient, and a head & neck patient. These datasets
are included with the matRad distribution, and include the patient CT as
well as structure sets comprising the target(s) and OARs.
Plans for each of the three test cases were optimized using the discrete
aperture VMAT algorithm described in Section 2.2.2 with angular intervals of
∆θFMO = 28°, ∆θDAO = 4°, and ∆θdose = 4°. The dose for each plan was then
recalculated at successively smaller intervals ∆θdose using one of two schemes.
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In scheme A, the original discrete apertures are interpolated at a finer
∆θdose angular interval, using the same discrete aperture fluence calculation
method. For smaller angular intervals ∆θdose , successive apertures will tend
to be more similar, gradually reducing the dose discrepancy introduced by
the discrete aperture approximation; the dose-influence matrices at adjacent
angles will also tend to be more similar, reducing the effect introduced by
the discrete dose angle approximation. Therefore any dose differences in the
higher resolution plans compared to the original at ∆θdose = 4° will be due to
the breakdown of one or both of the assumptions in the discrete dose angle
and discrete aperture approximations: that is, that the dose-influence matrix
is constant in an angular neighbourhood surrounding the {θdose } angles, and
that the leaves move instantaneously from one angular interval to the next.
In scheme B, the leaf positions are interpolated at the new {θdose } angles,
and the continuous aperture method is used to calculate the fluence of each
bixel. This scheme tests the validy of the discrete dose angle approximation
only, since the discrete aperture approximation is not used.
Each plan was recalculated at angular intervals of ∆θdose = 0.5°, 1°, 2°,
and 4° using the two dose calculation schemes. The dose distributions were
compared to the reference dose, which was selected to be the one resulting
from scheme B recalculated at ∆θdose = 0.5°, this scheme being the most
accurate with respect to the actual delivered dose.
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2.2.4

Treatment planning study

The VMAT optimization was performed on the same three patient datasets
mentioned in Section 2.2.3. Angular intervals for the three gantry angle sets
are listed in Table 2.2; these values were informed by the results of the dose
angle interval study, Section 2.3.1, in particular Figures 2.4 and 2.5. The
head and neck case used a ∆θdose interval of 2° and a ∆θDAO interval of 4°.
This means that during DAO, apertures were optimized at 4°, while dose was
calculated to a interval of 2°, with aperture interpolation being performed at
the non-optimized angles.
Plans were first optimized using the discrete aperture method with the
goal of attaining DVH objectives based on the particular anatomical site;
each case had at least one target with a prescription dose of 2 Gy per fraction
(both the prostate and head & neck cases featured multiple targets). For the
TG119 case, these objectives originated from the TG119 report [71], while for
the two patient cases, treatment planning guidelines at The Ottawa Hospital
were used. All objectives are reported in Tables 2.3 to 2.5.
After optimization, these discrete aperture VMAT plans were recalculated
using the continuous aperture dose calculation. The resulting effect on plan
quality of using the more accurate dose calculation was assessed.
Finally, the effectiveness of the continuous aperture VMAT optimization
algorithm was tested by re-optimizing the same three cases with the same
target and OAR objective doses used in the discrete aperture plans.
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Table 2.2: Intervals for the three gantry angle sets used in the VMAT
planning study for each anatomical site considered. Refer to Figure 2.3 for
the definitions of each type of angle.
Anatomical site

2.3
2.3.1

∆θFMO /°

∆θDAO /° ∆θdose /°

TG119

28

4

4

Prostate

28

4

4

Head & neck

28

4

2

Results
Dose angle interval study

Comparisons between the dose distributions di for discrete aperture VMAT
plans recalculated using the two schemes and the corresponding reference
dose distribution dref
i can be found in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 (prostate results
not shown). The reference dose is defined to be the distribution resulting
from scheme B recalculated at ∆θdose = 0.5°. Each figure shows a semi-log
plot of the percentage of the volume of interest (vertical axis) for which the
relative local dose difference ∆di (%) = 100 % ·

di −dref
i
dref
i

exceeds a certain amount

(horizontal axis). The volume of interest is defined to be the union of volumes
corresponding to the targets and the OARs which contribute a term in the
objective function; these are specified in Tables 2.3 to 2.5.
The dose recalculated using scheme A (discrete aperture fluence calculation) approaches the reference dose as the angular interval decreases: the
best 99 % of voxels have maximum dose differences that decrease from 47.7 %,
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Figure 2.4: TG119 case: comparison between dose recalculated using scheme
A (discrete aperture) and B (continuous aperture) at 4 angular intervals ∆θdose
and the reference dose (scheme B at ∆θdose = 0.5°) for the discrete aperture
VMAT plan optimized at ∆θdose = 4°. The graph shows the percentage of
the volume of interest (target and OAR) for which the relative local dose
difference exceeds a certain amount.
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Figure 2.5: Head & neck case: comparison between dose recalculated using
scheme A (discrete aperture) and B (continuous aperture) at 4 angular
intervals ∆θdose and the reference dose (scheme B at ∆θdose = 0.5°) for the
discrete aperture VMAT plan optimized at ∆θdose = 4°. The graph shows
the percentage of the volume of interest (targets and OARs) for which the
relative local dose difference exceeds a certain amount.
10.9 %, and 22.3 % at ∆θdose = 4° to 0.4 %, 0.2 %, and 0.3 % at ∆θdose = 0.5°,
for the TG119, prostate, and head & neck plans, respectively. This excellent
agreement between schemes A and B at the fine ∆θdose angular interval
indicates that the discrete aperture and continuous aperture dose calculation
methods converge in the limit of smaller angular interval.
The dose recalculated using scheme B yields small dose differences relative
to the reference, even at ∆θdose = 4°. Since this scheme uses the continuous
aperture dose calculation, these differences are purely due to the changes in
the dose-influence matrix. The maximum dose differences between scheme
B at ∆θdose = 4° and the reference dose are 0.7 %, 1.0 %, and 2.4 % for the
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best 99 % of voxels in the TG119, prostate, and head & neck plans. The dose
differences are smallest in the TG119 plan and largest in the head & neck
plan, which can be related to the heterogeneity in each plan’s CT image, and
thus to the variation of the dose-influence matrix as a function of angle.
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show that in order to achieve < 1% dose difference
in the best 99% of voxels using the discrete aperture approximation, it is
necessary to calculate dose to ∆θdose = 0.5°. To achieve similar agreement
using continuous aperture, one can use 4° for TG119 and prostate, and 2° for
head & neck, representing a reduction in the required number of θdose by a
factor of 4 or 8.

2.3.2

Treatment planning study

The results of the treatment planning study are reported in Tables 2.3 to 2.5,
which compare the investigated DVH objectives that were extracted from the
three dose distributions: discrete aperture VMAT optimization, the discrete
aperture plan recalculated using continuous aperture fluence calculation,
and continuous aperture VMAT optimization. Throughout these tables, the
symbol dp% is used to signify the smallest dose which is received by at least p%
of a particular volume, while dmean represents the mean dose to that volume.
Vd , on the other hand, represents the percentage of the volume which receives
a dose at least as high as d.
All objectives in all three cases were met for both the discrete aperture
and continuous aperture optimized plans. A comparison of the plan objective
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values between these two approaches for each case reveals that they yield
dose distributions with similar plan qualities overall. The plan quality of
the discrete aperture optimized plans decreases noticeably when recalculated
using the continuous aperture fluence calculation.
For example, in the TG119 case, continuous aperture recalculation of the
discrete aperture VMAT plan showed that the 50 Gy target was simultaneously
under- and overdosed: the D95 % prescription dose was not met, and the
uniformity threshold of D10 % < 55 Gy was marginally exceeded. Furthermore,
the DVH objective of D10 % < 25 Gy in the core OAR was exceeded by 5 Gy.
The estimated delivery time for the discrete aperture VMAT plan was 1.8 min,
and for the continuous aperture plan was 2.3 min.
The high- and low-dose thresholds for the 76 Gy PTV in the prostate
case were not met by the discrete aperture VMAT recalculated plan. All
other objectives were elevated as compared to the discrete aperture VMAT
optimized plan, but not in excess of the corresponding thresholds. The
estimated delivery time for the discrete aperture VMAT plan was 1.8 min,
and for the continuous aperture plan was 2.1 min.

Table 2.3: TG119 case: results of the discrete aperture and continuous aperture VMAT optimized plan, as
well as the dose from the former plan recalculated using continuous aperture fluence calculation. Each row
corresponds to a different DVH objective specified in the TG119 report. A quantity in bold indicates that
the objective for a particular plan exceeds the corresponding threshold.
Volume

50 Gy PTV
Core

DVH objective

Threshold

Discrete aperture

Discrete aperture

Continuous aperture

optimized

recalculated

optimized

D95% /Gy

>50

50.0

49.6

50.0

D10% /Gy

<55

52.1

55.1

52.4

D10% /Gy

<25

21.7

30.1

21.7
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Table 2.4: Prostate case: results of the discrete aperture and continuous aperture VMAT optimized plan, as
well as the dose from the former plan recalculated using continuous aperture fluence calculation. Each row
corresponds to a different DVH objective used as guidelines at The Ottawa Hospital. A quantity in bold
indicates that the objective for a particular plan exceeds the corresponding threshold.
Volume

76 Gy PTV
46 Gy PTV

Bladder

Rectum

DVH objective

Threshold

Discrete aperture

Discrete aperture

Continuous aperture

optimized

recalculated

optimized

D95% /Gy

>76

76.0

75.1

76.0

D2% /Gy

<83.6

82.5

84.2

82.4

D95% /Gy

>46

47.3

46.8

47.4

V65 Gy /%

<50

20.0

20.3

20.5

V70 Gy /%

<35

18.0

18.0

18.0

V75 Gy /%

<25

15.7

15.8

15.8

V80 Gy /%

<15

8.3

12.0

7.8

V60 Gy /%

<50

19.2

26.6

16.7

V65 Gy /%

<35

12.1

17.9

11.0

V70 Gy /%

<25

7.9

11.6

8.0

V75 Gy /%

<15

5.5

7.3

5.5
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Table continued on following page.

Table 2.4: (continued)
Discrete aperture

Discrete aperture

Continuous aperture

optimized

recalculated

optimized

< 5.25

4.6

4.6

4.5

V50 Gy /%

< 5

0.1

0.3

0.1

V50 Gy /%

< 5

0

0

0.2

Volume

DVH objective

Threshold

Penile bulb

Dmean /Gy

Left femur
Right femur
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Table 2.5: Head & and neck case: results of the discrete aperture and continuous aperture VMAT optimized
plan, as well as the dose from the former plan recalculated using continuous aperture fluence calculation.
Each row corresponds to a different DVH objective specified used as guidelines at The Ottawa Hospital. A
quantity in bold indicates that the objective for a particular plan exceeds the corresponding threshold.
Volume

70 Gy PTV

63 Gy PTV

Spinal cord

Brainstem

Discrete aperture

Discrete aperture

Continuous aperture

optimized

recalculated

optimized

>66.5

69.3

65.8

69.8

D95% /Gy

>70

70.0

68.7

70.4

D20% /Gy

<77

72.0

75.1

72.1

Dmax /Gy

<80.5

74.7

80.6

74.8

Dmean /Gy

<73.5

71.3

72.9

71.6

D99% /Gy

>59.8

59.9

52.9

59.8

D95% /Gy

>63

65.5

60.4

66.2

D0.1 cm3 /Gy

<45

42.6

45.9

41.8

Dmax /Gy

<48

42.9

46.0

41.9

D0.1 cm3 /Gy

<50

46.6

46.7

45.1

Dmax /Gy

<54

47.3

48.3

46.4

DVH objective

Threshold

D99% /Gy
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Table continued on following page.

Table 2.5: (continued)
Discrete aperture

Discrete aperture

Continuous aperture

optimized

recalculated

optimized

<50

3.9

3.7

3.7

D50% /Gy

<30

18.4

23.5

17.6

Dmean /Gy

<26

24.5

28.1

23.9

D50% /Gy

<30

16.6

20.0

16.2

Dmean /Gy

<26

21.9

25.1

21.4

D0.1 cm3 /Gy

<70

63.1

56.0

63.6

D67% /Gy

<50

40.7

44.9

31.9

Dmean /Gy

<45

42.5

47.5

34.9

Dmean /Gy

<20

17.1

20.3

18.0

Dmax /Gy

<30

23.2

30.1

27.5

Dmax /Gy

<50

3.9

3.8

3.8

Volume

DVH objective

Optic chiasm

Dmax /Gy

Left parotid

Right parotid
TM joint
Larynx

Lips
Optic nerve

Threshold
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After recalculating the discrete aperture VMAT plan using continuous
aperture fluence calculation in the head & neck case, neither the D95% nor
the D99% dose thresholds for the 70 Gy and 63 Gy PTVs were attained.
Furthermore, the D0.1 cm3 objective of 45 Gy for the spinal cord was exceeded,
along with the Dmean thresholds for the left parotid gland and the larynx.
Finally, both the Dmean and Dmax thresholds for the lips were marginally
exceeded. The other objectives were elevated as compared to the discrete
aperture VMAT optimized plan, but not in excess of the corresponding
thresholds. The estimated delivery times for the discrete aperture VMAT
plan was 2.4 min, and for the continuous aperture plan was 3.6 min.
These results show that the discrete aperture VMAT optimization overestimates the actual plan quality delivered by the linac: in all three cases,
certain DVH objectives were not within the specified thresholds when dose
was recalculated using the continuous aperture fluence calculation, with the
targets receiving less than the prescription dose and the OARs receiving a
higher dose. Instead of delivering fluence in discrete apertures, fluence is
spread between two apertures as the leaves sweep from one position to the
next. This spreads the dose deposition over a greater volume, shifting dose
away from the high-dose targets to the low-dose OARs. Note that if the total
number of MU was rescaled to meet the required target coverage, the dose in
the OARs would be increased, leading to a greater excess of DVH objective
thresholds.
The desired plan quality is able to be achieved using the continuous
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aperture VMAT optimization, which does not require dose recalculation.
Furthermore, the delivery times of the discrete aperture and continuous
aperture VMAT plans are comparable in all three cases, and did not exceed
4 min.

2.4

Discussion

The results of the angle interval study show that significant dose errors
can appear in discrete aperture VMAT plans optimized at a 4° interval,
which are revealed when recalculated at a smaller 0.5° interval, agreeing with
findings reported by other authors [24, 59]. The results from the scheme B
interpolation imply that these errors mainly stem from the discrete aperture
approximation, not the discrete dose angle approximation, and therefore can
be corrected by using the continuous aperture fluence calculation. Indeed, a
much coarser gantry angle spacing may be used for a similar dose accuracy
if the continuous aperture fluence calculation is employed instead of the
discrete aperture method (by a factor of 4 or 8, depending on the patient
geometry and heterogeneity). The smaller ∆θdose of 2° required for the head
& neck case (versus 4° for the TG119 and prostate) is due to the increased
heterogeneity in this anatomical site, causing a breakdown of the discrete
dose angle approximation.
This reduction in the angular interval has the advantage of lesser computational time and memory requirements to calculate and store the dose-influence
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matrix. For example, in performing a discrete aperture VMAT optimization
for the TG119 case with a ∆θdose interval of 2° (dosimetric results not shown),
the dose-influence matrix was calculated in 90 min, occupying 41.3 GB in
system memory; the total optimization time for both FMO and DAO was
206 min. When the optimization was done using the continuous aperture
calculation at a larger ∆θdose interval of 4° (which will still result in a much
more accurate dose calculation, according to Figure 2.4), the dose-influence
matrix was calculated in 36 min, occupying 20.7 GB in system memory, and
the total optimization time was only 89 min. All dose calculation and plan

optimization in this thesis was performed with an Intel® Xeon® Processor
E5-1620 v3 with a frequency of 3.50 GHz, with 64 GB of DDR4 memory with
frequency 2133 MHz. Although absolute numbers will depend on the specific
hardware and software implementation, dose calculation method, and optimization targets, these results show that the continuous aperture algorithm
can generate a VMAT plan (initial dose calculation and optimization) in
about 40% of the time and using half of the system memory compared to the
discrete aperture approximation.
As shown in the treatment planning study, the errors introduced by the
discrete aperture approximation do have a detrimental effect on treatment
plan quality. Comparing plan quality from the optimized dose to the dose
recalculated using the continuous aperture fluence calculation, a decreased
dose coverage and dose uniformity in the targets, as well as an increased dose
in the OARs is observed. This is problematic for treatment planners, since
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the plan quality at the end of the optimization will not necessarily be equal
to the delivered plan quality. If, however, optimization is performed with the
continuous aperture fluence calculation, the results of the treatment planning
study show that the desired plan quality can be achieved using the more
accurate calculation method.
It is difficult to directly compare plan quality and delivery time results from
this algorithm to the direct leaf trajectory optimization approach proposed by
Papp and Unkelbach [62], since that study used different patient geometries
and prescription doses. Nevertheless, in that approach, the plan quality
improves significantly when a longer treatment time is selected, until the best
quality is reached at 3 min to 4 min total time. The longer treatment time
provides the MLC leaves more time to modulate the field, thus leading to
a better plan. The possibilities for modulation are limited, however, by the
restriction that leaves must travel unidirectionally in a given 18° arc section
before changing direction only at the edge of the field.
In contrast, the proposed continuous aperture VMAT optimization algorithm is not hindered by this restriction; furthermore, the MU rate is allowed
to vary. These features have the potential to shorten the treatment time,
which was 2 min to 4 min, depending on the case. Decreasing the maximum
leaf speed from 6 cm/s to 3 cm/s (as used by Papp and Unkelbach [62]) increases estimated the estimated treatment time for the TG119 and prostate
cases to 2.7 min, and for the head & neck case to 5.4 min, which is comparable
to the 3 min to 4 min times reported by Papp and Unkelbach [62]. Overall,
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this comparison is inconclusive because of the difference in patient geometry
and the fact that the direct leaf trajectory study used smaller prescription
doses than this study.

2.5

Conclusions

The dosimetric errors introduced by the discrete dose angle and discrete
aperture approximations typically used in VMAT treatment planning were
each tested. The discrete aperture approximation was found to have the largest
contribution, and could be eliminated using the continuous aperture fluence
calculation. Errors introduced by the discrete dose angle approximation were
minimized by an informed selection of the dose calculation angular interval.
These dosimetric errors were shown to translate into a decrease in the actual
delivered quality of a discrete aperture VMAT plan. The desired plan quality
was able to be attained by incorporating the continuous aperture fluence
calculation into the VMAT optimization procedure. Plan optimization was
done with variable but constrained MLC leaf speed, gantry rotation speed,
and MU rate, with no restrictions such as sliding window placed on the leaf
travel directions. Using an appropriate dose calculation angular interval
with the continuous aperture VMAT optimization, the treatment planner
can be assured that, as far as the continuous nature of VMAT is concerned,
the final optimized dose will be an accurate representation of the delivered
dose. The open-source and modular nature of matRad aided greatly in the
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implementation and analysis of both the discrete aperture and continuous
aperture VMAT optimization algorithms.

Chapter 3

Markov chain respiratory motion
model
In this chapter the probabilistic respiratory motion model, a central component
of the robust 4D-VMAT optimization and delivery framework to be developed
in Chapter 4, is constructed. This Markov chain model is trained using
real patient respiratory data acquired during radiotherapy, and evaluated by
comparing model predictions of the tumour position probability distribution
with data from the same patient at a later time during delivery.

3.1

Introduction

As discussed in Section 1.3, if it is not compensated for or eliminated entirely, intrafraction respiratory patient motion can distort the conformal dose
distribution to the tumour achieved during plan optimizations described in
Chapter 2. Any method which seeks to mitigate these effects by compensating
61
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the delivered radiotherapy plan for intrafraction motion, such as gating or
tracking, must be accompanied by some model of the patient motion. Since
the breathing pattern of each patient is unique to some extent [29], this model
must be specific to each patient.
Respiratory motion models generally serve one of two functions: to predict
the future motion of the patient from a set of past observations [72, 73], or
to quantify the probability distribution of, for example, the position of the
tumour throughout the delivery [35, 74]. Typically, prediction-type models
are used in conjunction with real-time motion measurement techniques to
minimize the effects of latency on the radiotherapy plan adaptations. The
distribution-type models, on the other hand, are employed in the treatment
planning stage, as the probability distribution of the tumour motion is used
to calculate, and optimize to the desired treatment goals, the expectation
value of the dose before any treatment fraction has been delivered. Since
the latter is one of the goals of this thesis, and in particular the treatment
planning framework developed in Chapter 4, the subject of this chapter is
the construction of a distribution-type respiratory motion model.
Distribution-type models themselves may come in two varieties: timeindependent, or time-dependent. A time-independent distribution is typically constructed by simply calculating the proportion of time that the
tumour spends at each position throughout delivery (see Section 3.2.1). Timedependent distributions on the other hand account for the fact that if the
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tumour position is monitored, then at the beginning of treatment the distribution is that of a Dirac delta function, and the distribution at future times
is likely to be centred around a periodic trajectory.
Perhaps the simplest time-dependent distribution-type model used in
radiotherapy planning is the assumption that the tumour follows a single
periodic trajectory, for example that of a sinusoidal or modified sinusoidal
function [75, 76]. This singular motion trajectory is a special case of a timedependent probability distribution in which the distribution at any given
time point is a Dirac delta function centred at the position defined by the
trajectory. This can be seen as a manifestation of the nominal formulation of
the “continuum of robustness” introduced by Chan et al. [74], as applied to
4D radiotherapy where there is no uncertainty in the motion of the tumour.
This distribution cannot account for any possible variation in the breathing
pattern which will occur during delivery, reducing its applicability.
On the other end of the continuum of robustness is the margin formulation, which is characterized by complete uncertainty in the motion of the
tumour [74]. This is commonly realized by assuming that the target volume
is simultaneously at all possible positions of its range of motion throughout
the treatment, thus creating the ITV. In between these two extremes are
so-called robust formulations, in which there exists some uncertainty in the
tumour motion. This uncertainty is characterized by a non–Delta function
time-dependent distribution of the tumour position, which will be the subject
of this chapter.
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Typically the form of the respiratory motion model used is chosen to fulfill
the requirements of a particular 4D optimization and delivery method. As
described in Section 1.5, the 4D-VMAT optimization method introduced in
this thesis considers all possible trajectories when performing dose calculation
and optimization of an aperture library. The tumour is then tracked during
delivery, and the aperture corresponding to the current position is selected
from the planned library. As will be shown in Section 4.2.1, the patient’s
respiratory motion is treated as a random process evolving in time, and the
expectation value and variance of the dose over all trajectories are used during
the library optimization.
A central component of both the expectation value and variance calculations is the calculation of the probability of observing a particular trajectory.
This probability must be calculated from a patient-specific probabilistic
breathing model. In particular, two items are required, from the derivation
shown in Section 4.2.1.1 and Appendix C: the position probability distribution
at any time after delivery has commenced; and the probability to transition
from one position to another in any arbitrary interval of time. As mentioned
previously, a time-dependent distribution-type respiratory motion model is
therefore required.
The aim of the work in this chapter then was to construct and evaluate
such a respiratory motion model which can accurately calculate the probability
distribution of position as a function of time. For this, a Markov chain type
model was selected, which consists of a series of states and a matrix encoding
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the probabilities to transition between two states. This class of stochastic
models is well-suited to both describe this periodic motion seen in respiration
as well as calculate the required probabilities. First a general description and
summary of Markov chains is given, before defining the states of the Markov
chain from a series of adjustable and optimizable parameters. These states
were determined from the position of the tumour, its velocity, the breathing
phase of the patient (inhaling, exhaling, end of exhale), and by the elapsed
time in the current breathing phase. After constructing the Markov chain, the
accuracy of the respiratory motion model is verified by performing statistical
comparisons of observed data and corresponding model calculations.

3.2

Summary of Markov chains

The following section is included to introduce Markov chains and summarize
some important properties and results which will be used throughout this
chapter. This is based on two sets of lecture notes, written separately by
Tolver [77] and Noé et al. [78].
A discrete-time Markov chain is a stochastic model of a system which can
be in one of several states observed at discrete points of time separated by
a constant time interval τ . The defining characteristic of a Markov chain is
that the probability distribution of states at a certain time t + τ depends
only on the known state of the system at the previous time point t. In other
words, Markov chains have no memory of their past behaviour.
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Figure 3.1: Transition diagram for a simple Markov chain. The set of states is
S = {1, 2, 3}, and the possible transitions between these states are displayed
as arrows,
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The Markov chain consists of a system S, the set of NS states S describing
that system, and an NS × NS transition matrix P which governs the time
evolution of the system. The (α, β) element of P , (P )α,β , is defined as the
probability for the system to transition from state α to β in the time interval
τ . A simple example of a Markov chain is shown in Figure 3.1.
The transition matrix has two properties which can be derived from the
definition just given. Since the matrix elements describe probabilities, (P )α,β
is limited to real values between 0 and 1. Second, the probability to transition
from a state α to any state, including α, after time τ must be unity. This
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probability can be calculated from the sum of (P )α,β over all final states β,
therefore:
∑︂
β∈S

(P )α,β = 1, ∀α ∈ S.

(3.1)

A square matrix which satisfies these properties is known in mathematics as
a stochastic matrix.
If the probability distribution of states at time t is known, Pα (t), the
distribution at time t + τ can be calculated using the transition matrix. The
probability of an initial state α is multiplied by the probability to transition
from α to the final state β, before summing over all initial states (note that
unless otherwise noted, summation over all states α ∈ S is implied):
Pβ (t + τ ) =

∑︂

Pα (t) (P )α,β .

(3.2)

α

⃗ (t)
The probability distribution can be represented as a 1 × NS row vector P
whose elements are the Pα (t). Equation (3.2) can then be simplified as the β
component of the following vector equation, where the ∗ operator represents
left-multiplication:
⃗ (t + τ ) = P
⃗ (t) ∗ P .
P

(3.3)

Since the starting time t is arbitrary, the probability distribution at any time
t + nτ , n ∈ N, can be calculated by induction as:
⃗ (t + nτ ) = P
⃗ (t) ∗ P n ,
P

(3.4)
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where P n is the nth power of the transition matrix. This equation describes
how the probability distribution of states evolves from the initial distribution
as the number of time intervals n increases.

3.2.1

The stationary distribution

A stationary probability distribution of states is one which is independent
of time under the actions of the Markov chain. It can be shown that if the
Markov chain is irreducible (all of the states are accessible from each other)
and recurrent (for any initial state α, the probability to return to α is 1), the
stationary distribution exists and is unique for a particular Markov chain.
The stationary distribution πα can be found using Equation (3.3), imposing
⃗ (t + τ ) = P
⃗ (t):
that ⃗π = P
⃗π = ⃗π ∗ P .

(3.5)

Thus the stationary distribution πα are the elements of the left eigenvector of
P with eigenvalue 1.
⃗ (0) and the conditions of irreducibility
Given any initial distribution P
⃗ (nτ ) will converge
and recurrence on the Markov chain, the distribution P
to the stationary distribution ⃗π in the limit n → ∞ [78, 77]. The rate of
⃗ (nτ )
convergence can be determined by examining the discrepancy between P
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and ⃗π ; in this study, the L2 -norm is used to quantify this error:
⃦
⃦
⃦⃗
⃦
E (nτ ) = ⃦P (nτ ) − ⃗π ⃦
√︄
∑︂
=
(Pα (nτ ) − πα )2 .

(3.6)

α

The error can be shown to decay exponentially in n with rate k = −1/ ln λ2 ,
where λ2 is the second-largest eigenvalue of P (the largest being 1) [78]. In
this study, the convergence time is defined as the minimal time required to
achieve an error smaller than 0.01.

3.2.2

Maximum

likelihood

estimation

of

Markov

chains
In most circumstances the transition matrix P is unknown. Instead, the
state of the system is observed at discrete times separated by the interval τ ,
resulting in the sequence αobs (nτ ) ∈ S, n ∈ {0, . . . , N }. The observed data
is assumed to have originated from a Markov chain with transition matrix P ,
which can thus be estimated from the data.
Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is a common method to generate
a model from observed data, in which the estimate maximizes the probability
of observing the given data. MLE can be applied to Markov chains in the
following way to estimate the elements for the transition matrix P [78]. First
the transition count matrix, Z ∈ NNS ×NS , is constructed by letting (Z)α,β
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be the number of transitions observed in the sequence αobs (nτ ) from state
α at time (n − 1)τ to state β at time nτ , summed over all n ∈ {1, . . . , N }.
Then the maximum likelihood estimate of the transition matrix is equal to
the intuitive guess given by the normalized transition count matrix:
(Z)α,β
(P )α,β = ∑︁
.
γ (Z)α,γ

(3.7)

Here and in the following set of equations, the symbols γ, η, µ, and ν are
used as dummy summation indices.
The stationary distribution of this Markov chain is approximately given
by:
∑︁
η (Z)α,η
πα = ∑︁
.
µ,ν (Z)µ,ν

(3.8)

This can be verified by inserting the proposed stationary distribution into
the right side of the eigenvalue equation of Equation (3.5) and expanding the
∗ product:
(π
⃗ ∗ P )β =

∑︂

πα (P )α,β

α

(︂∑︁

)︂
(Z)
∑︂
η
α,η (Z)α,β
(︂∑︁
)︂ (︂∑︁
)︂
=
α
µ,ν (Z)µ,ν
γ (Z)α,γ
∑︁
α (Z)α,β
= ∑︁
.
µ,ν (Z)µ,ν

(3.9)

The ⃗π in Equation (3.8) is the stationary distribution if and only if it is equal
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to Equation (3.9). Setting aside the change in component from α to β, these
two expressions differ only in the summation index of the transition count
matrix (Z)α,β in the numerator. The summation for πβ counts the number of
observed transitions from state β to any other state, while the summation for
(π
⃗ ∗ P )β counts the number of transitions to β from any other state. Since the
system must have entered a state β before it can leave it, these two values will
be equal, except for possibly the very first and last initial states in observed
in the sequence αobs (nτ ). The denominator for both expressions is equal to
the total number of observed transitions from and to any state.
This stationary distribution corresponds exactly to the time-independent
probability distribution that is commonly used to model respiratory motion.
The time-independent distribution is equal to the probability that the system
will be in a particular state, independent of time. The maximum likelihood
estimate for this distribution is equal to the number of times a state is
observed, Nα , divided by the total number of observations:
Nα
.
PαTI = ∑︁
β Nβ

(3.10)

Using similar reasoning as before, Nα is equal to the total number of observed
∑︁
transitions from α to any other state. Thus Nα = β (Z)α,β , and therefore the
time-independent distribution from Equation (3.10) is equal to the stationary
distribution from Equation (3.8). Thus it has been shown that the probability
distribution of states in the Markov chain converges to the time-independent
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distribution as the number of time intervals n → ∞.

3.2.3

Monte Carlo simulation of Markov chains

The distribution of the Markov chain states themselves, while it can be easily
calculated using Equation (3.4), may not itself be of interest directly; instead,
the distribution of some function of the states may be required. Monte Carlo
simulations are often used to estimate distributions of functions of random
variables which are difficult to calculate using analytical methods, but for
which the underlying random variables follow known distributions. This
method can be applied to Markov chains, as the sequence of states α (nτ ),
n ∈ {0, . . . , N } can be readily simulated using the transition matrix P .
To do this, the initial state α (0) must first be randomly sampled from
the initial distribution Pα (0). The rest of the sequence can be sampled
sequentially, from n = 1 to n = N : if the state at time (n − 1) τ is known
to be α ((n − 1) τ ), then the state at time nτ can be sampled from the
transition matrix (P )α(nτ ),α((n−1)τ ) , where the second element is held fixed.
The distribution of functions of the Markov states can then be estimated by
calculating the desired function for a particular sample of the state sequence of
the system, and repeating the entire process until a desired level of uncertainty
has been reached.
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3.3
3.3.1

Materials and methods
Respiratory Markov chain model and parameters

For the purposes of this study, the system S described by the Markov chain
model is the patient’s breathing pattern, and the Markov state space S is
defined by the combination of the position and velocity of the principal
component of motion, the breathing phase, and the current elapsed time
in the current breathing phase. The principal component is defined as the
component of motion along the axis upon which the entire motion exhibits
the greatest variance [79]; for tumour motion due to respiration, this axis lies
nearly in the sagittal plane. The position was included since the goal is to have
a model which accurately calculates the position distribution. Meanwhile, the
inclusion of the velocity helps to distinguish instances in which the patient
undergoes faster or slower breathing motion.
Similarly, the breathing phase differentiates between the three broader
respiratory phases of inhaling, exhaling, and end-of-exhale, each of which
is characterized by specific motion characteristics, as shown in Figure 3.3.
Finally, current elapsed time in the current breathing phase was included in
the Markov state definition to model a smoother transition between these
breathing phases. Specifically, as described in Section 3.2, Markov chains
do not have memory: the transition probability depends only on the current
state of the system. However, the longer the patient has been in the current
breathing phase, the more likely they will transition to next phase. Thus the
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current elapsed time in the current breathing phase is introduced to model
such behaviour.
The set of possible states S was defined by the following tunable parameters, each of which takes on positive integer values. First, Nl is the number
of position bins l, which defines the position resolution of dose calculation in
the proposed 4D-VMAT optimization method (see Section 4.2.1.1). Position
sub-bins were introduced to differentiate a state which has just entered a
particular position bin from a state which is about to leave that bin; Nx is
the number of such position sub-bins per bin. Nv is the number of velocity
bins, and NT is the number of bins recording the current elapsed time in the
current breathing phase.
Each state α then corresponds to a unique combination of position bin,
and sub-bin, velocity bin, breathing phase, and elapsed time in the current
breathing phase. Lookup tables from α to each of these physical observables
were generated, so that probabilities and simulations could be converted from
the base Markov states to the observables. For example, lα is the position
bin corresponding to state α.
The final variable parameter of the Markov chain is the discrete time
interval τ , which represents the base time between which transition probabilities can be calculated. For small enough values of τ , very few distinct
transitions will be observed, limiting the model’s use. On the other hand, a
respiratory motion model with a large value of τ (for example, on the order
of the breathing period) would omit or pass over much (or all) of the actual
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respiratory motion. Each of the parameters described above were tuned
according to the methods presented in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.2

Respiratory data acquisition and processing

Individual datasets from a database of clinical patient respiratory data acquired during 102 CyberKnife treatment fractions delivered on 32 unique
patients at Georgetown University Hospital [80] were used to construct
and test the motion model; the database can be founding at the following URL: https://signals.rob.uni-luebeck.de/index.php?title=Signals @ ROB.
The data consists of the position of optical surface markers on the patient,
sampled at a frequency of fs = 26 Hz. For the purposes of this study, two
treatment fractions delivered on the same patient were selected to develop two
unique models; the fractions and respective models are individually referred
to as A and B. This was done to compare the models trained on data gather
during two separate fractions. The following procedure of the data processing
and model construction was applied separately to the respiratory data from
each fraction.
First, a 10 min interval with no baseline drift was selected to train and
test the model: the first 5 min were used for training, and the following 5 min
for testing. This interval was chosen as it is on the order of VMAT delivery
times, therefore the range of patient motion occurring in this time interval
will be representative of motion during delivery. The principal component
of the three-dimensional marker motion, which was included with the full
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data, was extracted and used throughout this study as a surrogate for the
actual tumour position (see Section 3.5 for more discussion on this). The
time interval for the Markov chain was taken to be τ = rτs , with r a variable
integer factor and τs =

1
.
fs

The principal component signal was filtered, using

a low-pass Chebyshev Type I infinite impulse response of order 8 [81]. The
cutoff frequency of this filter was f0 =

fs
2

·

0.8
,
r

with

fs
2

being the Nyquist

frequency of the original signal.
This was done when training the model to filter out components with
frequency larger than the Nyquist frequency corresponding to the Markov
chain time interval τ . Examples of the unfiltered and filtered respiratory
signals are shown in Figure 3.2. The Markov chain time interval factor r
was varied in order to find the model which fit best to the testing data. To
ensure that the testing conditions remained constant while varying the model
parameters, the testing data used to evaluate the model was not filtered.
The velocity of the principal component was then calculated on the filtered
signal using the finite difference estimate at the sample points. Finally, the
respiratory motion signals were segmented into breathing phases, as shown
in Figure 3.3, which reflect a broad type of respiratory motion: inhaling,
exhaling, end-of-exhale, or irregular breathing [82]. In the data used in
this study, inhalation is characterized by a steep decrease in the principal
component, exhalation by a steep increase in the principal component, and
end of exhale by a shallow increase. Each respiratory motion data point was
classified to one of the states defining the Markov chain system according to

principal component of motion /mm
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Figure 3.2: Sample of the respiratory motion data used to train the model,
consisting of the principal component of the motion of an optical surface
marker. Both the original nonfiltered and filtered data are shown, the latter
of which is used for training. A low-pass Chebyshev Type I infinite impulse
response of order 8, with a cutoff frequency of 1.1531 Hz (r = 9), was used.
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its position, velocity, breathing phase, and current elapsed time in the current
breathing phase. The position binning and breathing phase segmentation
is also illustrated in Figure 3.3. The final result is an observed sequence of
states αobs (nτs ) ∈ S, n ∈ {0, . . . , N }, with the time interval given by τs =

1
,
fs

fs = 26 Hz, and N τs = 5 min.
The Markov chain transition matrix P was estimated from the training
data using MLE, as described in Section 3.2.2. Any state not reached at
all by the observed sequence αobs (nτs ) was eliminated from the state space
to guarantee irreducibility and recurrence of the Markov chain. Since the
time interval for the Markov chain is τ = rτs , the transition count matrix Z
was defined by summing transitions observed in the sequence αobs (nτs ) from
time (n − r)τs to nτs for all n ≤ r, rather than the original definition which
counted transitions from time (n − 1)τs to nτs . The final transition matrix
P , which was calculated using Equation (3.7), thus describes the probability
to transition between states in the time interval τ = rτs , as desired.

3.3.3

Model evaluation and selection

The optimal combination of parameter values Nx , Nv , NT , and r was determined for both models A and B separately by varying the value of each,
constructing a corresponding Markov chain model for the given set, and
selecting the combination whose model fit best to the testing data. As will
be discussed in Section 4.2.1.1, in the application of 4D treatment plan optimization, the ideal respiratory motion model is one which can accurately
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Figure 3.3: Position binning and breathing phase segmentation of the filtered
respiratory data. The Nl = 5 position bins and the Nx = 3 sub-bins are
demarcated by solid blue lines and dashed red lines, respectively. The bin
number increases from l = 1 to l = 5 from the top of the graph to the bottom.
The yellow marks indicate the beginning of a breathing phase: inhale (upward
pointing triangle), exhale (downward pointing triangle), and end-of-exhale
(circle). The data was also binned according to the velocity and the elapsed
time in the current breathing phase (not shown).
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Table 3.1: Trial Markov chain time interval factor values r used to search
for the optimal Markov chain respiratory motion model. The corresponding
Markov chain time interval, τ = rτs is shown, along with the inverse τ1 .
Markov chain time

Markov chain

interval factor value r

time interval τ /s

1
/Hz
τ

1

0.0385

25.9439

2

0.0771

12.9719

3

0.1156

8.6480

4

0.1542

6.4860

9

0.3869

2.8827

26

1.0022

0.9978

calculate the probability distribution of the position bin at any arbitrary time
after treatment has begun. Nx , Nv , and NT were varied from integer values
1 to 10, while r was given six trial values shown in Table 3.1. The number
of position bins Nl , on the other hand, was kept fixed at 5, since this is the
number of position bins which was used for the 4D dose calculation and plan
optimization (see Sections 4.2.5.2 and 4.3.1.2).
To quantify the probability distribution of the position bin, the position
histogram was defined by tallying the position bin of the respiratory motion
at some time ∆t after every data point which falls in the triggering position
bin (taken to be bin l = 1, maximum exhale). This process of constructing
l
the observed position histogram O∆t
from the 5 min of testing respiratory

data can be seen in Figure 3.4. Note that any instances of the triggering bin
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after the critical time tc = 5 min − ∆t will have no contribution, since the
time at which the position bin would be tallied exceeds the total duration of
5 min.
The position histogram expected to be observed, given the Markov chain
model, can be calculated as the probability of observing position bin l at time
∆t after the triggering position bin, multiplied by the expected number of
occurences of the triggering bin l = 1 in a sequence of respiratory motion of
duration 5 min − ∆t (N51min−∆t ):
l
E∆t
= Pr (L (t + ∆t) = l|L (t) = 1) · N51min−∆t .

(3.11)

Here, t is arbitrary and can be set to 0 for simplicity, while L (t) is the sequence
of observed position bins. The required duration of the sequence is 5 min − ∆t,
reflecting the critical time noted when discussing the observed histogram. The
expression Pr (L (t + ∆t) = l|L (t) = 1) represents the probability to observe
position bin l at time t + ∆t, given that the position bin at time t is 1.
The probability Pr (L (∆t) = l|L (0) = 1) can be calculated from the transition matrix P using Equation (3.4) with some adjustments. First, the
condition L(0) = 1 determines the initial distribution of states, under the
additional assumption that the states α with lα = 1 are uniformly distributed.
⃗ (0) are given
Specifically, the elements of the initial probability distribution P
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Figure 3.4: The position histogram for time ∆t = 1 s constructed from the
testing respiratory data (black line). The blue lines indicate the boundaries of
each position bin, as in Figure 3.3. For each time point at which the triggering
position bin (l = 1, maximum exhale) is observed in the respiratory data, the
position bin l which is observed ∆t = 1 s later is tallied. Four examples of
the triggering points are shown indicated by the green triangles, along with
the corresponding delayed points indicated by the red squares, thus tallying
the bins l = 1, 2, 4, 3 (in order).
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by:
Pα (0) =

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨

1
Nlα =1

⎪
⎪
⎩0

for lα = 1

(3.12)

for lα ̸= 1,

where Nlα =1 is the total number of states α for which lα = 1. Therefore the
probability distribution at time ∆t is given by:
⃗ (∆t) = P
⃗ (0) ∗ P n ,
P
with n =

∆t
.
τ

The fraction

∆t
τ

(3.13)

is not an integer for arbitrary values of ∆t. Non-

integer powers of matrices are not well-defined for non-invertible matrices [83];
in general, the transition matrix P is not guaranteed to be invertible, therefore
the number of intervals n of length τ is taken to be the whole integer nearest
to this fraction. The model therefore makes the assumption that any changes
in probability within time intervals smaller than τ are not significant; this
assumption will be tested for various values of τ by performing this particular
model evaluation. The probability to observe position bin l is finally obtained
by summing the probability of observing any state β whose corresponding
position bin lβ matches:

Pr (L (∆t) = l|L (0) = 1) =

∑︂

Pβ (∆t) .

(3.14)

β|lβ =l

The expected number of trajectory data points which fall in the triggering
position bin, N51min−∆t from Equation (3.11), cannot be directly computed
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from the transition matrix P . Instead, the Monte Carlo method, as described
in Section 3.2.3, was used to estimate this quantity. A total of 1000 sample
sequences of duration 5 min − ∆t were generated from the Markov chain
model, whereupon each sequence of states was converted to a sequence of
position bins using the lookup table lα . The number of occurrences of position
bin 1 was counted for each sample, and the mean across all 1000 samples was
assigned to the quantity N51min−∆t . Example observed and expected position
histograms are shown in Figure 3.5.
l
l
The observed and expected position histograms, O∆t
and E∆t
, were com-

pared using the χ2 statistic (obs here stands for observed):

χ2obs,∆t

(︁ l
)︁2
l
∑︂ O∆t
− E∆t
.
=
l
E∆t
l

(3.15)

Test statistics such as χ2 can be used to determine the goodness of fit of a
statistical model with observational data. For example, the p-value is defined
as the probability of obtaining a test statistic at least as extreme as the one
actually observed, under the hypothesis that the given model is correct. In
this case, since a larger value of χ2 indicates greater disagreement of the
model with the data, the p-value for a given χ2obs,∆t can be calculated from
the distribution of χ2∆t as:
(︁
)︁
p∆t = Pr χ2∆t ≥ χ2obs,∆t .

(3.16)
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Figure 3.5: The position bin histograms actually observed, O∆t
, and expected,
l
E∆t , from the Markov chain respiratory motion model, for a particular time
of ∆t = 30 s after the triggering bin is observed. The model used to calculate
the expected histogram was constructed with the optimal combination of
parameters for fraction A, as found in Section 3.4.1.
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χ2∆t follows the actual χ2 -distribution with Nl degrees of freedom if the
l
observed data O∆t
are independent and Gaussian distributed with both
l
mean and variance E∆t
(i.e., Poisson variables with a large mean). However,

neither of these conditions are guaranteed to be met in this case; instead,
the actual distribution of χ2∆t , and thus p∆t , can be estimated using Monte
Carlo simulations. Just as how N51min−∆t was estimated, a total of 1000
sample sequences of the position bin, each of duration 5 min, were generated
l
from the Markov chain model. The position histogram OMC,∆t
(MC for

Monte Carlo) was constructed for each sequence, from which χ2MC,∆t could
be calculated using Equation (3.15). The model hypothesis distribution of
χ2∆t was then estimated from these 1000 samples, from which p∆t could be
calculated as the fraction of samples which had χ2MC,∆t ≥ χ2obs,∆t . By way of
example, the distribution of χ230 s for the particular combination of parameters
in Section 3.4.1, as estimated from the Monte Carlo samples, is shown in
Figure 3.6.
The observed and expected position histograms, along with the corresponding χ2obs,∆t and p∆t values, were calculated for a range of values of
the time interval ∆t, corresponding to transition times required to compute
probabilities for the 4D treatment plan optimization. In this study, these were
taken to be integer multiples of the time to update the MLC leaf positions,
40 ms (see Section 4.2.5.3), up to a maximum value given by the convergence
l
time ∆tconverge of the position distribution. E∆t
follows the same stationary
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of χ230 s estimated from a Monte Carlo simulation
of the Markov chain respiratory motion model. The model used to perform
the simulations was constructed with the optimal combination of parameters
for fraction A, as found in Section 3.4.1. The distribution is shown as a
histogram, scaled to represent the estimated probability density function.
The vertical line indicates the actual value χ2obs,30 s = 95.774, corresponding
to the histograms in Figure 3.5. The corresponding p-value, p30 s = 0.345, is
equal to the area to the right of the line according to Equation (3.16).
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distribution for any transition time greater than ∆tconverge , thus it is unnecessary to continue to calculate χ2obs,∆t . This convergence time was found to vary
with the parameters used, therefore the maximal value of ∆tconverge = 90 s (for
fraction A models) or ∆tconverge = 110 s (for fraction B models), determined
according to Section 3.2.1, was used throughout this study.
To quantify the overall agreement between the observed and expected
position bin histograms, the χ2obs,∆t were summed over all values of ∆t:
χ2obs,Σ =

∑︂

χ2obs,∆t .

(3.17)

∆t

The corresponding p-value was estimated from the distribution of χ2MC,Σ =
∑︁
2
2
∆t χMC,∆t , as the fraction of Monte Carlo samples for which the χMC,Σ was
larger than the observed χ2obs,Σ . The optimal combination of parameter values
Nx , Nv , NT , and r was deemed to be the one which yielded the largest value
of pΣ .
In addition to comparing the model and testing data from the same fraction,
intercomparisons were performed to determine if the models trained on the
data originating from the two fractions were interchangeable. Specifically, the
predictions of the fraction A model were compared to the observations in the
fraction B testing data, and vice versa.
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3.4
3.4.1

Results
Fraction A

The largest value of pΣ for the fraction A data was determined to be equal to
0.653, at the combination of parameters given by Nx = 1, Nv = 2, NT = 6,
and r = 9 (Markov chain time interval τ = 386.9 ms). The full distribution
of χ2Σ estimated from the Monte Carlo sampling described in Section 3.3.3 is
shown in Figure 3.7. The large value of pΣ demonstrates the overall excellent
agreement between the position histograms observed in the testing data and
expected by the model over the range of values ∆t.
Select colour images of pΣ , taken to be two-dimensional slices in the fourdimensional parameter space of Nx , Nv , NT , and r, are shown in Figures 3.8
to 3.10. Each slice intersects the point of the largest pΣ value, Nx = 1, Nv = 2,
NT = 6, and r = 9.
The agreement of the position bin histograms at particular values of ∆t
can be seen in the graphs of χ2obs,∆t and p∆t as a function of ∆t in Figure 3.11.
For values of ∆t from 0 s to 50 s, both χ2obs,∆t and p∆t are seen to oscillate from
values indicating good to bad agreement. This is due to the differences in time
l
resolution between the observed and expected histograms: while O∆t
can vary
l
at the 40 ms resolution of the ∆t, E∆t
is constant within each Markov chain

time interval, τ = 386.9 ms. Thus there can be significant variations in the
agreement between these two histograms within time intervals on the order of
386.9 ms, as seen. Despite this, the observed and expected histograms agree
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of χ2Σ estimated from a Monte Carlo simulation of
the Markov chain respiratory motion model for fraction A. The model used
to perform the simulations was constructed with the optimal combination of
parameters, as found in Section 3.4.1. The distribution is shown as a histogram,
scaled to represent the estimated probability density function. The vertical
line indicates the actual value χ2obs,Σ = 151 148. The corresponding p-value,
pΣ = 0.653, is equal to the area to the right of the line.
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Figure 3.8: Image of pΣ as a function of the number of bins recording the
current elapsed time in the current breathing phase NT , and the Markov
chain time interval factor r. The remaining parameters are fixed at Nx = 1,
Nv = 2.
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per bin Nx , and the Markov chain time interval factor r. The remaining
parameters are fixed at Nv = 2, NT = 6.
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current elapsed time in the current breathing phase NT , and the number of
velocity bins Nv . The remaining parameters are fixed at Nx = 1, r = 9.
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well with each other when considering the entire range of ∆t; in particular,
the agreement is excellent past ∆t = 50 s, with pΣ staying above about 0.4.
The histograms are also shown directly as colour images for comparison
in Figure 3.12. The periodic behaviour of the respiratory motion modelled by
the Markov chain is shown in these images, as the peak of the distribution
of the position bin is shown to oscillate with a similar period from l = 1
to 5 for both observed and expected histograms. Further, the convergence
of the position distribution to the stationary distribution as described in
Section 3.2.1 is seen in both histograms.
A 20 s sample sequence generated from the Markov chain is shown in
comparison to the observed sequence in Figure 3.13. Both sequences are
expressed as the principal component as a function of time. For the sample
sequence, this was accomplished by first transforming the Markov state
sequence α (nτ ) to the respective position sub-bin x (nτ ) using the lookup
table xα , and then converting each sub-bin in the sequence into the value of
the principal component which it represents.

3.4.2

Fraction B

The largest value of pΣ for the fraction B data was determined to be equal to
0.126, at the combination of parameters given by Nx = 10, Nv = 10, NT = 10,
and r = 4 (Markov chain time interval τ = 154.2 ms). The smaller value
of pΣ indicates that the overall agreement between the position histograms
observed in the testing data and expected by the model for fraction B is
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Figure 3.11: Graphs of χ2obs,∆t and the corresponding p∆t , both as functions of
∆t. The model used to calculate these two was constructed with the optimal
combination of parameters for fraction A, as found in Section 3.4.1.
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Figure 3.12: Images of the observed and expected position bin histograms,
both as functions of ∆t. The model used to calculate these two was constructed
with the optimal combination of parameters for fraction A, as found in
Section 3.4.1.
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Figure 3.13: Observed and simulated sequence of respiratory motion as a
function of time. Both sequences are represented as the principal component
of motion; this was done for the Markov sample using the position subbin lookup table xα , and then converting the position sub-bin index to the
corresponding value of the principal component of motion. The model used
to generate the sample was constructed with the optimal combination of
parameters for fraction A, as found in Section 3.4.1, thus the reason for the
low apparent resolution in the graph of the sample sequences: there are only
Nl · Nx = 5 total position sub-bins in this particular model.
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lessened compared to the corresponding agreement for fraction A, although
can still be considered to be a good fit to the data.
This is further investigated in the graphs of χ2obs,∆t and p∆t as a function
of ∆t, shown in Figure 3.14. As seen in the fraction A model, for values
of ∆t from 0 s to 50 s, both χ2obs,∆t and p∆t are seen to oscillate from values
indicating good to bad agreement. However, for values of ∆t exceeding 50 s
pΣ never decreases below 0.25, indicating good overall agreement as the model
converges to the stationary distribution.
Both the observed and expected histograms are shown in Figure 3.15.
As in the corresponding images for fraction A model, both the periodic
behaviour of the respiratory motion, as well as the convergence of the position
distribution to the stationary distribution, are correctly modelled by the
Markov chain. It should be noted however that the model prediction for the
convergence is much quicker than what is actually observed, as the image in
Figure 3.15b is smoother than that of Figure 3.15a. This is reflected in the
much higher values of χ2obs,∆t for this fraction model than those observed for
fraction A, especially in the first 50 s.
A 20 s sample sequence generated from the Markov chain is shown in
comparison to the observed sequence in Figure 3.16, both expressed as the
principal component as a function of time. The sample sequence shown here is
smoother than that generated from the fraction A model in Figure 3.13, both
because of the greater number of position sub-bins and the smaller Markov
chain interval τ .
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Figure 3.14: Graphs of χ2obs,∆t and the corresponding p∆t , both as functions of
∆t. The model used to calculate these two was constructed with the optimal
combination of parameters for fraction B, as found in Section 3.4.2.
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Figure 3.15: Images of the observed and expected position bin histograms,
both as functions of ∆t. The model used to calculate these two was constructed
with the optimal combination of parameters for fraction B, as found in
Section 3.4.2.
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Figure 3.16: Observed and simulated sequence of respiratory motion as a
function of time. Both sequences are represented as the principal component
of motion; this was done for the Markov sample using the position subbin lookup table xα , and then converting the position sub-bin index to the
corresponding value of the principal component of motion. The model used
to generate the sample was constructed with the optimal combination of
parameters for fraction B, as found in Section 3.4.2.
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3.4.3

Fraction model intercomparisons

The 5 min of fraction B testing data was compared to the fraction A model,
with χ2obs,∆t and p∆t results shown in Figure 3.17. This was done by effectively
comparing the observed fraction B histogram in Figure 3.15a to the expected
fraction A histogram in Figure 3.12b. The agreement between these two
fractions is especially poor for values of ∆t less than 10 s, and only somewhat
improves as ∆t increases, with p∆t oscillating between a maximal value of
0.28 and 0. The summed χ2obs,Σ was found to be equal to 2 794 742, a far
greater value than any observed in the Monte Carlo simulations of model A
(Figure 3.7). The corresponding value of pΣ = 0 indicates that the observed
data from fraction B is wholly incompatible with the model trained on the
fraction A data.
Conversely, the 5 min of fraction A testing data was compared to the
fraction B model, with similarly poor agreement seen in the graphs of χ2obs,∆t
and p∆t (Figure 3.18). The summed χ2obs,Σ was found to be equal to 1 474 278,
with a corresponding value of pΣ = 0.001. These results also indicate that
the observed data from fraction A is incompatible with the model trained on
the fraction B data.
The stationary probability distributions of the position bin for both
respiratory models are shown in Figure 3.19. These were calculated from the
stationary distributions of the Markov chain states, πα , by accumulating the
probabilities from each state α into their respective position bin using the
lookup tables lα , defined in Section 3.3.1. At larger values of ∆t, the model
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Figure 3.17: Graphs of χ2obs,∆t and the corresponding p∆t , both as functions of
∆t. The model used to calculate these two was constructed with the optimal
combination of parameters for fraction A, as found in Section 3.4.1, but the
observation data was taken from fraction B.
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Figure 3.18: Graphs of χ2obs,∆t and the corresponding p∆t , both as functions of
∆t. The model used to calculate these two was constructed with the optimal
combination of parameters for fraction B, as found in Section 3.4.2, but the
observation data was taken from fraction A.
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trained from the fraction B data has a notably higher probability to be in
position bin l = 1, at the end of exhale, whereas the stationary distribution
for the fraction A model is more uniform.

3.5

Discussion

The excellent agreement between the position histograms observed in the 5 min
of testing data and the corresponding model calculations demonstrates that
the Markov chain adequately models the respiratory motion of actual patients,
from fractions of a second to 90 s (or 110 s) into delivery. It is important to
note that the Markov chain model is only aware of state transitions occurring
at the time interval τ (386.9 ms or 154.2 ms, depending on the fraction), and
that the behaviour at longer time scales emergent from these underlying
transitions is not directly controlled by the model. Considering this, it is
remarkable that the models are able to reproduce the data from each respective
fraction. This is made possible by the definition of the various components
making up each Markov state, as described in Section 3.3.1.
For example, the images of pΣ for the fraction A model in Figures 3.8
and 3.9 show that the Markov chain time interval factor r = 9, and the
corresponding Markov chain time interval τ = 386.9 ms, is strongly preferred
over others. Figure 3.8 also shows that as r, and subsequently τ , decreases,
the optimal number of bins recording the elapsed time in the current breathing
phase increases. This reflects the fact that a model with a smaller value of τ
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Figure 3.19: Stationary position bin distributions for the fraction A and B
models.
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spends more time points in any given breathing phase; a higher number of
bins NT is therefore required to differentiate these states.
The image in Figure 3.9 demonstrates that the value used for Nx , the
number of position sub-bins per bin, is relatively unimportant, save when
the value r = 9 for the Markov chain time interval factor is chosen; in this
case, the lowest values of Nx yield considerably higher values of pΣ . Finally,
the agreement of the model to the testing data is seen to be completely
independent of Nv , the number of velocity bins, in Figure 3.10.
Although the sequences simulated from each model, shown in Figures 3.13
and 3.16, have lost many of the higher frequency components seen in their
respective observed sequences, other features are emulated, such as the overall
period, longer pauses in the exhale region, and a variation between shallower
and deeper inhalations. These are considered to be more important than
the high-frequency behaviour in the observed sequences for the purposes of
4D-VMAT treatment planning, since only five position bins, corresponding to
distinct patient geometries, are used for dose calculation (see Sections 4.2.5.2
and 4.3.1.2). On the other hand, the greater number of position sub-bins in
model fraction B can allow for the modelling of more complex patterns of
respiratory motion, such as the dips in the peaks in the exhaling breathing
phases seen in Figure 3.16.
The respiratory data used to train and test the model for a patient
requiring such a respiratory motion model would need to be acquired before
radiotherapy treatment, just as are the CT simulation images. As discussed
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in Section 3.3.2, the data used in this study consists of the measured position
of optical surface markers on the patient, which is a surrogate for the actual
motion of the tumour; specifically, the principal component was used to
determine the tumour motion. This surrogate data would then need to
be related to the actual position of the tumour, for example by acquiring
radiography images and the surrogate signal simultaneously as the patient
is breathing [48, 49]. Alternatively, the tumour motion could be measured
directly using, for example, positron-emitting markers implanted in the
tumour [39], or a magnetic resonance linac [47].
As described in Section 3.3.2, the model was trained on the 5 min of
respiratory data immediately preceding the testing data. Thus the training
and testing datasets are distinct, yet related as they originate from the
same patient, and indeed the same treatment fraction. The agreement is
significantly worsened when intercomparing a model and testing data from
two different fractions, as seen in Section 3.4.3. Indeed, the two fractions A
and B seem to be wholly incompatible with one another, when only looking at
the position histograms. The stationary position histograms of each fraction
model, shown in Figure 3.19, are also significantly different from one another.
Finally, the average period of trajectories simulated from the fraction A model
is longer than the period for the fraction B model, at 3.6 s compared to 3.1 s.
This poses the problem of determining if a respiratory motion model
trained on data acquired before the treatment, either for plan optimization
or even just before delivery, is representative of patient breathing during
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treatment. Since the focus of this thesis is on radiotherapy treatment planning,
this problem can be reformulated as investigating the effect on the dose
delivered to a patient if treatment planning and delivery are performed
with different respiratory motion models. This is treated in Section 4.3.2.4,
following the development of the proposed 4D-VMAT optimization framework.

3.6

Conclusions

A method was introduced to construct patient-specific Markov chain respiratory motion models for the purposes of probability estimation. The states of
the Markov chain model were defined by the position of a tracking marker, its
velocity, the breathing phase of the patient (inhaling, exhaling, end of exhale),
and by the elapsed time in the current breathing phase. Such a model was
trained and tested using patient respiratory data collected during radiotherapy treatments, and was found to adequately estimate the distribution of
the patient’s respiratory motion from fractions of a second to the order of a
minute into delivery. Ultimately, the Markov chain motion model enables the
calculation of the probability of individual respiratory trajectories, which is
required for robust 4D treatment plan optimization.

Chapter 4

4D-VMAT optimization and delivery
framework
In this chapter the 4D-VMAT optimization and delivery framework ALERTRA, first introduced in Section 1.5, is fully developed, validated, and compared
to other motion adaptive VMAT methods. In particular the robustness of
the plan quality with respect to the patient’s respiratory motion is evaluated
for each method.

4.1

Introduction

Inverse planning of radiotherapy plans is a process whereby computer optimization algorithms are used to find the treatment plan parameters which
maximize the quality of the delivered treatment plan. As described in Chapter 2, in VMAT the plan consists of specifying the shapes of the apertures
formed by the MLC at a discrete set of angles around the patient [23, 24].
110
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The quality of a radiotherapy plan generally increases as the dose to the
target becomes closer and more uniform with respect to the prescribed dose,
and as the dose to OARs decreases below clinically-guided threshold.
In Section 1.3 it was described how intrafraction motion, particularly
due to respiration, can lead to shifting and blurring of the high-quality dose
distributions obtained during optimization, decreasing the dose to the tumour
and increasing the dose to OARs. This can potentially lead to a lower
probability of tumour control, and an increased risk of radiation-induced
side-effects.
Many approaches have been developed to limit or compensate for this
motion. Some of the methods implemented at the delivery stage include
gating, breath-hold, and compression techniques, as discussed in Section 1.4.
Techniques also exist which compensate for intrafraction motion in the planning stage. First a 4D-CT is acquired, which is composed of a set of CT
images at different points in the patient’s respiratory motion, recording the
tumour and organ displacement as a function of respiratory phase. A typical
clinical solution is to define the ITV which encloses the CTV throughout its
entire range of motion, as seen on the 4D-CT [26]. The radiotherapy plan is
then optimized to deliver the prescription dose to this volume, ensuring that
regardless of the tumour motion, the required dose is always achieved. This
larger treated volume results however in a greater dose to surrounding OARs,
increasing the chance and severity of radiation-induced complications. An
alternative solution to the ITV, called MKO, was introduced in Section 1.4. In
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this method the dose-influence matrix, which, as will be seen Section 4.2.1.1,
depends on the changing tumour position and corresponding patient geometry,
is weighted and summed over all tumour positions according to the probability
distribution of the patient motion. Plan optimization is then conducted using
this effective dose-influence matrix [35]. A full explanation of this is given in
Section 4.2.6.
There are also several methods which consider the fraction of the respiratory cycle that the tumour spends in each position along its trajectory,
thereby restricting the delivered dose to the moving CTV and obviating the
need for an ITV. In addition to the decreased dose to OARs, these techniques,
which fall under the umbrella term of optimized tracking, have the advantage
of an extra temporal degree of freedom for optimization. Specifically, the
optimization algorithm can selectively increase the amount of dose delivered
in instances for which the target is farther away from a dose-sensitive OAR
than in others [35].
Two particular 4D-VMAT optimization methods will be investigated more
closely in this study: single trajectory optimization (STO) [52] and direct
aperture deformation (DAD) [51]. In STO it is assumed that the patient’s
breathing motion during delivery is known at the optimization stage, and
does not change from one fraction to another. A one-to-one correspondence
between the tumour position and gantry angle is fixed before the apertures
belonging to this sequence are optimized. If the patient breathes at a faster
or slower rate than anticipated, the entire delivery may be slowed down or
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sped up as required, assuming that the machine speed constraints are met.
However, with these methods there is no clear way to modify the plan if
the patient’s breath becomes more shallow or deep than expected. These
deviations of the breathing pattern at delivery, if not considered during
optimization, may have significant effects on the resulting plan quality.
DAD, on the other hand, optimizes apertures on a single reference tumour
position, as in 3D-VMAT. Each aperture is then deformed to follow the
real-time motion of the target as the gantry rotates around the patient. This
technique does not however account for the varying target and OAR geometry,
unlike other optimized tracking methods. Treatment plans using DAD may
therefore deliver a higher dose to OARs and a lower or more non-uniform
dose to the target.
Introduced in Section 1.5, robust optimization is a technique which accounts for the random nature of variables which have an effect on the delivery
of dose to the patient, with the aim of reproducibly delivering the prescription
dose to the target and the desired low doses to OARs [53]. This is typically
done by optimizing the expectation value of the plan quality. In this study,
robust optimization is applied to the uncertain nature of the patient respiratory trajectory, with the aim of yielding high-quality 4D-VMAT plans
which are robust to changes in the trajectory. The resulting plans are then
compared with plans generated using MKO, STO, and DAD. Specifically, the
overall quality of the plans are compared, as well as the robustness of the
plan quality to variations in the patient respiratory trajectory.
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The 4D-VMAT approach proposed here uses an aperture library, consisting
of an MLC aperture and MU linac output for each combination of gantry
angle and tumour position. Throughout the course of delivery, the realtime tumour position as well as the current gantry angle would be used
to select the appropriate aperture to be formed by the MLC. The use of
robust optimization to generate the aperture library would ensure that no
matter the respiratory motion trajectory observed, the tumour is irradiated
with the desired dose, and a sufficiently low dose to OARs is given. The
robust optimization framework introduced in this chapter requires a model
which can calculate the probability of arbitrary respiratory trajectories. The
Markov chain respiratory motion model which was introduced, constructed,
and evaluated in Chapter 3 will be used for this very purpose.

4.2
4.2.1

Materials and methods
4D-VMAT framework

The foundation of the proposed ALERT-RA framework consists of a library
of MLC apertures and MU rates which are defined on a grid of control points
in the space of gantry angle θ and tumour position ω (being the continuous
version of the discretized tumour position bin l used throughout Chapter 3);
Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the library. This is an extension of the optimization framework for 3D-VMAT presented in Chapter 2; correspondingly,
the MLC leaves are considered to transition smoothly from the apertures
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defined at one control point to the next. The three sets of gantry angles
defined in Section 2.2.1.2 for 3D-VMAT, FMO initialized angles {θFMO },
DAO optimization angles {θDAO }, and dose calculation angles {θdose }, are
also used in 4D-VMAT optimization method. Thus the control points of the
aperture library in the θ direction correspond to the beginning and end of
the arc section surrounding each θDAO , as was done in that section. In the ω
direction, the control points are defined by a discrete set of patient geometries
used for dose calculation (see Sections 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.3).
It is assumed that during delivery, the position of the tumour is tracked in
real time, and at each control point the aperture corresponding to the current
position and gantry angle is selected from the library and delivered. The
aperture library must be optimized so that a high-quality dose distribution d
is consistently delivered to the patient, independent of the patient motion
undergone during treatment delivery. As indicated in Section 1.2.3 and used
throughout Chapter 2, in inverse treatment planning an objective function
F (d) is defined to quantify the overall quality of the delivered plan, with
consideration to the dose to the target and to OARs; F (d) generally decreases
for increased plan quality, therefore the goal of the optimization is to minimize
the objective function. In general the patient will undergo a different unknown
respiratory trajectory each treatment fraction. Since the dose delivered in
each fraction d depends on the trajectory (specific calculations are performed
in Section 4.2.1.1), the delivered plan quality for each fraction, quantified by
the objective function, is a random variable.

tumour position ω
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Ω(t)

gantry angle θ

Figure 4.1: Schematic of aperture library, consisting of apertures and dose
rates defined at control points in the space of gantry angle θ and tumour
position ω. Three possible trajectories are shown, each with a different
sequence of apertures and thus delivered dose.
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Traditionally only a single dose scenario, here identified with the respiratory trajectory, is considered when calculating dose in the optimization. This
approach fails when it is unknown which scenario, and therefore which dose, is
realized during delivery. Robust treatment planning enables the optimization
of the aperture library with the aim of minimizing the objective function
F (d) for all dose scenarios simultaneously, by treating the dose scenario as a
random variable. Specifically, in conventional robust optimization (hereafter
referred to as conventional optimization, or CO), the expectation value of the
dose d over all scenarios is computed, and the objective function evaluated at
this dose is minimized:

min F (d),
∫︂
d=

Pr [Ω] d [Ω] DΩ.

(4.1)

Here, Ω is a label for the respiratory trajectory undergone by the patient
during delivery, d [Ω] is the dose delivered to the patient due to a particular
trajectory Ω, and Pr [Ω] is the probability of observing that trajectory.
Probabilistic optimization (PO), on the other hand, seeks to minimize the
expectation value of the objective function evaluated at each dose scenario:

min F ,
∫︂
F =

Pr [Ω] F (d [Ω]) DΩ.

(4.2)
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Previous studies [55, 84, 85] have shown that plans optimized under PO
are more robust to variations in the underlying random variables (in this
case, the respiratory trajectory Ω) than those optimized with CO. Since
plan quality robustness to variations in the tumour trajectory, in addition
to plan quality, is a desirable outcome of the treatment planning, PO was
performed to optimize the aperture library. Plans were also optimized with
CO to compare plan quality and robustness between the two methods.
The novelty of this 4D-VMAT optimization and delivery framework lies in
Equations (4.1) and (4.2), which combines two aspects. The first is a method
of dose calculation which correctly accounts for the interaction between
the tumour motion trajectory and the corresponding delivery adaptation.
Secondly, in this method the trajectories themselves are considered to be
random variables with definite probability. This in contrast to MKO, for
which the tumour position is assumed to have a static distribution in time.
An expression for the expectation value of the dose delivered during a
single 4D-VMAT fraction, Equation (4.1), is derived in Section 4.2.1.1. The
derivation starts with a calculation of the dose in 3D-VMAT, moves on to
the dose delivered during a single trajectory Ω, before finally calculating the
expectation value over all trajectories. Following this, the expectation value of
the objective function for PO, Equation (4.1), is calculated in Section 4.2.1.2.
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4.2.1.1

Dose calculation

In the 3D-VMAT method introduced in Chapter 2, the dose-influence matrix
Dij (θ) is defined as the dose imparted to voxel i if bixel j at gantry angle
θ has unit fluence (see Figure 2.1 for an illustration of this). Following the
treatment of continuous aperture dose calculation described in Section 2.2.1.1,
the differential fluence delivered by each bixel j at angle θ can be calculated
given the trajectories of the right and left leaves of MLC row J to which j
belongs: LJ = LJ (θ) and RJ = RJ (θ). Practically, LJ and RJ is defined at
a discrete set of angles {θ} and interpolated between these control points.
The differential fluence is given the symbol

dϕj
dθ

(LJ , RJ ) dθ, and thus the dose

delivered to voxel i during a 3D-VMAT delivery is (summation over bixel
index j is implied):
∫︂
di =

Dij (θ)

dϕj
(LJ , RJ ) dθ.
dθ

(4.3)

As will be seen, an integral over time t is required in 4D-VMAT dose calculations, therefore it is useful to include the integral at this point in 3D-VMAT.
The insertion of this integral should not change the numerical result from
Equation (4.3), since it is already accurate. Furthermore, when doing calculations in 4D-VMAT it is required to select the particular time t at which
the gantry reaches angle θ, given the gantry trajectory θ = Θ (t). Taking
these two facts into account, the Dirac delta function δ (t − Θ−1 (θ)) must
accompany the integral over time, resulting in the following expression for
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the dose in 3D-VMAT:
∫︂ ∫︂
di =

(︁
)︁
dϕj
δ t − Θ−1 (θ) Dij (θ)
(LJ , RJ ) dθ dt.
dθ

(4.4)

In 4D-VMAT dose is planned to be delivered while the patient is undergoing respiratory motion. Since each tumour position ω will correspond to
a different patient geometry, as captured in the 4D-CT, the dose-influence
matrix is in general a function of both the tumour position and gantry angle:
D̃ij (θ, ω). Here the tilde over D indicates that the dose calculated on each
patient geometry is deformed backed to a reference geometry, taken to be
maximum exhale. This is so that the voxel indices {i} always refer to the
same anatomical voxels independent of tumour position ω, which is required
for consistent dose accumulation [35].
To illustrate this, images of the dose from a single bixel to two patient
geometries are shown in Figure 4.2, along with the corresponding deformed
dose. Figure 4.2a shows the dose from a bixel aligned with the centre of the
tumour at maximum exhale. In Figure 4.2b, the dose due to that same bixel
is shown, but this time incident on the patient geometry at maximum inhale:
instead of the centre, the superior edge of the tumour is now irradiated by the
beam. Finally, Figure 4.2c shows this same dose, now deformed back to the
first geometry, that of maximum exhale. In this image, the superior edge of
the tumour is still clearly irradiated by the beam; indeed, the entire beamline
in the lung is now curved upward, reflecting the relative motion between the
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two geometries.
This dose deformation process can be carried out using one of two methods,
both of which require the set of vectors defining the motion of each anatomical
voxel from the reference geometry to the deformed geometry, known as the
deformation vector field (DVF). Practically, the DVF can be obtained from
a 4D-CT of the patient by performing deformable image registration to
determine the correspondence between the different geometries [86]. In the
energy mapping method, the dose is calculated on the deformed geometry
and then mapped back to the reference geometry using the DVF; in principle
dose calculation can be done using any method [87, 88]. The voxel warping
method, on the other hand is well-suited to Monte Carlo dose calculation: in
this method, particle transport is performed in the deformed geometry, while
the energy deposited by the particles is scored in the reference geometry [66].
This is the method used in this study, as implemented in the Monte Carlo
code VMC++; further details are given in Section 4.2.2. Note that both of
these methods also account the effect of the geometry deformation on varying
voxel density, and thus on particle transport and energy deposition.
The total dose delivered in a 4D-VMAT plan will depend on the respiratory
trajectory experienced by the patient, represented by the tumour position as
a function of time: ω = Ω (t). To calculate this dose, an integral over position
ω is inserted in Equation (4.4), with an accompanying delta function to pick
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(a) Dose to maximum exhale geometry (b) Dose to maximum inhale geometry.
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(c) Dose to maximum inhale geometry,
deformed to the reference geometry.

Figure 4.2: Dose deposited from a single bixel, irradiating two patient geometries: the patient at maximum exhale (Figure 4.2a), and the patient at
maximum inhale (Figure 4.2b). The dose (colour, in units of Gy per 100 MU)
is superimposed on a sagittal slice of the CT image (greyscale, in HU) for
each of these geometries. The beam is entering the patient from the right
side of the image, the patient’s posterior side. Figure 4.2c shows the same
dose as in Figure 4.2b, but deformed to apply to the anatomical voxels in the
reference geometry of maximum exhale, on which it is superimposed. The
CT images were generated using XCAT [64], and dose was calculated using
VMC++ [65, 66]. The CT image for the inhale geometry in Figure 4.2b was
further modified to ensure local preservation of mass [89].
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out the particular position reached at time t:
(︁
)︁
dϕj
δ (ω − Ω (t)) δ t − Θ−1 (θ) D̃ij (θ, ω)
(LJ , RJ ) dθ dt dω
dθ
∫︂ ∫︂
(︁
(︁
)︁)︁
dϕj
=
δ ω − Ω Θ−1 (θ) D̃ij (θ, ω)
(LJ , RJ ) dθ dω.
(4.5)
dθ
∫︂ ∫︂ ∫︂

di [Ω] =

The 4D dose-influence matrix is used, and in the second line, the integral over
time has been performed, eliminating one of the delta functions. Here the
left and right leaf positions are functions of Θ, Ω, θ, and ω. The dependence
on Θ and Ω is made explicit here because practically LJ and RJ will be
defined at a discrete set of points in (θ, ω) space, with the leaf positions
taking on interpolated values between these control points depending on the
trajectories Θ and Ω which are followed. In other words, since the sequence
of apertures from the aperture library is selected based these trajectories, the
fluence calculation also then depends on the respiratory trajectory, taking
into account the interplay of tumour motion and MLC leaf movement.
It is now possible to calculate the expectation value of the dose delivered
in a 4D-VMAT plan. Given a model which can calculate the probability
Pr [Ω] of observing a respiratory trajectory Ω, the expectation value is simply:
∫︂

Pr [Ω] di [Ω] DΩ
∫︂ ∫︂ ∫︂
(︁
(︁
)︁)︁
dϕj
=
Pr [Ω] δ ω − Ω Θ−1 (θ) D̃ij (θ, ω)
(LJ , RJ ) dθ dω DΩ.
dθ

di =

(4.6)
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Here the integration is over all possible trajectories Ω. In the second line,
Equation (4.5) has been substituted in for di [Ω]. A full derivation of the
conversion of this continuous expression for dose into a discrete formulation
which can be computed is performed in Appendix C.
The final result of the derivation is a series of equations (Equations (C.2)
and (C.8)):

di =

∑︂ ∑︂
l

ϕkl
j

=

∑︂ [︃

kl

D̃ij ϕkl
j ,

(4.7)

k

dϕj (︂ k,l→l′ k,l→l′ )︂
LJ
, RJ
dθ
←
−
θk dθ
l′
(︂
)︂ ∫︂ dϕ (︂ ′
)︂ ]︃
j
k,l →l
k,l′ →l
k,l′ →l
+Pr Ω
LJ
, RJ
dθ .
−
→
θk dθ
(︂

k,l→l′

Pr Ω

)︂ ∫︂

(4.8)

Here the space of gantry angle and tumour position has been subdivided into
(︁
)︁
a grid of discrete points { θk , ω l }, with respective intervals of ∆θ and ∆ω.
(︁
)︁
kl
D̃ij is the dose-influence matrix centred at each such point, D̃ij θk , ω l , and is
multiplied by the effective fluence for bixel j at this point, ϕkl
j . This expression
′

features the probability to observe a particular trajectory segment Ωk,l→l ,
′

in which the tumour position changes from ω l to ω l as the gantry rotates
′

between angles θk ± ∆θ/2 (as well as the trajectory segment Ωk,l→l ). An
example of such a trajectory segment is shown graphically in Figure 4.3. The
effective fluence ϕkl
j can therefore be understood intuitively as the probability
to observe a trajectory segment transitioning either from or to the tumour
′

′

position l (Ωk,l→l or Ωk,l →l , respectively), multiplied by the fluence delivered
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Figure 4.3: Allowed trajectory segments ω = Ωk,l→l (Θ−1 (θ)) in the 4DVMAT dose calculation model.
during that trajectory segment (encoded in the integrals), summed over all
tumour positions l′ .
′

The probability to observe Ωk,l→l can be calculated from the definition of
conditional probability, as the probability of the tumour to arrive at position
ω l when the gantry arrives at angle θk − ∆θ/2, multiplied by the probability
′

for the tumour to transition from ω l to ω l as the gantry angle increases by ∆θ.
Therefore a suitable respiratory motion model, such as the one introduced
in Chapter 3, must accurately calculate the probability distribution of the
tumour position at the time points corresponding to the gantry angles θk .
Note that in this model, the probabilities of observing specific states α, which
do not necessarily correspond to the tumour position bins l, are calculated
directly. The lookup tables lα , as defined in Section 3.3.1, are then used to
accumulate the probabilities from each state into their respective position
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bin.
(︁
)︁
The grid { θk , ω l } is selected to fulfill two conditions: D̃ij (θ, ω) should be
relatively constant over the intervals of length ∆θ and ∆ω surrounding each
(︁
)︁
point θk , ω l ; and the gantry rotation times corresponding to the angular
intervals ∆θ are small enough such that as the tumour position transitions
′

from ω l to ω l in this arc, no significant dose calculation errors are made by
ignoring the dose deposited to intermediary patient geometries.
The set of dose calculation angles, {θdose }, as well as the number of
deformed geometries corresponding to independent tumour positions ω l , are
both defined to fulfill the first condition (see Section 4.2.5.2 for more on this
topic). For the second condition, an additional set of gantry angles, {θflu },
is introduced, with a sufficiently small interval ∆θflu . The fluence released
′

by the MLC during the trajectory segment Ωk,l→l is calculated on this set
of gantry angles, as is the corresponding probability. This fluence is then
assigned to the nearest dose calculation angle, to be then multiplied into the
corresponding portion of the dose-influence matrix. A schematic of the {θflu }
angle set is shown in Figure 4.4.
In practice the interval between fluence calculation angles, ∆θflu , was
selected to correspond to the Markov chain time interval τ using a fixed
gantry rotation speed θ̇ , thus:
∆θflu = θ̇ · τ.

(4.9)
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tumour position bin l = 1 − 5

θDAO , θdose
θdose
θflu

trajectory at ∆θflu
trajectory at ∆θdose

A

B

D
C

gantry angle θ

Figure 4.4: Schematic of the set of fluence calculation angles {θflu } in the
space of gantry angle θ and tumour position bin l. The dose calculation
{θdose } and DAO optimization angles {θDAO } are also shown. Apertures
at the θflu and θdose angles are interpolated from the apertures at the two
adjacent θDAO angles with the same tumour position. The blue line shows
the trajectory of a tumour at the ∆θflu spacing, while the orange line shows
this same trajectory resampled at the larger ∆θdose angle spacing. In segment
A, the orange trajectory deposits dose only to position bins l = 1 and l = 3,
while the blue trajectory correctly deposits dose to the intermediate bin l = 2
in addition to the two endpoints. In addition to this, the MLC aperture is
updated at the intermediate θflu angle. This scenario is replicated similarly
for segments B, C, and D.
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This choice is validated in Sections 4.2.5.3 and 4.3.1.3. Assuming that there
are k angular intervals of length ∆θflu before the arc corresponding to gantry
(︁
′ )︁
angle θk , the probability Pr Ωk,l→l required can be calculated from the
Markov chain model as the probability to observe tumour position ω l at time
′

∆t = kτ , multiplied by the probability to transition from ω l to ω l in a time
interval ∆t = τ (see Equation (C.7)). These two component probabilities can
be calculated using a similar set of equations as Equations (3.12) to (3.14).
4.2.1.2

Probabilistic optimization

As stated in Section 4.2.1, the goal of PO is to minimize the expectation
value of the objective function, F . If a quadratic difference form of the
objective function F (d) is used, as is typical, then it has been shown that the
expectation value of the objective function for a treatment course of Nfrac
fractions is equal to the objective function evaluated at the expectation value
of the dose plus a variance term which includes the variance of the dose of
each voxel [55]:
F = F (d) +

V
.
Nfrac

(4.10)

Both the expectation value and variance of the dose are here evaluated for a
single fraction only. The variance term V is a linear combination of the dose
variance of each voxel i, σd2i . In this study, only voxels in the target volume
are included in the variance term V [84].
Equation (4.10) then has a simple interpretation: the expectation value of
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the objective function is equal to the sum of two terms: the intuitive guess of
F (d), and an additional term encoding the variation of the dose due to a single
fraction from its expectation value. This latter term is inversely proportional
to the number of fractions in the treatment, which is a reflection of the fact
that the random fluctuations of the dose in any one fraction become less
significant to the dose summed over Nfrac fractions as this number increases.
The expectation value of the dose can be calculated using Equation (4.6).
The variance of the dose to voxel i is equal to the difference of the expectation
2

value of the squared dose and the square of the expectation value, σd2i = d2i −di .
The second term can be calculated by squaring Equation (4.6), while the first
is given by:
d2i

∫︂
=

Pr [Ω] d2i [Ω] DΩ,

(4.11)

To continue this calculation, two instances of di [Ω] from Equation (4.5) must
be inserted into this equation, each with different integration and summation
variables θ, ω, and j:

d2i

(︁
(︁
)︁)︁
dϕj1
Pr [Ω] δ ω1 − Ω Θ−1 (θ1 ) D̃ij1 (θ1 , ω1 )
dθ1
(︁
(︁ −1
)︁)︁
dϕj2
· δ ω2 − Ω Θ (θ2 ) D̃ij2 (θ2 , ω2 )
dθ1 dω1 dθ2 dω2 DΩ. (4.12)
dθ2

∫︂ ∫︂ ∫︂ ∫︂ ∫︂
=

The explicit dependence of the differential fluence

dϕj
dθ

on the leaf positions

(LJ , RJ ) has been removed to clean up the notation. The conversion of this
complicated continuous expression into a discrete formulation which can be
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computed is performed in Appendix D.

4.2.2

Calculation of the 4D dose-influence matrix

All optimization and dose calculation was performed within the open-source
treatment planning system matRad [1]. The Monte Carlo code VMC++ [65]
and the accompanying deformable geometry library [66] were used for the
kl

calculation of the deformed dose-influence matrices D̃ij . A Monte Carlo
calculation engine was chosen here over the pencil beam algorithm used
throughout Chapter 2 for its improved dose calculation accuracy in lowdensity volumes (i.e., the lung). The existing interface between the matRad
and VMC++ code was expanded to support the deformable geometry library,
and to enable the use of a phase space particle input source (previously only
spectrum sources were supported). A phase space file taken from a BEAMnrc
model of a 6 MV Elekta Infinity linac with Agility MLC (Stockholm,
Sweden) linac was used throughout this study [90].
The deformable geometry library code requires as input both a reference
patient geometry, as well as the DVF, the set of vectors defining the motion of
each anatomical voxel from the reference geometry to the deformed geometry.
The simulation of the energetic particle transport is performed in the deformed
geometry, while the dose is accumulated in the original voxels in the reference
geometry, as described in Section 4.2.1.1. The acquisition of both the reference
geometry as well as the DVF for each deformed geometry is described in
Section 4.2.3.
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A dose angle interval of ∆θdose = 4° was selected following the method
introduced and results presented in Sections 4.2.5.2 and 4.3.1.2, respectively.

4.2.3

4D digital phantom

The XCAT numerical phantom [64] was used to generate the CT phantom
at the reference patient geometry (maximum exhale), as well as the DVFs
required for calculating dose to the deformed patient geometries. A total of 5
such deformed geometries were considered (see Sections 4.2.5.2 and 4.3.1.2 for
a discussion on this), with each geometry chosen to be representative of one
of 5 tumour position bins. These equal-width position bins were constructed
from the trajectory of the tumour position, as shown in Figure 4.6. The
geometry corresponding to the mean tumour position in each bin was then
selected as the representative geometry for that bin. Aside from the fact that
inhaling is faster than exhaling, the XCAT phantom makes no distinction
between the inhaling and exhaling portions of the trajectory. That is, the
phantom does not exhibit hysteresis, which would occur if the tumour travelled
a different path through the lung for these two portions. For this reason,
only the geometries corresponding to the inhaling part of the trajectory are
required, as seen in Figure 4.6.
Since dose is accumulated on the reference geometry, all OAR and target
volumes were contoured on this image following clinical guidelines at The
Ottawa Hospital for lung tumour treatment planning. The CTV was obtained
by performing a 5 mm radial expansion around the visible tumour (GTV).
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In order to calculate the dose to the deformed geometry, the DVFs used
as input to VMC++ must not lead to any instances of voxel collapse. This
occurs if a voxel vertex in the reference geometry is pushed through one of
the voxel faces in the deformed geometry, inverting the voxel orientation;
particle transport cannot be done in this case. Any instances of voxel collapse
in the XCAT DVFs were eliminated by applying a moving average filter to
the DVF. This presents a simplified yet more complete method compared
to one proposed by Eiben et al. [91], which separated the phantom into two
regions, the inner region (internal organs such as the lungs and heart), and
the outer region on which these organs slide (chest wall, ribs, etc.). In this
method, voxel collapse is eliminated in each of these two regions separately,
but persists along the boundary between these two regions, which precludes
the use of the resulting DVF in calculating dose to deformable geometries
with VMC++.
A total of four patient cases, all simulated in XCAT as described above,
were considered for the optimization study, with varying tumour size and
location, as listed in Table 4.1. A CT image for patient number 1 is shown in
Figure 4.5, along with contours of the target volumes and OARs. The same
DVFs were used for each of the patient cases; the motion of the tumour was
taken as that of the surrounding lung tissue. A graph of the tumour trajectory
for patient 1 is shown in Figure 4.6. Two tumour sizes were included to
investigate the effect of the size with respect to the motion amplitude on the
plan quality and robustness. The different positions were selected to vary the
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Figure 4.5: Transverse slice of the XCAT-generated reference CT geometry
for patient 1, at the position of the centre of the tumour. Also shown are
the contours for the target volumes (GTV and CTV), and the OARs. The
chest wall is defined as a 2 cm expansion away from the ipsilateral lung of the
tumour, while the external contour encloses the entire body. The trachea was
also contoured, but is not visible on this slice.
resulting tumour motion amplitude, as well as to place the tumour nearer to
different OARs.

4.2.4

4D optimization and parameters

As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, all plan optimization was implemented and
performed within the open-source treatment planning system matRad [1].
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Table 4.1: Tumour parameters for the simulated patient phantoms investigated
in the 4D optimization study. For each patient a spherical tumour with varying
diameter is inserted at different positions in the lung. The resulting motion
amplitude at the centre of the tumour is also shown.
Patient

Tumour

number

diameter /mm

1

40

2

20

3

20

4

20

Anatomical location
Right lung,
near the diaphragm
Right lung,
near the diaphragm
Right lung,
near the heart
Left lung,
near the spinal cord

Motion
amplitude /mm
11.5
10.4
8.5
3.3
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Figure 4.6: Trajectory of the embedded tumour in the XCAT phantom for
patient 1. The principal component of the full three-dimensional motion is
shown in black. A total of 100 geometries were sampled and sorted into 5 bins,
whose borders are indicated by the blue lines. The mean tumour position for
each bin, considering both exhaling and inhaling portions of the trajectory, is
represented by the yellow diamonds. The corresponding patient geometry for
each of these positions is then selected to represent the bin.
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The aperture libraries for the robust 4D-VMAT optimizations were initialized
by first performing fluence map optimization (FMO) on the reference CT
geometry, at an angular interval of ∆θFMO = 28°. This was followed by a leaf
sequencing step, in which the fluence maps were sequenced into a finite set of
apertures [68] surrounding the patient at an angular interval of ∆θDAO = 8°.
These apertures were then deformed from the reference geometry to each
geometry in the aperture library by tracking the relative motion of the target.
Specifically, the average of the DVF along each bixel ray was computed,
counting only voxels inside the target, as described by Feng et al. [92].
Finally, DAO was used to optimize the aperture library. The adaptive
nature of the delivery was taken into account during the optimization using
the framework described in Section 4.2.1.1; in particular, the expectation value
of the dose when considering all respiratory trajectories was used, as shown
in Equation (4.8). During DAO, constraints were placed on the MLC leaf
speed and MU rate, with minimum and maximum values listed in Table 2.1.
It can be seen from the description in Section 4.2.1.2 that the plan robustness to the variation of the patient’s respiratory motion pattern increases as
the number of fractions Nfrac of a treatment also increases. To investigate this
effect, two fractionation schemes were considered: a conventional treatment
course with a prescription dose of 66 Gy delivered in Nfrac = 33 fractions, and
an SBRT course with 60 Gy delivered in Nfrac = 5 fractions. The CTV was
used as the treatment volume receiving the prescription dose for all of the
optimization methods considered in this study, described in Section 4.2.6.
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The plan quality for both the target and OARs was assessed by comparing
DVH metrics to treatment planning guidelines currently in use at The Ottawa
Hospital.
The respiratory model trained with the patient fraction A data in Section 3.4.1 was used to optimize all treatment plans, as well as to evaluate
the plan robustness, using a method described in Section 4.2.6. The gantry
speed was fixed throughout delivery to maintain the correspondence between
the fluence gantry angle interval ∆θflu and the Markov chain time interval
τ , following Equation (4.9). For the conventionally-fractionated plans, a
delivery time of 95 s was used, with a corresponding interval of ∆θflu = 1.3°
(τ = 386.9 ms). For the SBRT plan, a longer delivery time of 410 s was used to
accommodate for the larger dose per fraction. This delivery time corresponds
to an interval of ∆θflu = 0.3°, the selection of which was validated for the
conventionally-fractionated plan as described in Section 4.2.5.3. Following
the discussion in that passage and in Section 4.2.1.1, the errors introduced by
a discrete set of fluence calculation angles are related to the length of time
required for the gantry to rotate from one angle to the next: for example,
a longer time between angles would result in larger tumour and aperture
transitions made during this time.

4.2.5

Validation and verification

The 4D-VMAT optimization framework ALERT-RA was implemented within
the open-source treatment planning system matRad [1]. This implementation
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was validated using a series of tests, designed to verify the consistency of the
calculated expectation value and variance of the dose, and to justify both
the number of deformed patient geometries used for dose calculation and the
angular interval ∆θflu .
All validation was performed using conventionally-fractionated VMAT
plans optimized on patient 1. The first and third studies, the details of which
are described in Sections 4.2.5.1 and 4.2.5.3, respectively, were performed on
an aperture library taken before 4D-VMAT plan optimization was done; that
is, immediately after the leaf sequencing step. The dose calculation grid study,
described in Section 4.2.5.2, used a 3D-VMAT plan optimized to deliver dose
to the CTV in the reference patient geometry.
4.2.5.1

Dose expectation value and variance

The expectation value and variance of the dose to voxel i for a single fraction,
di and σd2i , are both calculated using the equations developed throughout
Sections 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2 and Appendices C and D. These quantities are
calculated using a probabilistic Markov chain model of the patient’s respiratory
motion. To verify the accuracy of these equations and their implementation,
the analytical calculations of di and σd2i were compared to a random sampling
of these same variables.
Specifically, the dose to an individual fraction was simulated by first
sampling a respiratory trajectory ω = Ω (t) from the motion model, following
the method of Section 3.2.3, then calculating the dose due to the sampled
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trajectory using Equation (4.5). In practice the dose is calculated using
Equations (4.7) and (4.8), with the probability of each trajectory segment
′

Ωk,l→l equal to 0, except for those trajectory segments which make up the
actual sample trajectory of interest, whose probabilities are set to 1. This
was performed for a total of Nsample = 50 000 samples; the dose to voxel i for
the nth sample is given the symbol di,n .
The sample mean of the dose to voxel i was calculated from the individual
sample doses:
d˜i =

1
Nsample

Nsample

∑︂

di,n .

(4.13)

n=1

This value can be compared to its analytical counterpart di by making use of
the central limit theorem [93]: as Nsample → ∞ the distribution of the random
variable d˜i converges to a normal distribution with mean di and variance
σd2

i

Nsample

, independent of the distribution of the dose to an individual sample

di,n . As stated earlier, di and σd2i correspond to the analytical calculations of
the expectation value and variance of the dose to voxel i. Equivalently, the
normalized dose difference
d˜i − di
ϵi = √︂
σd2i /Nsample

(4.14)

converges to the standard normal distribution, i.e. with mean 0 and variance
1. Note that this is true under the hypothesis that the calculated expectation
value and variance accurately represent their true values.
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This hypothesis can be tested for all Nvox voxels collectively by calculating
the sum of the squares of the ϵi :

2

χ =

N
vox
∑︂

ϵ2i .

(4.15)

i=1

This should follow the χ2 -distribution with Nvox degrees of freedom [93], thus
a p-value can be calculated which represents the probability of obtaining a χ2
value at least as extreme as the one observed, given that the analytical values
of the expectation value and variance of the dose are correct. The results of
this statistical analysis are shown in Section 4.3.1.1.
4.2.5.2

Dependence on dose calculation angular and number of
dose calculation geometries

(︁
)︁
As described in Section 4.2.1.1, the grid of points { θk , ω l } is selected to fulfill
two conditions, one of which is that D̃ij (θ, ω) should be relatively constant
(︁
)︁
over the intervals of length ∆θ and ∆ω surrounding each point θk , ω l . As
mentioned in Section 2.4, the smaller these intervals are, the more computer
memory and calculation time are required; ∆θ and ∆ω should therefore be
set at the largest value which fulfills this condition.
These intervals can be selected by following the general method of Section 2.2.3; that is, by recalculating the dose due to a particular plan at
successively smaller dose angle intervals ∆θdose (or with increasingly more
geometries corresponding to independent tumour positions ω l ) until the dose
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has converged. In Section 2.2.3, convergence is quantified by comparing the
dose calculated using a particular dose calculation angular interval to the
reference dose (∆θdose = 0.5°). Specifically, ∆θdose is deemed to be sufficiently
small when 99 % of the voxels in the volume of interest have less than 1%
dose difference with respect to the reference dose.
When using a Monte Carlo dose calculation engine, the dose to each voxel
is a random quantity; therefore it is important to separate dose differences
due to the underlying statistical uncertainty and the sought-after systematic
differences, which are to be minimized. The method introduced by Kawrakow
and Fippel [94] does this by building a statistical model of the dose difference
to each voxel, factoring in the type A uncertainty. First, the relative dose
difference to each voxel i is calculated as (note that throughout this section,
the resolution in the tumour position direction may be omitted, but the
analysis is meant to apply to both directions θ and ω):
Di (∆θdose ) − Di (ref)
xi = √︁ 2
.
σi (∆θdose ) + σi2 (ref)

(4.16)

Here, Di (∆θdose ) and Di (ref) refer to the mean of the dose calculated using
the ∆θdose angular interval and the reference interval, respectively. The
σi2 represent the statistical variance of these respective quantities due to
the Monte Carlo calculation uncertainty only; that is, they have nothing
whatsoever to do with the variance due to the uncertainty in the patient’s
respiratory trajectory. The denominator in Equation (4.16) is therefore the
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combined statistical uncertainty (CSU) of the numerator.
Assuming no correlations between the two dose distributions, as well
as the absence of any systematic differences, xi should follow the standard
normal distribution. The first assumption could be eliminated, and the second
somewhat relaxed, by fitting the distribution of xi instead to the following
parametrized distribution:

f (x) = √

1
2πσ 2

(︄

(︄

)︄
(x − δ2 )2
+ α2 exp −
2σ 2
(︃
)︃)︄
x2
+ (1 − α1 − α2 ) exp − 2
. (4.17)
2σ

(x − δ1 )2
α1 exp −
2σ 2

)︄

(︄

The third term, the normal distribution centred at x = 0, represents the
assumption of no systematic differences. This term has its weight reduced
by two factors α1 and α2 , both restricted to values between 0 and 1, such
that α1 + α2 ≤ 1. Each factor multiplies a normal distribution shifted
by δ1 and δ2 , respectively; these distributions therefore represent possible
systematic differences between the two dose. Finally, the parameter σ 2 ∈ (0, 1]
is introduced to account for possible correlations between Di (∆θdose ) and
Di (ref) due to the use of the same radiation source model [95].
Larger values of the parameters α1 , α2 , δ1 , and δ2 indicate greater systematic differences between the two doses. These parameters were determined
for each ∆θdose using a maximum likelihood fit of xi to f (x). The correlation
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parameter σ 2 in Equation (4.17) was determined before these fits by comparing two dose distributions calculated using the same dose calculation angular
interval. A modified version of the distribution in Equation (4.17) was fit to
the resulting xi , with the systematic parameters restricted to 0 (effectively a
normal distribution with unknown variance σ 2 ). Statistical independence was
ensured for all of the calculations described here by varying the seed input
for the random number generator in each dose calculation, and by randomly
varying the starting particle in the phase space file.
This method was used to determine the convergence first for the dose
angle interval ∆θdose ; the reference case for this study was taken to be
∆θdose = 0.5°, as in Section 2.2.3. Dose was recalculated based on a 3DVMAT plan optimized to the reference patient geometry at successively
smaller values of ∆θdose , always using the continuous aperture method derived
in Section 2.2.1.1. For this particular portion of the study, the dose was
recalculated on this same reference geometry: no motion effects were included.
Only voxels with dose greater than 50 % of the maximum dose were included
in the fit of f (x). Convergence was deemed to have been reached when both
δ1 and δ2 were small enough such that the maximum relative systematic
dose difference per voxel is less than 1%. These parameters are defined the
following way:

∆1 = RCSUmax · |δ1 |,

(4.18a)

∆2 = RCSUmax · |δ2 |.

(4.18b)
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Since in the definition of xi in Equation (4.16) the dose difference has been
normalized by the CSU, each δ parameter should be multiplied by the CSU
per voxel to obtain a value for the systematic difference in units of dose. A
factor of σ must also be multiplied into the CSU to offset its inclusion in the
definitions of δ1 and δ2 through Equation (4.17); in this thesis, any reported
values of the CSU include this factor of σ. The resulting quantities, CSUi · δ1
and CSUi · δ2 , can then be divided by the reference dose to voxel i, giving a
relative systematic dose difference per voxel i. This can be accomplished by
multiplying each δ parameter by the relative combined statistical uncertainty
(RCSU) instead of the CSU. The maximum absolute value of these quantities
across all voxels are taken to be the relative systematic dose differences, ∆1
and ∆2 .
Following this, the number of patient geometries corresponding to independent tumour positions ω l was increased from 1 to 10 to determine convergence,
with the dose calculated on 10 geometries used as the reference. The patient
geometries were selected such that the corresponding tumour positions were
equal to the mean position for each position bin, as described in Section 4.2.3
and shown in Figure 4.6. Dose was again recalculated based on a 3D-VMAT
plan optimized to the reference patient geometry; the dose angle interval
of convergence (Section 4.3.1.2), ∆θdose = 4° was used throughout these
calculations. Since the focus of this study is limited to the patient geometries
and not on the probabilistic motion model, a very simple model was used.
The same 3D-VMAT plan was delivered to each geometry independently and
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then averaged, with the probability for each tumour position bin l given as
the fraction of time spent in that bin (see Figure 4.6).
4.2.5.3

Fluence calculation angle interval

As described in Section 4.2.1.1, an additional set of gantry angles, {θflu }, is
introduced to ensure that when calculating the dose delivered in the trajectory
′

segment Ωk,l→l , no significant dose calculation errors are made by ignoring
the dose deposited to patient geometries between those corresponding to
′

tumour positions ω l and ω l . These errors are caused by simplifying the
corresponding tracked MLC motion from a trajectory which might have pass
through many other control points in the aperture library as the tumour
′

transitions between ω l and ω l , and also by only depositing dose to the two
corresponding geometries, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. The interval between
fluence calculation angles, ∆θflu , was selected to correspond to the Markov
chain time interval τ of the respiratory motion model, using a fixed gantry
rotation speed θ̇ .
For the model optimized for patient fraction A in Section 3.4.1, a time
interval of τ = 386.9 ms was used. Using a delivery time of 95 s for a full
360° rotation gives a corresponding angular interval of ∆θflu = 1.3°. This
model therefore assumes that the tumour moves instantaneously from one
discrete position to the next every 386.9 ms (or 1.3°), with no dose deposition
to intermediary patient geometries. The dose calculation errors introduced
by this assumption can be assessed using the methods of Sections 2.2.3
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and 4.2.5.2: that is, by comparing the dose calculated at ∆θflu = 1.3° to a
reference dose distribution calculated at a smaller angular interval ∆θflu .
In this case, the reference dose distribution was selected at ∆θflu = 0.1465°,
corresponding to a time interval of 40 ms. This was chosen to coincide with
the time to update the Elekta Agility MLC, which has been proposed for
real-time tumour tracking and treatment plan adaptation [96, 97]. The first
of the two sources of error described above, associated with a simplified leaf
trajectory, is therefore eliminated entirely, since for this particular MLC
the leaves cannot be updated any faster. The second source of error can
be initially dealt with heuristically by considering that a typical breathing
period is 3 s to 5 s; a time interval of 40 ms therefore represents at most a
∼ 1% portion of the breathing period. 5 unique deformed patient geometries
are used to represent the entire respiratory cycle for the purposes of dose
calculation (see Sections 4.2.5.2 and 4.3.1.2), therefore 10 total geometries
are passed through as the patient inhales and then exhales. Assuming for the
moment that approximately equal time is spent in each patient geometry, a
time interval representing a ∼ 10 % portion of the breathing period would be
sufficiently small to eliminate the possibility of skipped patient geometries.
Thus the selection of 40 ms far exceeds this requirement. It is shown later,
in Section 4.3.1.3, that the dose distribution converges for values of ∆θflu far
greater than 0.1465° (indeed, there is minimal systematic difference between
∆θflu = 1.3° and ∆θflu = 0.1465°), confirming the preceding argument.
For values of ∆θflu with a corresponding time interval shorter than the
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τ = 386.9 ms used in the Markov chain model, the expectation value of the
dose cannot be calculated analytically. This is because when calculating the
probability to transition between two tumour position bins, the transition
time is limited to integer multiples of τ . In this case, since the reference dose
uses time intervals of 40 ms, a direct calculation of the expectation value of
the dose is not possible. Instead, a Monte Carlo sampling of the Markov chain
model was used to calculate the sample mean, as described in Section 4.2.5.1
and using Equation (4.13), as well as the sample variance of the mean:

s2di

Nsample (︂
)︂2
∑︂
1
di,n − d˜i .
=
Nsample (Nsample − 1) n=1

(4.19)

A total of Nsample = 50 000 were used to calculate these quantities. For
each sample, a sequence of position bins ω l is sampled at the time interval
τ = 386.9 ms. To calculate the MLC leaf movement, the resulting fluence, and
delivered dose to corresponding patient geometry at the required time interval
of 40 ms, each sequence was resampled to 40 ms before dose was calculated.
This was done by using linear interpolation, and then rounding the result to
the nearest integer corresponding to the bin number l.
Following this, the analysis described in Section 4.2.5.2 was applied to
compare the trial dose distribution calculated using ∆θflu = 1.3° (386.9 ms),
Di (∆θflu ), to the reference stochastic distribution calculated at ∆θflu = 0.1465°
(40 ms), Di (ref). The variable xi was calculated using a modified version of
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Equation (4.16):
Di (∆θflu ) − Di (ref)
xi = √︁ 2
.
σi (∆θflu ) + σi2 (ref)

(4.20)

In this case, σi2 (ref) refers to the variance of the mean of the dose to voxel
i with respect to the uncertainty in the patient’s respiratory trajectory for
the reference distribution, and is given by Equation (4.19). σi2 (∆θflu ), on the
other hand, is set to 0, since the mean for this dose distribution was calculated
analytically, and is therefore perfectly reproducible. The distribution of xi was
then fit to Equation (4.17), and the parameters α1 , α2 , δ1 , and δ2 extracted.

4.2.6

Comparison of 4D methods

The proposed methods of robust optimization, CO and PO, were tested by
comparing the quality and robustness of plans optimized among a total of
six different methods. Specifically, plan quality was analyzed using DVHs
of the expectation value of the total dose across Nfrac fractions. Since the
dose, and the resulting DVH, is subject to uncertainty, percentile dose-volume
histograms (PDVHs) were calculated to determine the robustness of plans to
changes in the patient’s respiratory trajectory. Whereas the DVH indicates
the percentage volume which receives a dose greater than some dose D, for a
given percentage p, the PDVH indicates the percentage volume which receives
dose greater than D with probability p [98]. The PDVHs were generated
from the DVHs of a total of 100 simulated treatment courses, each consisting
of the sum of the doses from Nfrac simulated fractions. The dose to an
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individual fraction was simulated using the same procedure as described in
Section 4.2.5.1, by sampling a respiratory trajectory Ω from the motion model
and calculating the respective dose di [Ω] using Equation (4.5). The PDVHs
therefore simulate the actual dose delivery of the plan, using a particular
motion model. Unless otherwise noted, trajectories were sampled starting
with an initial position bin of l = 1 and in the end of exhale breathing phase.
The CO and PO robust optimization methods described in Section 4.2.1
were both compared. The Markov chain respiratory motion model introduced
in Chapter 3 was used as the probabilistic respiratory motion model, using
the optimal combination of parameters for fraction A found in Section 3.4.1.
As briefly mentioned in Section 3.5, fraction model intercomparisons were
also performed to determine the effect of changing the respiratory motion
model from optimization to delivery. This was done by calculating PDVHs
with trajectories sampled from the fraction B model found in Section 3.4.2,
rather than the fraction A model used for optimization.
Two variations of 3D-VMAT optimization were also tested: 3D-CTV and
MKO. This latter optimization method assumes that the position of the
tumour follows a particular probability distribution throughout delivery. This
was implemented using an averaged dose-influence matrix during optimizakl

tion, calculated by multiplying the matrix elements D̃ij by the stationary
probability distribution for each tumour position bin l, and summing over all
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l:
k

D̃ij,MKO =

∑︂

kl

πl D̃ij .

(4.21)

l

The stationary distribution πα was obtained from the Markov chain motion
model according to Section 3.2.1; πl then was calculated by accumulating the
probabilities from each state α into their respective position bin using the
lookup tables lα , defined in Section 3.3.1. The MKO method therefore results
in plans for which the apertures encompass the entire range of motion of the
tumour throughout delivery. Plans are expected to be very robust to changes
in respiratory motion, with an increase in dose to OARs due to the larger
irradiated volume.
The 3D-CTV method instead delivered the prescription dose to the CTV
only; thus for optimization dose was calculated on the reference geometry
only. This method was included to assess the impact of the respiratory
motion on a plan without motion compensation. For both the MKO and
3D-CTV methods, the trajectories generated when calculating the PDVHs
were sampled under the assumption that the initial position bin followed
the stationary distribution πl . This was chosen to reflect the fact that if no
tumour tracking is available, treatment delivery would begin at a random
tumour position defined by this distribution.
Finally, the two previously-published methods of 4D-VMAT optimization
mentioned in Section 4.1 were considered: single trajectory optimization
(STO) [52] and direct aperture deformation (DAD) [51]. The former method
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assumes that the patient’s breathing motion is unchanging from one fraction
to the next, while the latter makes no assumptions or provisions for the
patient motion pattern, except to simply deform the aperture to follow the
tumour motion. The STO method is not expected to be robust to variations
in the respiratory trajectory, while higher doses to OARs may be delivered
with DAD.
STO was accomplished by assuming that the trajectory of the tumour did
not change from one respiratory cycle; the trajectory was chosen by assuming
that at each Markov chain time interval τ , the transition with the highest
probability was taken. Following this, only the corresponding apertures which
would be selected from the entire aperture library for this particular trajectory
Ω were optimized.
The DAD aperture library was constructed using the 3D-CTV VMAT
plan as a basis. The aperture at each gantry angle was then deformed to track
the relative motion of the tumour for each patient geometry, as described in
Section 4.2.4.
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4.3

Results

4.3.1

Validation and verification

4.3.1.1

Expectation value and variance

A histogram of the normalized dose difference for voxel i as calculated in
Equation (4.14), ϵi , is shown in Figure 4.7. A total of Nvox = 1672 entries are
shown, which represent all voxels with a dose at least as high as 50 % of the
maximum dose. As described in Section 4.2.5.1, assuming that the analytical
calculations of both the mean dose di and variance σd2i are correct, ϵi should
follow the standard normal distribution (also shown). Visually this seems
to be the case, as the histograms agrees well with the probability density
function of the standard normal.
Following Equation (4.15), χ2 is calculated as 1425 for this particular set of
ϵi . The corresponding p-value is 1.000, using Nvox = 1672 degrees of freedom
(1 − p = 4 · 10−6 ). This demonstrates that the form and implementation of
the analytical calculations for both the mean dose di and variance σd2i are
highly likely to be correct.
4.3.1.2

Dependence on dose calculation angular and number of
dose calculation geometries

The results of the dose angle interval study are shown in Table 4.2. The
dose distribution calculated using each value of ∆θdose was compared to
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Figure 4.7: Histogram of the normalized dose difference ϵi , scaled to display
the probability density (the total area of the bars is equal to 1). Also shown
for comparison is a graph of the probability density function of the standard
normal distribution (mean of 0 and variance of 1).
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Table 4.2: Results of the dose distribution comparison for the dose angle interval study in lung. Each dose distribution was compared to the reference dose
calculated with ∆θdose = 0.5°, using the method described in Section 4.2.5.2.
Along with the parameters fitted to the distribution of Equation (4.17), the
maximum RCSU and the relative systematic dose differences, ∆1 and ∆2 , are
reported (∆i = RCSUmax · |δi |).
∆θdose /°

RCSUmax /%

α1

δ1

∆1 /%

α2

δ2

1

0.25

0.49

2

0.33

4

0.41

0.12

0.03

0.51

0.12

0.03

0.50 −0.09

0.03

0.50

0.03

0.01

0.02

−0.09

0.96 −0.03

0.76

∆2 /%

0.31

the reference dose, calculated with ∆θdose = 0.5°, using the statistical model
described in Section 4.2.5.2. The results of the comparison show that ∆θdose =
4° is sufficiently small to give an accurate dose distribution in lung, since the
systematic dose difference quantities of ∆1 and ∆2 are both less than 1%.
This dose angle interval was therefore used for the lung phantoms throughout
rest of the study.
Table 4.3 shows the results of the study conducted to determine the
number of patient geometries to use when calculating dose to a moving
patient. The same methods of analysis were used here to compare each
resulting dose distribution to the reference dose, which used 10 patient
geometries corresponding to independent tumour positions. The results of
the comparison show that 4 patient geometries are sufficient to obtain a
systematic dose difference of less than 1 %. Note that although for 5 patient
geometries ∆1 = 2.00 %, α1 , which is the proportion of voxels which display a
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systematic difference of δ1 , is equal to 0. For this number of patient geometries
therefore, the only voxels which can be said to have a systematic difference
are the α2 = 0.04 fraction, with ∆1 = 0.68 %.
Although 4 patient geometries are seen to be sufficient for accurate dose
calculation, 5 geometries were used throughout the optimization study. This
was done for the purposes of similarity with the standard clinical practice
of acquiring 10 phase-binned frames in a 4D-CT. Since this type of 4D-CT
distinguishes between the inhaling and exhaling portions of the respiratory
cycle, while the geometries used for this study do not (see Section 4.2.3), 10
phase-binned frames correspond to 5 patient geometries.

Table 4.3: Results of the dose distribution comparison for the study investigating the number of patient
geometries. Each dose distribution was compared to the reference dose calculated with 10 patient geometries,
using the method described in Section 4.2.5.2. Along with the parameters fitted to the distribution of
Equation (4.17), the maximum RCSU and the relative systematic dose differences, ∆1 and ∆2 , are reported
(∆i = RCSUmax · |δi |).
Number of

RCSUmax /%

α1

∆1 /%

α2

1

0.63

0.14

13.81

8.68

0.05

35.97

22.60

2

0.47

0.03 −15.65

7.30

0.09

89.48

3.95

3

0.40

0.19

1.93

0.77

0.02

4.94

1.98

4

0.38

0.05

1.74

0.65

0.05

1.74

0.65

5

0.34

0.00

2.00

0.04

0.34

0.04

0.81

0.27

0.04

−1.96

0.68

6

−5.80

7

0.32

0.46

0.01

0.00

8

0.31

0.00

9

0.30

0.50

−1.73

patient geometries

δ1

−0.03

δ2

∆2 /%

0.81

0.27

0.46

0.01

0.00

0.54

0.01

0.54

0.01

0.50

−1.73

−0.03

0.01
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4.3.1.3

Fluence calculation angle interval

The dose distribution calculated with ∆θflu = 1.3° was compared to the
reference dose, calculated with ∆θflu = 0.1465°, using the statistical method
described in Section 4.2.5.3. These angles were selected to correspond to the
Markov chain time interval τ = 386.9 ms and the linac update time interval
of 40 ms, respectively.
The weighting parameters α1 and α2 were found to be equal at 0.45, with
equal systematic difference parameters of −20.14. The maximum RCSU of
these two dose distributions is 2.5 · 10−7 , leading to relative systematic dose
differences of ∆1 , ∆2 = 5.1 · 10−6 . This is far below the target value of a 1 %
systematic dose difference, indicating that the sources of errors presented in
Section 4.2.5.3 have very little effect on the dose when the fluence calculation
angle interval ∆θflu is related to the Markov chain time interval τ = 386.9 ms
through Equation (4.9). The fluence calculation interval for the SBRT plans
was also calculated using this relation. Therefore the results gathered for
this conventionally-fractionated plan were deemed to also apply to the SBRT
plans.

4.3.2

Comparison of 4D methods

4.3.2.1

Patient 1: conventional fractionation

The results of the optimization and robustness study for conventionallyfractionated plans on patient 1 are shown in Figures 4.8 to 4.10. In these
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figures, the DVHs show the plan quality of each plan after optimization. The
PDVHs, on the other hand, are included to quantify the robustness of each
plan with respect to changes in the patient motion trajectory; specifically,
they show percentiles of the simulated delivered dose. PDVHs for p = 5 %,
50 %, and 95 %, all for the full treatment course of 33 fractions. The CTV
DVH objectives used at The Ottawa Hospital are shown in Table 4.4; results
for both the originally optimized DVH as well as the PDVHs for p = 5 %,
50 %, and 95 % are shown.
Throughout Figures 4.8 to 4.10, the PDVHs for OARs mostly align with
the DVHs for the originally optimized plan. Exceptions include a small
increase in the dose for the PDVHs for the DAD plan in Figure 4.9b, and a
small decrease in dose for the 3D-CTV plan in Figure 4.10b. For this reason,
discussion of the results with respect to robustness are focussed on the CTV
PDVHs, which show much more variation than the OAR DVHs.
The small width of the CTV PDVHs around the prescription dose line for
the CO and MKO plans in Figures 4.8a and 4.10a indicate the high degree
of robustness of these plans. For both of these, the median PDVH (i.e., for
p = 50 %) agrees exceptionally well with the DVH of the optimized dose.
However, depending on which specific percentile is used, either plan can
be seen as delivering greater target coverage than the other. For example,
from Table 4.4, the MKO plan has a higher 5th percentile prescription dose
volume, 94.0 % versus 91.7 %, while the latter has a higher 95th percentile
prescription dose volume of 97.1 % versus 95.3 %. Ideally this volume would
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Table 4.4: CTV DVH objectives and thresholds for patient 1, conventionally
fractionated, for each optimization method considered. The first row for each
optimization method indicates the DVH results of the optimized plan, while
the second row indicates the PDVH results for p = 5 % to 95 %.

Optimization
method

DVH objectives and their thresholds
V66 Gy /%
>95

CO

PO

STO

DAD

MKO

3D-CTV

94.8
91.7 to 97.1
95.0
86.8 to 98.9
94.9
78.7 to 82.4
95.0
81.4 to 82.6
95.0
94.0 to 95.3
95.0
65.6 to 66.9

D98 % /Gy

D2 % /Gy

>62.7

<72.6

65.7

68.1

65.4 to 65.8
65.6
64.8 to 66.2
65.7
64.3 to 64.6
65.6
63.0 to 63.2
65.6
65.5 to 65.6
65.6
38.5 to 39.0

67.9 to 68.4
69.0
68.3 to 69.8
68.1
68.9 to 69.1
68.3
71.9 to 72.1
67.8
67.6 to 68.0
68.3
68.3 to 68.9
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Figure 4.8: DVHs for patient 1, conventionally fractionated, optimized with
CO and PO. The solid lines indicate the DVHs of the optimized plan, while
the tightly dashed lines indicate the PDVHs for p = 5 % and 95 %. The
loosely dashed line indicates the PDVH for p = 50 %, the median DVH. The
prescription dose of 66 Gy is shown in red.
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be 95 % or greater with a probability of 100 %; indeed, each optimized plan
was rescaled to this DVH point immediately following optimization. The
MKO plan therefore delivers a higher minimum prescription dose volume to
the CTV, while the CO plan delivers a higher maximum prescription dose
volume. Furthermore, the plan optimized with PO, shown in Figure 4.8b,
has a smaller 5th percentile for the prescription dose volume of 86.8 % than
the CO plan, despite the inclusion of the variance term in the optimization,
indicating a less robust plan. Possible reasons for this result are discussed in
Section 4.4. This plan yields, however, the largest 95th percentile prescription
dose volume, of 98.9 %.
Although the PDVHs of the plan optimized with STO have a narrow
width, as seen in Figure 4.9a, the target coverage is not robust, with 5th
and 95th percentile prescription dose volumes of only 78.7 % and 82.4 %,
respectively. This is due to the fact that the VMAT plan in this method was
optimized under the assumption of a single reproducible respiratory trajectory.
The DAD method, on the other hand, under-doses part of the tumour and
nearly over-doses other parts of the tumour, as seen by the shallow PDVHs in
Figure 4.9b. From Table 4.4, 95th percentile for the largest dose given to 2 %
of the CTV is 72.1 Gy, whereas the threshold for this objective is 72.6 Gy.
The high robustness of the MKO plan, shown in Figure 4.10a, is due to
the use of the probabilistic motion-encompassing dose-influence matrix; this
behaviour is repeated with the other studied patient geometries, shown in
Section 4.3.2.3. The dose to OARs however is increased as compared to the
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Figure 4.9: DVHs for patient 1, conventionally fractionated, optimized with
STO and DAD. The solid lines indicate the DVHs of the optimized plan,
while the tightly dashed lines indicate the PDVHs for p = 5 % and 95 %. The
loosely dashed line indicates the PDVH for p = 50 %, the median DVH. The
prescription dose of 66 Gy is shown in red.
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Figure 4.10: DVHs for patient 1, conventionally fractionated, optimized with
MKO and 3D-CTV. The solid lines indicate the DVHs of the optimized plan,
while the tightly dashed lines indicate the PDVHs for p = 5 % and 95 %. The
loosely dashed line indicates the PDVH for p = 50 %, the median DVH. The
prescription dose of 66 Gy is shown in red.
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CO plan. For example, the percentage volume of lung receiving 5 Gy increases
from V5 Gy = 44.2 % for CO to V5 Gy = 47.6 %, whereas the threshold is equal
to 50 %. The maximum dose to 0.03 cm3 of the spinal cord is also significantly
increased between these two methods from 34.9 Gy to 40.9 Gy, although this
is still below the threshold of 48 Gy.
The plans optimized with 3D-CTV offer little robustness to the variation
of respiratory trajectory, as the PDVHs in Figure 4.10b show an extremely
low target dose. The 5th and 95th percentile prescription dose volumes are
65.4 % and 66.8 %, reflecting the fact that no compensation or adaptation
whatsoever was made for the presence of respiratory motion in this plan.
The DVHs and PDVHs for a single fraction only are shown in Figure 4.11,
for the two 4D-VMAT methods of CO and PO. For the CO plan, the widening
of the PDVHs for all volumes, and in particular the CTV, demonstrates
that the dose for a single fraction is much less robust than the dose for
the full treatment of 33 fractions, as expected following the discussion in
Section 4.2.1.2. The PO plan shown in Figure 4.11b was optimized using a
denominator of Nfrac = 1 in the second term of Equation (4.10) to account
for this effect. As in the conventionally-fractionated plans, the PO plan is
significantly less robust than the CO plan.
4.3.2.2

Patient 1: SBRT

Optimization results for the patient SBRT plans for patient 1 are shown in
Figures 4.12 to 4.14, with CTV DVH objectives in Table 4.5. PO was not
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Figure 4.11: DVHs for patient 1, conventionally fractionated, optimized with
CO and PO for 1 fraction only. The solid lines indicate the DVHs of the
optimized plan, while the tightly dashed lines indicate the PDVHs for p = 5 %
and 95 %. The loosely dashed line indicates the PDVH for p = 50 %, the
median DVH. The prescription dose of 2 Gy is shown in red.
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Table 4.5: CTV DVH objectives and thresholds for patient 1, SBRT, for
each optimization method considered. The first row for each optimization
method indicates the DVH results of the optimized plan, while the second
row indicates the PDVH results for p = 5 % to 95 %.

Optimization
method

DVH objectives and their thresholds
V60 Gy /%
>95

CO

STO

DAD

MKO

3D-CTV

94.7
92.7 to 96.4
94.8
93.2 to 94.8
94.9
88.1 to 88.9
94.8
94.2 to 95.2
94.9
66.8 to 67.4

D98% /Gy
>57
59.6
59.4 to 59.8
59.6
59.5 to 59.6
59.6
57.9 to 58.0
59.7
59.6 to 59.7
59.6
32.9 to 33.5

D99% /Gy
>54
59.3
59.1 to 59.4
59.4
59.3 to 59.5
59.5
57.6 to 57.7
59.5
59.5 to 59.6
59.5
32.2 to 32.8

performed for SBRT, since this method yielded a slightly less robust plan than
did CO with conventional fractionation, and the small value of ∆θflu = 0.3°
would lead to a prohibitively long optimization time due to the the variance
term in Equation (4.10), estimated at 18 days. For comparison, optimization
times for the conventionally-fractionated PO plans are approximately 24 h,
compared to 3 h for plans optimized with CO (15 h for SBRT).
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Figure 4.12: DVHs for patient 1, SBRT, optimized with CO, for 5 fractions
and 1 fraction only. The solid lines indicate the DVHs of the optimized plan,
while the tightly dashed lines indicate the PDVHs for p = 5 % and 95 %. The
loosely dashed line indicates the PDVH for p = 50 %, the median DVH. The
prescription dose of 60 Gy (12 Gy for the single fraction) is shown in red.
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The robustness of the SBRT CO plan is similar to the corresponding
conventionally-fractionated plan, with 5th and 95th percentile prescription
dose volumes of 92.7 % and 96.4 %, respectively, as seen in Table 4.5. Both
the MKO and STO methods yielded SBRT plans with slightly larger 5th
percentile prescription dose volumes of 94.2 % and 93.2 %, respectively. The
95th percentile prescription dose volume of the MKO and STO plans were
95.2 % and 94.8 %, respectively, however, both smaller than the CO plan.
The DAD and 3D-CTV SBRT plans gave similar patterns of robustness to
their conventionally-fractionated counterparts.
Figure 4.12b shows the DVHs and PDVHs optimized with CO for a
single SBRT fraction only. Similarly to the single fraction results for the
conventionally-fraction plan in Figure 4.11, the PDVHs are wider than the
corresponding curves for the full treatment, shown in Figure 4.12a, demonstrating increase in robustness as more fractions are delivered. The difference
in patterns of robustness between the SBRT and conventionally-fractionated
plans is discussed in Section 4.4.
The doses to the OARs for the SBRT plans for patient 1 optimized with
each of the different methods are somewhat varied. The percentage volume
of the lung receiving a dose of more than 20 Gy in the STO plan, shown in
Figure 4.13a, exceeded the threshold of 15 % used at The Ottawa Hospital,
with V20 Gy = 15.1 %; this threshold was nearly exceeded by the MKO plan,
with V20 Gy = 14.9 %. In contrast, the CO plan yielded a smaller volume of
V20 Gy = 14.0 %. In addition to this, the maximum dose for the heart of 38 Gy
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Figure 4.13: DVHs for patient 1, SBRT, optimized with STO and DAD. The
solid lines indicate the DVHs of the optimized plan, while the tightly dashed
lines indicate the PDVHs for p = 5 % and 95 %. The loosely dashed line
indicates the PDVH for p = 50 %, the median DVH. The prescription dose of
60 Gy is shown in red.
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was exceeded by all plans, however for a very small volume. At most only 7
voxels in the heart, representing a volume of 0.875 cm3 , were found to have a
dose larger than the maximum, out of a total heart volume of 873 cm3 .
4.3.2.3

Other patients

Similar results for the robustness of the dose to the CTV are observed in
patients 2 to 4, with the plans optimized under the CO and MKO methods
generally having the greatest robustness. Select optimization methods for
each of these are shown in Figures 4.15 to 4.17. The tumour parameters for
each patient number studied can be found in Table 4.1.
Depending on which specific percentile is used, the DAD plan for patient
2 has greater or equal target coverage compared to the CO plan, both shown
in Figure 4.15. The former plan has a higher 5th percentile prescription
dose volume, 97.3 % versus 88.3 %, while both have equal 95th percentile
prescription dose volume of 97.7 %. With this patient and with the remaining
ones (DAD results not shown), the maximum dose CTV threshold of D2 % =
72.6 Gy was exceeded in all cases by the DAD plan. Even the 5th percentile
of D2 % to the target reaches doses of 75 Gy, signifying significant tumour
over-dosage. In comparison, the 95th percentile of this dose objective for
the CO plan on this patient is only 68.0 Gy, indicating much greater dose
uniformity to the target. The DAD method also delivers larger doses to OARs,
as seen with patient 1 in Section 4.3.2.1. 35.1 % of the lung receives a dose
higher than 5 Gy, compared to 30.3 % for the CO plan, and the maximum
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Figure 4.14: DVHs for patient 1, SBRT, optimized with MKO and 3D-CTV.
The solid lines indicate the DVHs of the optimized plan, while the tightly
dashed lines indicate the PDVHs for p = 5 % and 95 %. The loosely dashed
line indicates the PDVH for p = 50 %, the median DVH. The prescription
dose of 60 Gy is shown in red.
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dose to 0.03 cm3 has increased from D0.03 cm3 = 22.5 Gy to 23.1 Gy between
these two plans.
Figure 4.16 compares the DVHs for patient 3 plans optimized with CO
and MKO. As with the patient 1 plans, the MKO plan has a higher 5th
percentile prescription dose volume, 91.2 % versus 84.5 %, while the CO plan
has a higher 95th percentile prescription dose volume of 97.8 % versus 94.8 %.
The CO plan also gives lower doses to the OARs: the lung V5 Gy was 33.5 %
compared to 35.3 % with MKO; while D0.03 cm3 for the spinal cord was 17.0 Gy
compared to 20.3 Gy.
Finally, the DVHs for the CO and MKO plans for patient 4 are shown in
Figure 4.17. Robustness is greater with the MKO plan, with a 5th percentile
target prescription dose volume of 91.0 % compared to 82.9 % for the CO
plan. In case, the CO plan gives a lower dose to the lung, with V5 Gy = 29.7 %
compared to 30.1 % for MKO. However, the maximum spinal cord dose is
larger for the CO plan than the MKO plan, with D0.03 cm3 = 39.4 Gy and
38.3 Gy, respectively. Note that both of these doses are significantly elevated
compared to the other patients due to the closer proximity of the tumour to
the spinal cord in this patient, yet still remain below the threshold of 48 Gy.
4.3.2.4

Fraction model intercomparisons

Results of the fraction intercomparison test, done on patient 1, are shown in
Figures 4.18 and 4.19. DVHs for the CO, STO, and MKO plans optimized with
the fraction A respiratory motion model from Section 3.4.1 are reproduced
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Figure 4.15: DVHs for patient 2, conventionally fractionated, optimized with
CO and DAD. The solid lines indicate the DVHs of the optimized plan, while
the tightly dashed lines indicate the PDVHs for p = 5 % and 95 %. The
loosely dashed line indicates the PDVH for p = 50 %, the median DVH. The
prescription dose of 66 Gy is shown in red.
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Figure 4.16: DVHs for patient 3, conventionally fractionated, optimized with
CO and MKO. The solid lines indicate the DVHs of the optimized plan, while
the tightly dashed lines indicate the PDVHs for p = 5 % and 95 %. The
loosely dashed line indicates the PDVH for p = 50 %, the median DVH. The
prescription dose of 66 Gy is shown in red.
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Figure 4.17: DVHs for patient 4, conventionally fractionated, optimized with
CO and MKO. The solid lines indicate the DVHs of the optimized plan, while
the tightly dashed lines indicate the PDVHs for p = 5 % and 95 %. The
loosely dashed line indicates the PDVH for p = 50 %, the median DVH. The
prescription dose of 66 Gy is shown in red.
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from Figures 4.8a, 4.9a and 4.10a, respectively. PDVHs are also shown,
calculated instead with the fraction B respiratory model from Section 3.4.2,
with the assumption that the patient motion follows this model for all 33
fractions. Figure 4.18b also shows the DVH for a CO plan optimized with
the fraction B respiratory model, and PDVHs calculated with the fraction A
model.
In each case investigated, the OAR PDVHs are in excellent agreement
with the original DVHs. The dose to the CTV however is not as robust to this
change in the patient model. For example, in the CO plan optimized with the
fraction A model, the dose is increased by 1 Gy to 4 Gy when the fraction B
model is used to simulate delivery. The increase is such that the 5th percentile
prescription dose volume is 99.6 %, in excess of the required 95 % coverage.
The maximum dose to 2 % of the target volume has also increased, with a
95th percentile of 71.7 Gy, which is yet smaller than the threshold of 72.6 Gy.
When a plan is optimized with the fraction B model instead, and the fraction
A model used for delivery simulation, the dose is instead decreased by 1 Gy
to 4 Gy such that the 5th and 95th percentile prescription dose volumes are
3.1 % and 10.5 %, respectively, severely compromising the plan quality.
The CTV PDVHs for the STO plan shown in Figure 4.19a are nearly
the same when calculated using either of the fraction A or B models. Taken
from Table 4.4, the 5th and 95 percentile prescription dose volumes with
the fraction A model are 78.7 % and 82.4 %, respectively; with the fraction
B model, they are 79.6 % and 82.3 %. This plan is therefore not sensitive to
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Figure 4.18: DVHs for patient 1, conventionally fractionated, optimized with
CO, using different respiratory motion models for optimization and delivery
simulation. The solid lines indicate the DVHs of the plan optimized with the
fraction A (or B) respiratory model, while the tightly dashed lines indicate
the PDVHs for p = 5 % and 95 %, calculated with the fraction B (or A)
respiratory model. The loosely dashed line indicates the PDVH for p = 50 %,
the median DVH, also calculated with the fraction B (or A) respiratory model.
The prescription dose of 66 Gy is shown in red.
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this particular change in the respiratory motion model. Finally, the target
coverage for the MKO plan shown in Figure 4.19b dropped slightly. With the
fraction A model, 5th and 95 percentile prescription dose volumes are 94.0 %
and 95.3 %; with the fraction B model, 89.7 % and 92.7 %.

4.4

Discussion

The plans optimized with the ALERT-RA CO method deliver doses which
are consistently robust with respect to variations in the patient’s respiratory
motion for all patients investigated, as measured by the minimal departure
of the CTV PDVHs from the prescription dose. Although the variance term
was included in the objective function according to Equation (4.10), the
plans optimized with PO are not as robust, in contradiction with results
observed in previous studies [55, 84, 85]. A possible explanation for this
may be due to the differing number of iterations of matRad’s optimizer, the
IPOPT algorithm [67], undergone in each optimization method: an average of
390 iterations were used for CO, while PO used only 100. A smaller number
of iterations would lead to a plan which is less optimized; in the case of
PO, because of the inclusion of the variance term in the objective function,
this would imply a less robust treatment. The number of iterations is not
directly controlled in IPOPT, however; instead, optimization concludes when
the change in the objective function between successive iterations is below a
specified threshold. In this study, the same value of the threshold was used for
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Figure 4.19: DVHs for patient 1, conventionally fractionated, optimized with
STO and MKO, with delivery simulated using the fraction B respiratory
model. The solid lines indicate the DVHs of the plan optimized with the
fraction A respiratory model, while the tightly dashed lines indicate the
PDVHs for p = 5 % and 95 %, calculated with the fraction B respiratory
model. The loosely dashed line indicates the PDVH for p = 50 %, the median
DVH, also calculated with the fraction B respiratory model. The prescription
dose of 66 Gy is shown in red.
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Figure 4.20: Value of the objective function F (d) as a function of iteration
number throughout the DAO step of plan optimization. Conventionallyfractionated CO and PO plans for patient 1 are shown. Note the logarithmic
scale of the vertical axis.
all treatment plan optimization methods. A graph of the objective function
F (d) as a function of the optimization iteration number for both CO and PO
methods planned on patient 1 is shown in Figure 4.20. Both optimization
methods are observed to converge at different values of the objective function
before terminating, but it is yet possible that the PO plan could be optimized
further with more iterations.
Nevertheless, the CO method yields plans which are consistently robust
and deliver a low dose to OARs. In contrast to this, for example, the DAD
method, which begins with a 3D-VMAT plan optimized on the reference
patient geometry and deforms the aperture to track the tumour motion, can
give plans whose robustness varies: for patient 1, this method does not provide
adequate coverage of the prescription dose when the dose delivered during
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actual trajectories is calculated. This may be due to the varying amount of
tissue density and resulting beam attenuation from the reference geometry to
the other geometries. Patients 2 to 4, however, which have smaller tumour
diameters of 20 mm compared to 40 mm, give DAD plans which have more
robust target coverage than the corresponding CO plans. The maximum
dose to the target for these DAD plans are however exceeded, in violation of
clinical guidelines. This result may also come from the lesser amount of beam
attenuation for these smaller tumours, which is not adequately compensated
for with strict aperture deformation only. In addition to this, the DAD
plans deliver a higher dose to OARs than plans optimized with CO. This
demonstrates the importance of considering all respiratory trajectories when
optimizing the aperture library, as is done with the CO method.
The 3D-CTV plans, on the other hand, consist of the DAD plans without
the benefit of target tracking and aperture adaptation. The extremely low
CTV coverage seen in the PDVHs of the 3D-CTV plans demonstrate, then,
that without some form of motion compensation treatment outcomes will be
severely compromised, as was noted in Section 1.3.
The MKO method, which used a motion-encompassing dose-influence
matrix to optimize a 3D-VMAT plan, results in plan which are more robust
than the CO method when considering the 5th percentile prescription dose
coverage of the tumour. In general, the dose delivered by a plan will vary
as a function of the trajectory due to two factors: the sequence of patient
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geometries in that trajectory, and the corresponding sequence of MLC apertures. With MKO, the same set of motion-encompassing apertures is always
delivered, independent of the patient motion. This is in contrast with the
CO plans which use an aperture library, with a different, motion-conformal
sequence of apertures for each motion trajectory. This variation in the MLC
aperture sequence in the CO plan therefore results in a larger variation in
the dose compared to the MKO plans. The constancy of the MKO apertures,
however, precludes the possibility of selectively delivering dose to the tumour
in patient geometries with greater OAR separation, one of the benefits of 4D
optimization [35]. Because of this, MKO plans generally give a larger dose
to OARs than do the CO plan, in particular to the lungs and spinal cord.
The exception to this was patient 4, in which the MKO plan gave a lower
maximum dose to the spinal cord. This particular patient also exhibited the
lowest tumour motion amplitude, of only 3.3 mm; the motion-encompassing
apertures of the MKO plan therefore did not need to cover as large a range
of motion for this particular tumour.
Despite the assumption of only a single, perfectly reproducible respiratory
trajectory, the CTV dose for plans optimized with the STO method do not
change significantly under the variation of the trajectory. The use of a DAO
angle interval of ∆θDAO = 8° implied that the time between these angles was
2.1 s, approximately half of the period of the respiratory cycle. Apertures
were therefore optimized for the extreme tumour position bins of l = 1 and 5,
with the apertures at intermediary angles and position bins interpolated from
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the DAO angles. The original STO design instead optimizes apertures at
approximately 0.5 s time intervals, representing a finer sampling of the tumour
trajectory [52]. These apertures therefore follow the tumour motion more
closely throughout the entire respiratory cycle. This change from the original
implementation was done to maintain a uniform ∆θDAO angle interval for all
optimization methods. Because of this, the STO method implemented here is
not directly comparable to the original design. Upon closer examination of
the STO plans, it was found that the apertures mostly encompassed the entire
extent of the tumour motion throughout the delivery, rather than conforming
to the current position of the tumour at each angle. There is therefore little
dependence of the dose to the target on the realized patient motion. The
actual target coverage, however, is not robust, as noted in Section 4.3.2.1.
The SBRT plans were observed to be more robust to variations in the respiratory motion, seemingly in contradiction to the discussion in Section 4.2.1.2
on the effect of the number of fractions. This contradiction can be resolved
by examining the results for a single fraction optimized with CO. The CTV
PDVHs for the conventionally-fractioned plan in Figure 4.11a are notably
wider than those for the SBRT plan, seen in Figure 4.12b. This difference
in robustness can be attributed to the longer treatment time, and therefore
number of respiratory cycles, for the SBRT plan. With a total delivery time
of 410 s compared to 95 s, the patient is expected to undergo approximately
4 times more cycles; the uncertainty in the dose delivered throughout the
entire delivery due to any one cycle will therefore be diminished. This effect
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leads to the similar degree of robustness observed for both the conventionallyfractionated and SBRT plans.
In addition to this, the SBRT plans optimized using MKO and STO
were observed to be slightly more robust than the CO plan. As explained
earlier, the dose delivered from a particular trajectory depends on both the
sequence of patient geometries in that trajectory, and the corresponding
sequence of MLC apertures. Since the MKO method uses the same set of
motion-encompassing apertures, the dose to the target is robust to changes
in the respiratory motion trajectory. Although STO assumes a single motion
trajectory during optimization, the longer treatment times used in SBRT
result in longer time intervals between {θDAO } angles of 9.0 s, compared to
2.1 s for the conventionally-fractionated plans. Since this is approximately
double the period of the respiratory cycle, the apertures at the DAO control
points tend to be optimized for the same tumour position for large portions
of the angular arc, while the apertures interpolated at the {θflu } calculation
angles deliver dose to the full set of patient geometries at the τ = 386.9 ms
Markov chain time interval. This effectively ensures that each aperture in
the STO plans is also motion-encompassing, similar to the MKO apertures,
because each optimized aperture must capture the entire range of motion of
the tumour. With the longer treatment times used in SBRT, the variation
in the MLC aperture sequence in the CO plans therefore result in a larger
variation in the dose compared to the MKO and STO plans, which both
use a constant set of motion-encompassing apertures. Because of the larger
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apertures, and the lack of true 4D optimization, both of these latter plans
give a larger dose to OARs, exceeding or nearly exceeding the DVH objective
thresholds for the lung volume.
The intercomparison results of Section 4.3.2.4 demonstrate the effect of a
patient’s respiratory motion model changing in the period from optimization to
delivery. In this case, two models were used from Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, both
trained on data acquired from the same patient, but on different treatment
fractions. For all three optimization methods considered, CO, STO, and
MKO, the dose to OARs did not change significantly, nor did the target
coverage for the STO plan. When using the fraction A motion model for
optimization and the fraction B model for delivery simulation, the target
dose was slightly decreased for the MKO plan, while for the CO plan it was
increased. When the CO plan was optimized using the fraction B model, it
was observed that the dose to the target was instead decreased, resulting in
reduced target coverage and compromised treatment outcomes.
As seen from Figure 3.19, there is a higher probability to observe tumour
position l = 1 with fraction B model. Apertures in the optimized library
with both fraction models at this position also release the largest linac
intensity, a total of 766 MU or 775 MU (fraction A or B) when summed over
all gantry angles, out of 2988 MU or 2792 MU for the entire library. Note
that a particular treatment fraction would only deliver part of this amount
of MU, depending on the observed respiratory trajectory: estimated using
Monte Carlo simulations, the mean linac output for the fraction A library is
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621 MU, with 5th and 95th percentiles of 611 MU and 631 MU, respectively.
When using the fraction B motion model to simulate the plan optimized with
the fraction A model, the motion pattern therefore shifts to one in which
the linac outputs a larger intensity than expected, with a resulting increase
in the target dose. When the plan is instead optimized with the fraction
B model and model A used for simulation, the motion pattern shifts away
from the position bins with high output, resulting in reduced target coverage
and compromised treatment outcomes. While the proposed optimization and
delivery framework yields plans which are robust to variations in the patient
motion governed by a specific motion model, this model may vary between
delivered fractions, thereby changing the resulting dose.
It must be noted that the ALERT-RA framework is not specific to any
particular choice in the respiratory motion model. While a Markov chain
model was used in this study, the only criterion is that the model must
calculate the probability to observe any respiratory motion trajectory. A
possible solution for the problem of the model variation between fractions
then might be to construct a “super”-model, with both fraction A and B
models as possible outcomes, among others, with distinct probabilities. This
model could then be used to calculate the expectation value of the dose,
taking into consideration all possible realized respiratory motion models.
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4.5

Conclusions

A 4D-VMAT optimization and delivery framework, ALERT-RA, was defined,
developed, validated, and tested against other 4D delivery techniques. This
method uses the unique combination of: an optimized aperture library, consisting of an MLC aperture for each combination of gantry angle and tumour
position; a delivery scheme which tracks the respiratory motion in real time to
pick out the corresponding MLC aperture from the library; and the accounting
of all possible respiratory motion trajectories, and the resulting tracked apertures, when calculating dose during optimization. This combination results
in plans which have a high degree of robustness to variations in the patient
motion which is consistent across all patients investigated. The robustness
is similar or greater than that seen in other methods when considering the
dose to the target, while delivering lower doses to OARs than methods with
greater robustness.

Chapter 5

Conclusions and future work
In this thesis, a framework for the optimization and delivery of respiratory
motion adaptive VMAT was developed and investigated. In Chapter 2 a non–
motion adaptive VMAT optimization method was implemented in the opensource treatment planning system matRad. This implementation included a
novel dose calculation method which accurately accounts for the continuous
MLC leaf motion undergone in VMAT delivery during the optimization itself.
This allows for a large reduction, of 4 to 8 depending on the tumour site, in the
number of dose calculation angles required for plan optimization compared to
the discrete aperture method, while having a similar dose calculation accuracy
and final plan quality.
The aperture library-enabled real-time robust adaptation (ALERT-RA)
framework presented in Chapter 4 was built from this VMAT optimization
method. The core of the ALERT-RA framework lies in the use of a library
of MLC apertures and MU rates for each combination of gantry angle and
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tumour position. As the gantry rotates around the breathing patient, the
position of the tumour would be tracked in real time; this information would
then be used to select the corresponding aperture and MU rate from the
library, ensuring that the tumour is continuously irradiated with an aperture
appropriate to its current position. Because of the additional temporal degree
of freedom, the optimization algorithm can selectively increase the MU rate
for apertures in the library corresponding to patient geometries in which the
target is farther away from a dose-sensitive OAR than in others, potentially
decreasing the total dose to OARs for a given tumour dose.
Each individual motion trajectory would then deliver a different dose
distribution to the patient, both as a consequence of the sequence of patient
geometries varying in time, and the corresponding set of delivered apertures
selected from the library. The aperture library was therefore optimized to
account for possible variations in the patient motion using robust optimization,
under the conventional optimization (CO) and probabilistic optimization
(PO) methods. Specifically, with the CO planning method, the expectation
value of the dose across all possible trajectories was optimized to ensure the
delivery of a dose distribution of ideal plan quality, independent of the realized
respiratory motion trajectory. The PO method included an additional term
in the minimized objective function representing the variance of the dose to
each voxel with respect to fluctuations in the respiratory motion trajectory.
Plans optimized with this method were therefore expected to be more robust
to these fluctuations.
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The calculation of the expectation value and variance requires a probabilistic respiratory motion model which can calculate the probability of
arbitrary trajectories. A Markov chain model was constructed and evaluated
in Chapter 3 to fulfill this purpose. The model was trained and tested using
patient respiratory motion data acquired during the same delivery fraction.
Statistical tests were performed to compare the model predictions of the
probability distribution of the tumour position to that observed in the testing
data. This model was found to be able to adequately estimate the distribution
of patient respiratory motion. More importantly, the model can reproduce
the evolution of such distribution from fractions of a second to the order of
a minute into delivery, which is when the stationary distribution is reached.
The model trained on data originating from one fraction was, however, found
to be incompatible with testing data originating from a separate fraction,
indicating that model retraining may be required when the respiratory patten
changes significantly.
This model was successfully used in Chapter 4 to optimize 4D-VMAT
plans under the proposed ALERT-RA framework for a total of 4 simulated
patients with varying tumour size and position, for conventionally-fractionated
and SBRT plans. Plans were also optimized with 4D methods found in the
literature: single trajectory optimization (STO), direct aperture deformation
(DAD), and motion kernel optimizaiton (MKO). This comparison was done
to compare the plan quality, and, most importantly, the robustness of the
plan quality to variations in the respiratory motion.
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It was found that for each patient, the plan optimized under the CO
method gave similar or less dose to OARs, while delivering a dose to the
target which was more robust to changes in the respiratory motion compared
to some methods, with less or equal robustness as compared to others. The
PO plans were not as robust, despite the inclusion of the variance term in the
objective function. Robustness may have improved with a greater number of
iterations, but this would have come at the cost of longer optimization times.
The MKO method, which optimized a single set of apertures encompassing
the range of motion of the tumour, delivered a dose to the target with greater
robustness than the CO method. The DAD method also gave plans with
more robust target coverage, but only for patients with smaller tumours; for
these plans, the maximum dose threshold to the tumour was also exceeded.
The increased robustness of both of these methods compared to the CO plan
came at a cost, however, of higher dose to OARs.
SBRT plans were observed to be more robust to variations in the patient
motion, despite the smaller number of fractions. This was attributed to the
longer delivery times used for the SBRT plans, and the corresponding increase
in the total number of respiratory cycles; the change in the total dose to due the
variation in any one cycle is thus diminished. Both MKO and STO methods
yielded SBRT plans which were slightly more robust than the corresponding
CO plan, due to the independence of the delivered MLC apertures with
respect to the motion trajectory. Because of this, however, neither of these
two methods could use the varying spatial relationship between the tumour
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and OARs as a function of the respiratory motion to their advantage, unlike
the CO plan. This resulted in the MKO and STO plans delivering a higher
dose to OARs than the CO plan, exceeding or nearly exceeding the DVH
objective thresholds for the lung volume.
All 4 patients were simulated using the XCAT numerical phantom [64],
an artificial model of a real patient; the only variation between patients was
in the size and location of the implanted lung tumour. All patients exhibited
the same respiratory motion throughout the geometry, with the motion of
the tumour only varying as its location within the moving lung anatomy
changed. Furthermore, the tumour and corresponding CTV were limited to
being perfectly spherical in shape. To investigate the effect of different patient
sizes, geometries, and respiratory motion patters on the results observed here,
the treatment planning method comparison study should be repeated with
actual patient 4D-CT data, exhibiting realistic variations in the OAR and
tumour anatomy and respiratory motion.
The effects of varying the patient respiratory motion model between
optimization and delivery was investigated. With the two particular models
used in this study, this led to a decrease or increase in the dose to the target
of 1 Gy to 4 Gy, depending on which model was used for optimization and
which for delivery. The increase in dose had the effect of also increasing
the 5th percentile of the prescription dose volume to 99.6 %; the decrease in
dose, however, reduced the 5th and 95th percentile prescription dose volumes
to 3.1 % and 10.5 %. The intercomparison results from both the statistical
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evaluation of the model and the dose robustness study call into question
the suitability of using a single respiratory motion model from optimization
through the delivery of all fractions.

5.1

Future work

One of the challenges that needs to be resolved before clinical implementation
of the ALERT-RA framework is how to account for changes in the patient
respiratory motion model between optimization and delivery. The respiratory
motion model used for optimization would be acquired before any planning
could commence; a likely time would be to acquire the 5 min of motion
data required to train the model just before or after the planning 4D-CT
is acquired. A patient whose treatment is planned using the ALERT-RA
framework based on this model may then change their respiratory motion
model from optimization to delivery, or between individual treatment fractions.
In that case, the aperture library that was originally planned would become
inappropriate for that particular day of treatment, delivering a higher or lower
dose to the tumour than expected.
Adaptive radiation therapy (ART) is a technique which accounts for interfractional variations of the patient, usually changing anatomy, by reoptimizing
the treatment plan if the originally plan becomes suboptimal [99, 100]. Tumour tracking as a response to intrafractional variations of the anatomy, such
as the ALERT-RA method presented in this thesis, could also be considered
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methods of real-time ART [101]. ART could be applied to the 4D-VMAT
framework presented here by reoptimizing the aperture library if the patient’s
respiratory motion becomes different from that acquired before optimization. This is similar to the method proposed by Chan and Mišić [102], in
which a time-independent tumour position distribution, which is used to
perform robust optimization on an IMRT plan, is updated each fraction
based on newly-acquired respiratory motion data. Robust opimization is then
performed based on this new probability distribution.
The application of ART to ALERT-RA would require acquiring respiratory
motion data each fraction on which to train a new model, taking place ideally
while the patient is on the treatment couch. Thresholds would then need to
be defined to trigger whether or not ART is needed: it may be possible that
the patient’s model has not changed significantly from before optimization.
Such thresholds should ideally be based on the similarity of the dose
delivered from each model. This may be based on the expectation value
of the dose, which can be calculated in approximately 20 s. For a more
complete picture of the robustness of the plan to variations in the motion
under the model, however, PDVHs would need to be calculated, which require
approximately 15 min of calculation time per fraction. To decrease the amount
of time between data acquisition and delivery, the triggering decision for ART
might instead be based on differences in the respiratory motion models
themselves which could be evaluated much quicker; for example, differences
in the matrix elements themselves, or in the stationary distribution. To do
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this, correlations between these model differences and discrepancies in the
resulting dose would have to be investigated across an exhaustive range of
motion models.
The applicability of ART to the ALERT-RA framework would also need to
be tested. The total optimization time for an aperture library planned using
CO is currently 3 h; this time does not include calculation of the dose-influence
matrices, which could be done once before initial optimization, and then stored
on a data drive for fast retrieval. This optimization time is prohibitively
long for ART, which can perform reoptimization to adapt to interfractional
changes within seconds [103, 100]. This has been done by deforming the
original optimized MLC apertures to changes in the tumour geometry, and
then by restricting the optimization space to only the MU output by each
aperture. Reductions in the reoptimization time of the aperture library might
then be realized by initializing the optimization with the original aperture
library, and restricting the optimized variables to the MU output by each
aperture in the library. This should be tested with different respiratory models
used for initial optimization and reoptimization to determine the similarity of
the original and reoptimized dose, and also the gains in optimization efficiency.
As indicated in Section 3.3.2, the two respiratory motion models used in
this thesis were trained on patient data acquired from two separate delivery
fractions on the same patient. The source of this data was a database of clinical
patient respiratory data acquired during 102 CyberKnife treatment fractions
delivered on 32 unique patients at Georgetown University Hospital [80]. An
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exhaustive study of motion models trained with each of these datasets should
be conducted, with the aim of discovering patterns in the models and the
optimal parameters. This study could also be used to investigate possible
models beyond the Markov chain model presented here. This may include
the construction and training of a “super”-model, as discussed in Section 4.4,
having different Markov chain models as possible outcomes with distinct
probabilities.
As mentioned earlier, the treatment planning comparison study should
be repeated with a more comprehensive array of patient data. Specifically,
real patient 4D-CT images should be used, with varying tumour size and
location, respiratory motion, and patient geometry and size. This should be
done with the purpose of determining if the results discovered here for one
particular dataset hold true when optimizing plans with the various planning
methods, or if other results appear. Ideally, 4D-CT patient data would be
gathered with the corresponding temporal respiratory motion data required
to construct the motion model. This would ensure that both the geometrical
data and probabilistic model are specific to the same patient. Furthermore,
this framework could also be applied to other radiotherapy treatment sites
which are affected by respiratory motion, such as the liver or breast.
Finally, the 4D-VMAT ALERT-RA framework must be tested by performing the delivery with a linac on a phantom, simulating the delivery to
an actual patient. A deformable lung phantom with the ability to follow
arbitrary motion trajectories, such as the one proposed by Gholampourkashi
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et al. [104], should be used. Two-dimensional and point dose measurements
can be carried out in or near the tumour in this phantom to verify the accuracy
of the predicted dose, dependent on the programmed trajectory. A tracking
technique such as PeTrack [39] could then be used to track the motion of the
tumour in real time. This tracking system must then be interfaced with the
optimized aperture library and the linac, so that the correct aperture for the
moving tumour is selected and then delivered by the MLC.
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Appendix A

Derivation of bixel-based fluence in
continous aperture VMAT
The following is a derivation of the fluence delivered to a bixel using the
continuous aperture fluence calculation method. This derivation was partly
inspired by Park et al. [61] and Svensson et al. [105]. Although some of the
derivation was performed in Section 2.2.1.1, the entire process is described
here for completeness.
According to Equation (2.3), the fluence of a particular bixel j delivered
in an arc section surrounding θk is equal to (the bixel subscript j and angle
subscript θk are omitted for simplicity)
∫︂

θfin

ϕ=
θinit

dϕ
(θ) dθ,
dθ

(A.1)

where θinit and θfin represent the initial and final angles of the arc section.
To simplify the calculation, introduce two components of the fluence: ϕL ,
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defined to be the component of the bixel fluence released by the left leaf in
the absence of the right leaf; and ϕR , defined to be the component of the
bixel fluence blocked by the right leaf in the absence of the left leaf. Then
ϕ = ϕL − ϕR , with
∫︂

θfin

ϕL =
θinit
∫︂ θfin

ϕR =
θinit

dϕL
(θ) dθ,
dθ

(A.2a)

dϕL
(θ) dθ.
dθ

(A.2b)

Assume that both left and right leaves travel from left to right at constant
speed (the speeds of the two leaves may be different). Let the initial and final
positions of the left and right leaves be Linit , Lfin , Rinit , and Rfin , and assume
that the linac intensity rate ψ̇ is constant over the arc section surrounding θ.

Component of fluence released by left leaf
Begin with the evaluation of ϕL , which will only depend on the motion of the
left leaf in the row to which the current bixel belongs.
Starting from Equation (A.2a), change variables to x, the position of the
left leaf:
∫︂

Lfin

ϕL =
Linit

dϕL
(x) dx.
dx

(A.3)
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dϕL
dx

(x) can be related to

dϕL
dt

(x) using the chain rule:

dϕL
dϕL
dt
(x) =
(x)
(x)
dx
dt
dx
1 dϕL
(x)
=
vL dt
dϕL
∆t
(x) ,
=
Lfin − Linit dt

(A.4)

where vL is the constant speed of the left leaf in the arc section, and ∆t is
the time taken for the gantry to rotate through the arc section.
dϕL
dt

(x) is the rate of fluence released to the bixel by the left leaf when the

left leaf is at position x. At any instant in time, this is given by the linac
intensity rate ψ̇ multiplied by the fraction of the bixel not blocked by the left
leaf (l and r denote the locations of the left and right boundaries of the bixel,
respectively):
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
ψ̇
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
dϕL
(x) = ψ̇ r−x
r−l
⎪
dt
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩0

for x < l
for l ≤ x < r

(A.5)

for x ≥ r.

Inserting Equation (A.5) into Equation (A.4) and substituting ψ = ψ̇ ∆t,
where ψ is the total linac intensity delivered in the arc section, yields:
⎧
⎪
⎪
1
⎪
ψ Lfin −L
⎪
⎪
init
⎪
⎨

dϕL
r−x
(x) = ψ
(Lfin −Linit )(r−l)
⎪
dx
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩0

for x < l
for l ≤ x < r
for x ≥ r.

(A.6)
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This expression for the differential fluence released to the bixel by the
left leaf is integrated along the leaf trajectory from Linit to Lfin , according to
Equation (A.3). There are six cases for this integral, depending on the initial
and final left leaf positions Linit and Lfin relative to the left and right edges l
and r of the bixel.

Case 1: Linit < l & r < Lfin
In this case, both the initial and final leaf positions fall outside of the bixel.
The integral of Equation (A.3) is evaluated thus:
∫︂

Lfin

ϕL =
Linit
l

dϕL
(x) dx
dx

∫︂ Lfin
∫︂ r
1
r−x
dx +
0 dx
=
ψ
dx +
ψ
Lfin − Linit
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)
r
Linit
l
[︃
(︃
)︃]︃
1
1
1 2
1 2
2
=ψ
l − Linit +
r − r − rl + l
Lfin − Linit
r−l
2
2
(r + l)/2 − Linit
.
(A.7)
=ψ
Lfin − Linit
∫︂

Define this quantity to be ϕ1L , which will be used in Cases 2-4.
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Case 2: l < Linit < r < Lfin
In this case, the initial leaf position is between the bixel edges. The integral
of Equation (A.3) is equal to:
∫︂

Lfin

ϕL =
Linit
r

dϕL
(x) dx
dx

r−x
dx +
=
ψ
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)
Linit
∫︂

Adding and subtracting the quantity ϕ1L
∫︁ r
dx yields:
ψ (Lfin −Lr−x
l
init )(r−l)

∫︂

=

Lfin

0 dx.

(A.8)

r

∫︁ l
Linit

1
ψ Lfin −L
dx +
init

l

∫︂ r
r−x
1
dx
dx −
ψ
ϕL =
−
ψ
Lfin − Linit
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)
l
Linit
∫︂ r
r−x
ψ
+
dx
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)
Linit
∫︂ Linit
r−x
Linit − l
1
= ϕL + ψ
ψ
−
dx
Lfin − Linit
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)
l
(︃
)︃
Linit − l
1
1 2
1 2
1
−ψ
Linit r − Linit − rl + l
= ϕL + ψ
Lfin − Linit
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)
2
2
ϕ1L

=

ϕ1L

∫︂

(Linit − l)2
+ψ
.
2(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)

(A.9)

Note that the bixel fluence for this case is acquired by adding a positive
corrective term to the base value ϕ1L .
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Case 3: Linit < l < Lfin < r
In this case, the final leaf position is between the bixel edges. The integral of
Equation (A.3) is equal to:
∫︂

Lfin

ϕL =
Linit
l

dϕL
(x) dx
dx

1
ψ
dx +
=
Lfin − Linit
Linit
∫︂

∫︂

Lfin

ψ
l

r−x
dx.
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)

(A.10)

Similarly to Case 2, adding and subtracting the quantity ϕ1L
∫︁ l
∫︁ r
1
ψ Lfin −L
dx
+
ψ (Lfin −Lr−x
dx yields:
Linit
l
init
init )(r−l)

=

∫︂ Lfin
r−x
r−x
ϕL =
ψ
dx +
ψ
dx
−
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)
l
l
∫︂ r
r−x
1
dx
= ϕL −
ψ
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)
Lfin
(︃
)︃
1 2
1 2
1
1
r − Lfin r + Lfin
= ϕL − ψ
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l) 2
2
ϕ1L

=

ϕ1L

∫︂

r

(r − Lfin )2
−ψ
.
2(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)

(A.11)

Note again that the bixel fluence for this case is acquired by adding a negative
corrective term to the base value ϕ1L .
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Case 4: l < Linit < Lfin < r
In this case, both initial and final leaf positions are between the bixel edges.
The integral of Equation (A.3) is equal to:
∫︂

Lfin

ϕL =
Linit
Lfin

dϕL
(x) dx
dx

∫︂

ψ

=
Linit

r−x
dx.
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)

(A.12)

Similarly to Cases 2 and 3, adding and subtracting the quantity ϕ1L =
∫︁ r
∫︁ l
1
ψ (Lfin −Lr−x
dx
+
dx yields:
ψ Lfin −L
l
Linit
init
init )(r−l)
∫︂ r
1
r−x
ϕL =
ψ
ψ
−
dx −
dx
Lfin − Linit
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)
Linit
l
∫︂ Lfin
r−x
+
ψ
dx
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)
Linit
∫︂ Linit
Linit − l
r−x
1
= ϕL − ψ
−
ψ
dx
Lfin − Linit
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)
l
∫︂ r
(A.13)
r−x
dx.
−
ψ
(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)
Lfin
ϕ1L

∫︂

l

Comparing this equation to the second lines of Equation (A.9) and Equation (A.11) shows that both the positive and negative corrective terms from
Cases 2 and 3, respectively, are added to the base value ϕ1L in this case. The
final result is:
ϕL = ϕ1L + ψ

(Linit − l)2
(r − Lfin )2
−ψ
.
2(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)
2(Lfin − Linit )(r − l)

(A.14)
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Case 5: Linit < Lfin < l
In this case, both initial and final leaf positions are to the left of the left bixel
edge. The integral of Equation (A.3) is equal to:
∫︂

Lfin

ϕL =
Linit
Lfin

dϕL
(x) dx
dx

∫︂

ψ

=
Linit

1
dx
Lfin − Linit

= ψ.

(A.15)

This implies that the bixel receives the full linac intensity, which is to be
expected, since the left leaf does not block the bixel at any point along its
trajectory.

Case 6: r < Linit < Lfin
In this final case, both initial and final leaf positions are to the right of the
right bixel edge. The integral of Equation (A.3) is equal to:
∫︂

Lfin

ϕL =
Linit
Lfin

dϕL
(x) dx
dx

∫︂
=

0 dx
Linit

= 0.

(A.16)
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This implies that the bixel receives 0 fluence, which is to be expected, since
the left leaf blocks the bixel during its entire trajectory.

Component of fluence blocked by right leaf
The derivation of ϕR follows a similar procedure as that for ϕL , with six
separate cases requiring consideration, now depending on the initial and final
right leaf positions Rinit and Rfin relative to the bixel edges. Beginning with
Equation (A.2b), change variables to x, the position of the right leaf:
∫︂

Rfin

ϕR =
Rinit
dϕR
dx

(x) can be related to

dϕR
dt

dϕR
(x) dx.
dx

(A.17)

(x) using the chain rule:

dϕR
dϕR
dt
(x) =
(x)
(x)
dx
dt
dx
1 dϕR
=
(x)
vR dt
∆t
dϕR
=
(x) ,
Rfin − Rinit dt

(A.18)

where vR is the constant speed of the right leaf in the arc section, and ∆t is
the time taken for the gantry to rotate through the arc section.
dϕR
dt

(x) is the rate of bixel fluence blocked by the right leaf when this leaf

is at position x. At any instant in time, this is given by the linac intensity
rate ψ̇ multiplied by the fraction of the bixel blocked by the right leaf (l and r
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denote the locations of the left and right boundaries of the bixel, respectively):
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
ψ̇
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
dϕR
(x) = ψ̇ r−x
r−l
⎪
dt
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩0

for x < l
(A.19)

for l ≤ x < r
for x ≥ r.

Inserting Equation (A.19) into Equation (A.18) and substituting ψ = ψ̇ ∆t,
where ψ is the total linac intensity delivered in the arc section, yields:
⎧
⎪
⎪
1
⎪
ψ Rfin −R
⎪
⎪
init
⎪
⎨

dϕR
r−x
(x) = ψ
(Rfin −Rinit )(r−l)
⎪
dx
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩0

for x < l
(A.20)

for l ≤ x < r
for x ≥ r.

The rest of the derivation is greatly simplified by noting that
Equation (A.20) can be obtained from the expression of

dϕL
dx

dϕR
dx

(x) in

(x) in Equa-

tion (A.6) by performing the following substitutions: Linit → Rinit , and
Lfin → Rfin . These same substitutions can therefore be made in the expressions for the integrated fluence, yielding six cases for the fluence blocked by
the right leaf, as follows:

Case 1: Rinit < l & r < Rfin
ϕR = ψ

(r + l)/2 − Rinit
.
Rfin − Rinit

(A.21)
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Define this quantity to be ϕ1R , which will be used in Cases 2 and 3.

Case 2: l < Rinit < r < Rfin
ϕR = ϕ1R + ψ

(Rinit − l)2
.
2(Rfin − Rinit )(r − l)

(A.22)

Case 3: Rinit < l < Rfin < r
ϕR = ϕ1R − ψ

(r − Rfin )2
.
2(Rfin − Rinit )(r − l)

(A.23)

Case 4: Rinit < l < Rfin < r
ϕR =

ϕ1R

(Rinit − l)2
(r − Rfin )2
+ψ
−ψ
.
2(Rfin − Rinit )(r − l)
2(Rfin − Rinit )(r − l)

(A.24)

Case 5: Rinit < Rfin < l
ϕR = ψ.

(A.25)

ϕR = 0

(A.26)

Case 6: r < Rinit < Rfin

Summary of continuous aperture fluence calculation
The calculation of the total fluence released at a particular bixel as the right
and left leaves sweep from one position to the next can be summarized thus:
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1. Decompose the fluence ϕ into components ϕL and ϕR ;
2. Determine which of the six cases each component falls into, and use
the corresponding formula;
3. The final fluence is given by the difference ϕ = ϕL − ϕR .

Appendix B

Derivation of the gradient in
continuous aperture VMAT
The following is a derivation of the gradient of the fluence delivered to a bixel
using the continuous aperture fluence calculation method.
For the DAO step in continuous aperture VMAT, derivatives of the
objective function F with respect to the following variables are required: left
and right leaf positions at the beginning and end of an arc section (Linit ,
Lfin , Rinit , and Rfin ), and the total linac intensity ψ delivered during the arc
section surrounding each θk . These derivatives can be calculated using the
chain rule:
∑︂ ∑︂ ∂F ∂ϕjθ
∂F
k
=
,
∂ξ
∂ϕ
∂ξ
jθ
k
j
θ

(B.1)

k

where ξ is some arbitrary variable. The derivatives of the objective function
with respect to the bixel intensitites,

∂F
,
∂ϕjθk

are calculated by matRad [1]; the

derivatives of the bixel fluences with respect to the optimization variables
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of linac intensity and leaf positions must therefore be calculated. As in
Appendix A, the bixel subscript j and angle subscript θk are omitted for
simplicity.

Gradient of ϕ with respect to the total fluence
Begin with the derivative of the total fluence with respect to intensity ψ.
Following Appendix A, the fluence may be separated into two components:
ϕL , defined to be the component of the bixel fluence released by the left leaf
in the absence of the right leaf; and ϕR , defined to be the component of the
bixel fluence blocked by the right leaf in the absence of the left leaf. As seen
in Appendix A, both ϕL and ϕR are directly proportional to ψ. Since the
total fluence ϕ is the difference of these two, the derivative of the bixel fluence
with respect to the linac intensity is:
ϕL − ϕR
∂ϕ
=
.
∂ψ
ψ

(B.2)

Gradient of ϕL with respect to the leaf positions
The derivatives with respect to the leaf positions require more care. As before,
decompose the fluence ϕ into the components ϕL and ϕR , and calculate the
gradient of each one separately. The gradient of ϕ with respect to a variable
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ξ is then equal to:
∂ϕ
∂ϕL ∂ϕR
=
−
.
∂ξ
∂ξ
∂ξ

(B.3)

Begin with the evaluation of the derivatives of ϕL , which depends only
on the initial and final positions of the left leaf, Linit and Lfin . The same six
cases that were used for the evaluation of the bixel fluence in Appendix A
are used for the derivatives, depending on the positions Linit and Lfin relative
to the bixel edges. In the following, the symbol c = (r + l)/2 is used for the
centre of the bixel, and the symbol d = r − l is used for the bixel width.

Case 1: Linit < l & r < Lfin
The bixel fluence for case 1 was derived to be (from Equation (A.7)):

ϕL = ψ

c/2 − Linit
.
Lfin − Linit

(B.4)

The derivatives of this expression with respect to Linit and Lfin are given by:
∂ϕL
c − Lfin
=ψ
,
∂Linit
(Lfin − Linit )2
∂ϕL
Linit − c
=ψ
.
∂Lfin
(Lfin − Linit )2
Define these two quantities to be

∂ϕ1L
∂Linit

and

∂ϕ1L
,
∂Lfin

respectively.

(B.5)
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Case 2: l < Linit < r < Lfin
The bixel fluence for case 2 was derived to be (from Equation (A.9)):

ϕL =

ϕ1L

(Linit − l)2
+ψ
.
2d(Lfin − Linit )

(B.6)

The derivatives of this expression with respect to Linit and Lfin are given by:
∂ϕL
∂ϕ1L
(Linit − l)(2Lfin − Linit − l)
,
=
+ψ
∂Linit
∂Linit
2d(Lfin − Linit )2
∂ϕL
∂ϕ1L
(Linit − l)2
.
=
−ψ
∂Lfin
∂Lfin
2d(Lfin − Linit )2

(B.7)

Case 3: Linit < l < Lfin < r
The bixel fluence for case 3 was derived to be (from Equation (A.11)):
ϕL = ϕ1L − ψ

(r − Lfin )2
.
2d(Lfin − Linit )

(B.8)

The derivatives of this expression with respect to Linit and Lfin are given by:
∂ϕL
∂ϕ1L
(r − Lfin )2
=
−ψ
,
∂Linit
∂Linit
2d(Lfin − Linit )2
∂ϕL
∂ϕ1L
(r − Lfin )(Lfin + r − 2Linit )
=
+ψ
.
∂Lfin
∂Lfin
2d(Lfin − Linit )2

(B.9)
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Case 4: l < Linit < Lfin < r
The bixel fluence for case 4 was derived to be (from Equation (A.13)):

ϕL =

ϕ1L

(Linit − l)2
(r − Lfin )2
+ψ
−ψ
.
2d(Lfin − Linit )
2d(Lfin − Linit )

(B.10)

The derivative of this expression with respect to Linit is given by (inserting
the definitions of c and d where required):
∂ϕL
(r − Lfin )2
∂ϕ1L
(Linit − l)(2Lfin − Linit − l)
−ψ
=
+ψ
∂Linit
∂Linit
2d(Lfin − Linit )2
2d(Lfin − Linit )2
(Linit − l)(2Lfin − Linit − l)
(r − Lfin )2
c − Lfin
+
ψ
−
ψ
=ψ
(Lfin − Linit )2
2d(Lfin − Linit )2
2d(Lfin − Linit )2
[︁
1
=ψ
2d(c − Lfin ) + 2Linit Lfin − L2init − Linit l − 2Lfin l
2d(Lfin − Linit )2
]︁
+Linit l + l2 − r2 + 2Lfin r − L2fin
=ψ

[︁ 2
1
r − l2 − 2Lfin r + 2Lfin l + 2Linit Lfin − L2init
2
2d(Lfin − Linit )
]︁
−2Lfin l + l2 − r2 + 2Lfin r − L2fin

L2fin − 2Linit Lfin + L2init
2d(Lfin − Linit )2
ψ
= − .
2d

= −ψ
∂ϕL
∂Linit

(B.11)
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Similarly, the derivative of ϕL with respect to Lfin is given by (inserting the
definitions of c and d where required):
∂ϕL
∂ϕ1L
(Linit − l)2
(r − Lfin )(Lfin + r − 2Linit )
=
−ψ
+ψ
2
∂Lfin
∂Lfin
2d(Lfin − Linit )
2d(Lfin − Linit )2
Linit − c
(Linit − l)2
(r − Lfin )(Lfin + r − 2Linit )
=ψ
−
ψ
+ψ
2
2
(Lfin − Linit )
2d(Lfin − Linit )
2d(Lfin − Linit )2
[︁
1
2d(Linit − c) − L2init + 2Linit l − l2 + Lfin r + r2
=ψ
2
2d(Lfin − Linit )
]︁
−2Linit r − L2fin − Lfin r + 2Linit Lfin
=ψ

[︁
1
2Linit r − 2Linit l − r2 + l2 − L2init + 2Linit l − l2
2
2d(Lfin − Linit )
]︁
+r2 − 2Linit r − L2fin + 2Linit Lfin

L2fin − 2Linit Lfin + L2init
2d(Lfin − Linit )2
ψ
= − .
2d

= −ψ
∂ϕL
∂Lfin

(B.12)

Equations (B.11) and (B.12) give the derivatives of ϕL when both initial
and final left leaf positions are inside the same bixel. In particular, these
expressions are true in the limiting case Linit → Lfin , representing the discrete
aperture VMAT approximation. Define L to be the initial and final leaf
position in this limit: L = Linit = Lfin . Then the derivative with respect to L
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is given by the chain rule:
∂ϕL
∂ϕL ∂Linit
∂ϕL ∂Lfin
=
+
∂L
∂Linit ∂L
∂Lfin ∂L
ψ
ψ
=− −
2d 2d
ψ
=− .
d

(B.13)

This corresponds precisely with the derivative found, for example, by Wild
et al. [69], proving that the discrete aperture VMAT approximation can be
considered to be a limiting case of the more general continuous aperture
VMAT calculation method.

Case 5: Linit < Lfin < l
The bixel fluence for case 4 was derived to be (from Equation (A.15)):

ϕL = ψ.

(B.14)

In this case, the bixel fluence does not depend on either the initial or final
left leaf positions, therefore both derivatives are 0:
∂ϕL
= 0,
∂Linit
∂ϕL
= 0.
∂Lfin

(B.15)
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Case 6: r < Linit < Lfin
The bixel fluence for case 5 was derived to be (from Equation (A.16)):

ϕL = 0

(B.16)

In this case, the bixel fluence does not depend on either the initial or final
left leaf positions, therefore both derivatives are 0:
∂ϕL
= 0,
∂Linit
∂ϕL
= 0.
∂Lfin

(B.17)

Gradient of ϕR with respect to the leaf positions
As in the derivation of the fluence in Appendix A, the derivatives of ϕR
with respect to Rinit and Rfin can be obtained by performing the following
substitutions in the ϕL derivatives: Linit → Rinit , and Lfin → Rfin .

Appendix C

Discrete expression for di, the mean
dose in 4D-VMAT
The continuous expression for the expectation value of the dose derived in
Equation (4.6) is re-written here:
∫︂ ∫︂ ∫︂
di =

(︁
(︁
)︁)︁
dϕj
Pr [Ω] δ ω − Ω Θ−1 (θ) D̃ij (θ, ω)
(LJ , RJ ) dθ dω DΩ.
dθ
(C.1)

The integrals over angle θ and tumour position ω must be converted into
discrete sums for the purposes of dose calculation using traditional doseinfluence matrices.
Since D̃ij (θ, ω) does not depend on Ω (t), the dose-influence matrix can
be removed from the integral over Ω. Equation (C.1) is then converted into a
discrete equation, where D̃ij (θ, ω) is assumed to be relatively constant over
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intervals of length ∆θ and ∆ω:

di =

∑︂ ∑︂
l

k

kl
D̃ij

∫︂

ω l +∆ω/2

ω l −∆ω/2

∫︂

θk +∆θ/2

θk −∆θ/2

∫︂

(︁
(︁
)︁)︁
Pr [Ω] δ ω − Ω Θ−1 (θ)

dϕj
(LJ , RJ ) DΩ dθ dω
·
dθ
∑︂ ∑︂ kl
=
D̃ij ϕkl
j .
l

(C.2)

k

ϕkl
j is the effective discrete fluence for bixel j emitted in the rectangle in
(︁
)︁
kl
(θ, ω) space surrounding the point θk , ω l with area ∆ω · ∆θ, while D̃ij is
(︁
)︁
kl
the dose-influence matrix at the central point: D̃ij = D̃ij θk , ω l . In order
to obtain the expectation value of the dose, this effective fluence must be
kl

multiplied by the dose-influence matrices D̃ij and summed over all indices.
Calculating the effective fluence will be the focus of the remainder of this
appendix.
From the implicit definition in Equation (C.2), the effective fluence is
given by:
ϕkl
j

∫︂ ∫︂ ∫︂
=
ωl

θk

(︁
(︁
)︁)︁ dϕj
Pr [Ω] δ ω − Ω Θ−1 (θ)
(LJ , RJ ) DΩ dθ dω.
dθ

(C.3)

Here, the integral over tumour position (angle) is understood to be centred at
ω l (θk ) with a width of ∆ω (∆θ). The two first integrals indicate an integration
(︁
)︁
over the θk , ω l rectangle. The third integral is over all trajectories Ω (t),
while the Dirac delta function picks out only those respiratory trajectories
which cross the rectangle in some way. In the integrand there is the probability
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of each trajectory, Pr [Ω], as well as the differential fluence emitted as the
leaves sweep along that trajectory.
Before carrying out the integrations in Equation (C.3), three simplifying
assumptions are made to the trajectories ω = Ω (Θ−1 (θ)) in the integral
over Ω: the codomain of Ω (Θ−1 (θ)) is limited to the set of discrete tumour
[︁
]︁
positions {ω l }; in each interval θk − ∆θ/2, θk + ∆θ/2 , the trajectories can
only take on two values, an initial and final tumour position; and the transition
between these positions must occur at the discrete angle θk (or at the endpoints
[︁
]︁
of the interval θk − ∆θ/2, θk + ∆θ/2 ). A full trajectory is built piecewise
′

out of trajectory segments Ωk,l→l (Θ−1 (θ)) which transition from an initial
′

tumour position ω l to a final position ω l . An example of such a trajectory
segment is shown graphically in Figure C.1, and can be defined mathematically
as:
k,l→l′

Ω

(︁ −1 )︁
Θ (θ) =

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨ω l
⎪
⎪
⎩ω l ′

[︁
]︁
for θ ∈ θk − ∆θ/2, θk

(C.4)

[︁
]︁
for θ ∈ θk , θk + ∆θ/2 .

(︁
)︁
Now the integration over the θk , ω l rectangle in the ω direction is performed. Because of the discretization of the integral over Ω, only trajectories
which have an initial or final tumour position of ω l survive this integration;
′

′

that is, the trajectory must contain the trajectory segment Ωk,l→l or Ωk,l →l
for any l′ . For trajectories which contain a trajectory segment of the type
′

Ωk,l→l , the delta function δ (ω − Ω (Θ−1 (θ))) ensures that only the part of
the θ integral from θk − ∆θ/2 to θk survives. Conversely, for trajectories
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0

Ωk,l→l (Θ−1 (θ))
0

ω

ωl

ωl

θk − ∆θ/2

θk
θ

θk + ∆θ/2
′

Figure C.1: Allowed trajectory segments ω = Ωk,l→l (Θ−1 (θ)) in the 4DVMAT dose calculation model.
′

which feature a trajectory segment of the type Ωk,l →l , only the part of the θ
integral from θk to θk + ∆θ/2 survives. Equation (C.3) then becomes:

ϕkl
j

=

∑︂ [︃∫︂ ∫︂
l′

←
−
θk

Ωk,l→l′

dϕj
(LJ , RJ ) DΩ dθ
dθ
]︃
∫︂ ∫︂
dϕj
+ −
Pr [Ω]
(LJ , RJ ) DΩ dθ . (C.5)
→
dθ
θk Ωk,l′ →l

Pr [Ω]

←
−
→
−
Here two new symbols have been introduced: θk and θk represent the intervals
[︁ k
]︁
[︁
]︁
θ − ∆θ/2, θk and θk , θk + ∆θ/2 , respectively. The first term concerns
′

trajectory segments which transition from tumour position ω l to ω l , while
the second term concerns trajectory segments which transition from position
′

ω l to ω l . Each term is summed over l′ , the index of the final (initial) tumour
′

position. The subscript Ωk,l→l in the integral over Ω of each term indicates
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that the integration is performed only over trajectories which include that
particular trajectory segment.
Next the integration over Ω is performed:
dϕj
(LJ , RJ ) DΩ
dθ
Ωk,l→l′
∫︂
dϕj (︂ k,l→l′ k,l→l′ )︂
Pr [Ω] DΩ
LJ
, RJ
=
dθ
Ωk,l→l′
(︂
)︂
(︂
)︂
k,l→l′
k,l→l′
k,l→l′ dϕj
=Pr Ω
LJ
, RJ
.
dθ
∫︂

Pr [Ω]

(C.6)

The definition of the aperture library in Section 4.2.1.1 indicates that the right
and left leaf positions are defined on a set of discrete points in (θ, ω) space
(︁
)︁
which are now identified as { θk , ω l }. The leaf positions take on interpolated
values between these control points depending on the trajectories Θ and Ω
which are followed. Specifically, the leaf positions for any trajectory which
′

contains a trajectory segment of the type Ωk,l→l all follow the same function
[︁
]︁
of θ in the interval θk − ∆θ/2, θk + ∆θ/2 , which is the exact domain of
integration in Equation (C.5). These functions are denoted by the symbols
′

′

Lk,l→l
(θ) and RJk,l→l (θ) for the left and right leaves, respectively. Then the
J
differential fluence may be taken out of the integral, as in the second line of
Equation (C.6), so that only the probability of a particular trajectory Ω is
left in the integral over Ω. The result of this integral is given in the third line
′

as the probability of observing the trajectory segment Ωk,l→l .
In order to be consistent with the restrictions placed on the possible
(︁
′ )︁
trajectories (Figure C.1), in the calculation of Pr Ωk,l→l the trajectory
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′

segment Ωk,l→l is considered to be achieved whenever two conditions are
(︁
(︁
)︁)︁
(︁
(︁
)︁)︁
′
fulfilled: ω Θ−1 θk − ∆θ/2 = ω l and ω Θ−1 θk + ∆θ/2 = ω l , thus:
(︂
)︂
(︂ (︁
)︂
(︁
)︁)︁
(︁
(︁
)︁)︁
′
′
Pr Ωk,l→l = Pr ω Θ−1 θk − ∆θ/2 = ω l ∩ ω Θ−1 θk + ∆θ/2 = ω l
(︁ (︁
(︁
)︁)︁
)︁
= Pr ω Θ−1 θk − ∆θ/2 = ω l
)︂
(︂ (︁
(︁ −1 (︁ k
)︁)︁
(︁ k
)︁)︁
−1
l′
l
· Pr ω Θ
θ + ∆θ/2 = ω |ω Θ
θ − ∆θ/2 = ω .
(C.7)
The second line is due to the definition of conditional probability: the proba′

bility of observing the trajectory segment Ωk,l→l is given by the probability
of being observing tumour position ω l at angle θk − ∆θ/2, multiplied by the
′

conditional or transition probability of observing ω l at angle θk + ∆θ/2 given
that the tumour position was ω l at angle θk − ∆θ/2. These probabilities are
obtained from a model of the tumour motion, such as the one introduced in
Chapter 3. It is important to note that the derivation of the dose up until this
point has not depended on the particulars of the motion model chosen, only
on the existence of such a model that can calculate the required probabilities.

(︁

The final expression for the effective fluence for bixel j emitted in the
)︁
θk , ω l rectangle is given by inserting Equation (C.6) into Equation (C.5),
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with the prescription for probabilities given in Equation (C.7):

ϕkl
j

=

∑︂ [︃
l′

(︂

Pr Ω

k,l→l′

dϕj (︂ k,l→l′ k,l→l′ )︂
LJ
, RJ
dθ
←
−
θk dθ
)︂ ]︃
(︂
)︂ ∫︂ dϕ (︂ ′
j
k,l →l
k,l′ →l
k,l′ →l
LJ
, RJ
dθ . (C.8)
+Pr Ω
−
→
θk dθ

)︂ ∫︂

The remaining integrals over θ can be calculated using the continuous aperture
fluence method [3], described in Section 2.2.1.1 and Appendix A.

Appendix D

Discrete expression for d2i , the mean
squared dose in 4D-VMAT
The continuous expression for the expectation value of the square of the dose
derived in Equation (4.12) is re-written here:

d2i

(︁
(︁
)︁)︁
dϕj1
Pr [Ω] δ ω1 − Ω Θ−1 (θ1 ) D̃ij1 (θ1 , ω1 )
dθ1
(︁
(︁ −1
)︁)︁
dϕj2
· δ ω2 − Ω Θ (θ2 ) D̃ij2 (θ2 , ω2 )
dθ1 dω1 dθ2 dω2 DΩ. (D.1)
dθ2

∫︂ ∫︂ ∫︂ ∫︂ ∫︂
=

Equation (D.1) is converted to a discrete equation in a similar way going
from Equation (C.1) to Equation (C.2), thus:

d2i =

∑︂ ∑︂ ∑︂ ∑︂
l1

k1

l2

k1 l1

k2 l2

D̃ij1 D̃ij2 Φkj11jk22 l1 l2 .

k2
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(D.2)
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Here, Φkj11jk22 l1 l2 is an effective fluence tensor. To obtain the expectation value
of the dose squared, two multiplications of this tensor with the dose-influence
matrix are necessary.
This fluence tensor is given by:

Φjk11jk22 l1 l2

∫︂

∫︂

=
ω l1

θ k1

(︁
(︁
)︁)︁ dϕj1
Pr [Ω] δ ω1 − Ω Θ−1 (θ1 )
dθ1
ω l2 θk2
(︁
(︁ −1
)︁)︁ dϕj2
· δ ω2 − Ω Θ (θ2 )
DΩ dθ2 dω2 dθ1 dω1 . (D.3)
dθ2

∫︂

∫︂

∫︂

The notation from Appendix C is used here: each integral over tumour
position (angle) is understood to be centred at ω l1,2 (θk1,2 ) with a width of ∆ω
(∆θ). The first four integrals indicate an integration over the two rectangles
(︁ k l )︁
(︁
)︁
θ 1 , ω 1 and θk2 , ω l2 . As in Equation (C.3), the fifth integral is over all
trajectories Ω, while the Dirac delta functions pick out only those trajectories
which cross both rectangles in some way.
These delta functions can be dealt with one at a time, similarly to the
progression from Equation (C.3) to Equation (C.5). First, the delta function
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in ω1 is eliminated by performing the integration over ω1 :

Φkj11jk22 l1 l2

=

∑︂ [︃
l1′

(︁ −1
)︁)︁ dϕj2
dϕj1 (︁
δ
ω
−
Ω
Θ
(θ
)
DΩ dθ2 dω2 dθ1
2
2
′
dθ1
dθ2
ω l2 θk2 Ωk1 ,l1 →l1
]︃
∫︂ ∫︂ ∫︂ ∫︂
(︁ −1
)︁)︁ dϕj2
dϕj1 (︁
+ −→
δ ω2 − Ω Θ (θ2 )
DΩ dθ2 dω2 dθ1 .
Pr [Ω]
′
dθ1
dθ2
θk1 ω l2 θk2 Ωk1 ,l1 →l1
∫︂

∫︂

∫︂

∫︂

Pr [Ω]

←−
θ k1

(D.4)
←
−
→
−
The symbols θk and θk introduced in Appendix C (just below Equation (C.5))
are used here.
Next the integrations over ω2 may be performed, yielding a sum of four
terms:

Φjk11jk22 l1 l2

=

∑︂ ∑︂ [︃∫︂
l′

l′

∫︂ 1 ∫︂ 2 ∫︂
+

←−
θk1

−→
θ k2

←−
θ k1

∫︂

∫︂

←−
θ k2

′
′
Ωk1 ,l1 →l1 ∩Ωk2 ,l2 →l2

∫︂
′

′

Ωk1 ,l1 →l1 ∩Ωk2 ,l2 →l2

+

∫︂

−→

∫︂θ
+

Pr [Ω]

k1

−→
θ k1

dϕj1 dϕj2
DΩ dθ2 dθ1
dθ1 dθ2

∫︂

←−

∫︂θ

k2

−→
θ k2

′
k1 ,l′1 →l1
∩Ωk2 ,l2 →l2

∫︂Ω

′

′

Ωk1 ,l1 →l1 ∩Ωk2 ,l2 →l2

]︃
. (D.5)

The four terms have the same integrands but different domains of integration,
therefore the integrands have been suppressed in the latter three terms. The
domain of integration in the first Ω-integral is the set of all trajectories which
′

′

contain both trajectory segments Ωk1 ,l1 →l1 and Ωk2 ,l2 →l2 , and similarly for the
other three.
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The integration over Ω is performed as in Equation (C.6):
dϕj1
dϕj2
(LJ1 , RJ1 )
(LJ2 , RJ2 ) DΩ
dθ1
dθ2
∫︂
dϕj2
dϕj
=
Pr [Ω] DΩ 1 (LJ1 , RJ1 )
(LJ2 , RJ2 )
k1 ,l1 →l′1
k2 ,l2 →l′2
dθ
dθ
Ω
∩Ω
(︂
)︂ dϕ (︂
)︂
k1 ,l1 →l1′
k1 ,l1 →l1′
j1
k1 ,l1 →l1′
k2 ,l2 →l2′
= Pr Ω
∩Ω
LJ1
, RJ1
dθ
dϕj2 (︂ k2 ,l2 →l2′ k2 ,l2 →l2′ )︂
LJ2
, RJ2
.
·
dθ
∫︂

′
′
Ωk1 ,l1 →l1 ∩Ωk2 ,l2 →l2

Pr [Ω]

(D.6)

Here, the dependence of the differential fluence on the left and right leaf
positions has been made explicit.
′

Next the probability to observe both trajectory segments Ωk1 ,l1 →l1 and
′

Ωk2 ,l2 →l2 must be calculated. Two cases are considered: θk1 is equal to θk2 ;
and θk1 is achieved by θ = Θ(t) before θk2 (the reverse can be calculated by
swapping the indices). The first case can be calculated with Equation (C.7)
′

′

′

by using the simplifying relation Ωk1 ,l1 →l1 ∩ Ωk2 ,l2 →l2 = Ωk1 ,l1 →l1 . In the second
case, successive applications of the definition of conditional probability are
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performed:
(︂
)︂
(︂ (︁
)︁)︁
(︁
′
′
Pr Ωk1 ,l1 →l1 ∩ Ωk2 ,l2 →l2 = Pr ω Θ−1 θk1 − ∆θ/2 = ω l1
)︁)︁
(︁
)︁)︁
(︁
(︁
(︁
′
∩ ω Θ−1 θk1 + ∆θ/2 = ω l1 ∩ ω Θ−1 θk2 − ∆θ/2 = ω l2
)︂
)︁)︁
(︁ −1 (︁ k2
l2′
∩ω Θ
θ + ∆θ/2 = ω
)︁
)︁)︁
(︁
(︁ (︁
= Pr ω Θ−1 θk1 − ∆θ/2 = ω l1
(︂ (︁
)︂
(︁ k1
)︁)︁
(︁ −1 (︁ k1
)︁)︁
−1
l1′
l1
θ + ∆θ/2 = ω |ω Θ
θ − ∆θ/2 = ω
· Pr ω Θ
(︂ (︁
)︂
(︁ k2
)︁)︁
(︁ −1 (︁ k1
)︁)︁
−1
l2
l1′
· Pr ω Θ
θ − ∆θ/2 = ω |ω Θ
θ + ∆θ/2 = ω
(︂ (︁
)︂
(︁
)︁)︁
(︁
(︁
)︁)︁
′
· Pr ω Θ−1 θk2 + ∆θ/2 = ω l2 |ω Θ−1 θk2 − ∆θ/2 = ω l2 .
(D.7)
The transition probabilities shown above can be calculated using a suitable
model of the tumour motion.
The final expression for the effective tensor is given by inserting Equation (D.6) into Equation (D.5), with the formula for probabilities given in
Equations (C.7) and (D.7):

Φjk11jk22 l1 l2

=

∑︂ ∑︂ [︃
l1′

(︂

′

+Pr Ωk1 ,l1 →l1

∫︂
)︂ ∫︂ dϕ
dϕj2
j1
Pr Ω
∩Ω
· ←−
dθ1 ←−
dθ2
k1 dθ1
k2 dθ2
θ
θ
′
l2
)︂ ∫︂ ∫︂
(︂
)︂ ∫︂ ∫︂
k2 ,l2′ →l2
k1 ,l1′ →l1
k2 ,l2 →l2′
∩Ω
· ←− −→ +Pr Ω
∩Ω
· −→ ←−
k1
θ k1 θ k2
θk2
∫︂ ∫︂ ]︃θ
(︂
)︂
′
′
+Pr Ωk1 ,l1 →l1 ∩ Ωk2 ,l2 →l2 · −→ −→ . (D.8)
(︂

k1 ,l1 →l1′

k2 ,l2 →l2′

θk1

θk2

The integrals over θ1 and θ2 can be separated at this point, since the two
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factors in the integrand

dϕj1
dθ1

and

dϕj1
dθ1

depend only on their respective angular

variable. These integrals can be calculated using the continuous aperture
fluence method [3], described in Section 2.2.1.1 and Appendix A.

